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ood evening, everyone. Long live
Texas! Thank you for having me.
I appreciate it. I’m just curious; I want to

do a bit of a demographic study. If you’re a
member of the media, please raise your
hand. Okay, okay, put your hand own,
please. That’s a very offensive gesture.
Shut it down. We knew you were the lying
media, but for God’s sake, that’s out of
hand.
I’d like to first off thank Preston for
bringing me here. He is truly a brave man
and he is bringing a level of discourse to
the university that otherwise probably
wouldn’t be there. The fact is that we know
universities have become stifling, in terms
of what you can talk about, and Preston’s
fighting against that and I greatly appreciate
it. So please give him a round of applause.
I’d also like to thank the Texas A&M
Uni ver sity Po lice. They have been
absolutely professional with me; they also
care about free speech and they have really
gone the extra mile in terms of allowing
this event to occur. So please give them a
round of applause. Thank you.
So, just out of curiosity, please raise

your hands if you are a Texas A&M student.
Awesome. I am very happy to be here and I
hope you all ask questions. I actually did
grow up in Texas, so I am proud to say, the
Alamo did nothing wrong.
Well. What is the Alt Right? Who are
you? Pepe. Yeah, absolutely. I’m sure some
of you have first heard about the Alt Right
after the “hail heard round the world”
that occurred at the NPI conference.
That was a lot of fun.
I would say that that moment, which
went viral, is an expression of a lot of
differ ent things. It is cer tainly the
expression of the desire of a mainstream
media to slander and just silence us
with one thirty second footage. “Aww,
these people are terrible.” But I think it
also says something about the life of the
Alt Right. We don’t allow other people to
tell us what we can joke about. We don’t
play by their rules. We have fun, we can be
outlandish, and that is never going to stop.
So, the Alt Right can’t be defined by
something from the past. We can’t be
trapped in the past. But we also need to go
forward guilt-free. We need to be high
energy, we need to have fun, we need to be
a little outlandish, we need to trigger the
world. So all I would say is: keep it up. I
love you all.
So what is the Alt Right? When I first
started using that term, it was about mid2008, and at that point, I think the Alt Right
was fairly, you could say, negative in its
meaning. We didn’t quite know exactly
what it was. I knew that something was
pro foundly wrong with main stream
conservatism. That was evident enough
with the George W. Bush administration,
with the neoconservatives’ disastrous wars
in Iraq and so on, and with the rest of the

mainstream Right offering no answers, the
religious Right, all that kind of stuff. I
knew that we had to have a new starting
point. I also knew that we needed to – this
wasn’t a matter just of tweaking the Right,
as it is – this was really the matter of a new
beginning. Of a new starting point for
conservatism in America.
You can actually look at the starting
point of the conservative movement, and
they talk about global capitalism, and free
markets, and the Constitution, and vague
Christian values of some sort. But they
never ask that question of “Who are we?”
They never ask that question of identity.
They probably assumed it. They probably
assumed a White America, a European
America, but they never really asked about
it and they were never really conscious of
it.

And so the conservative
movement became, in its
way, a mirror reflection, a
pho to graphic neg a tive, of
the Soviet Union.
It be came an ideo log i cal na tion, it
became a nation based on abstract values,
like “muh freedom,” “muh democracy,”
“muh bombin’ muh commies and Muslims.”
It was never a place; it was never a people;
it was a kind of ideology. That’s what
conservatism was. And so I don’t think
George W. Bush was some kind of
aberration, some kind of wrong turn to the
conservative movement; I think sadly he
was an expression of that general trajectory.
Not towards identity, not towards nationalism, not towards a sense of “us” or who we
are, but towards this abstract universalism
that ends up in ridiculous two trillion dollar
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wars in the middle east, that no one understands and no one can even remember what
started them.
So, in a way, George W. Bush was the
founder of the Alt Right. He was at least
the founder of the term, because I knew
that we had to get away from that. We had
to get away from him. So I started using the
term “Alt Right” in about mid-2008, and at
that point, as I said, I don’t think it had an
essence quite then. It was just a sense of
not-that; let’s get away from W, let’s get
away from all that, let’s start anew. From
there, the Alt Right evolved, it took on new
meanings, and in a way it was outside of
my control, absolutely – the Alt Right has
never been the Richard Spencer agenda or
anything like that – the Alt Right has been
or ganic, that’s why it has suc ceeded,
precisely because other people have picked
it up and they have added meanings to it,
and so on.
But it kind of evolved with me, in a way.
After I dropped out of graduate school, I
worked in what you could call the anti-war
conservative movement. I wanted to oppose
George W. Bush’s agenda but I wanted to
do it from a Right-wing perspective. That
is, I evolved too. And by around 2010, I
would say, I had an idea of where that new
starting place was going to be. And that
new starting point was going to be identity.
And that was going to be the question that
we asked first.
So what is identity? In a way, it’s the
question “who are you?” We all have many
different identities. You could say that
you’re a student at Texas A&M. You’re
into weight-lifting. You went to a Star Trek
convention. You like to wear sweatpants.
These are elec tive iden tities. They say
(See “Don’t let any,” page 8)
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HERE’S WHAT WAS IGNORED OR MISREPORTED ELSEWHERE:

Judea declares war on disobedient munchkins
SCALAWAG U. S. Senator Lindsey
Graham has threatened to introduce a
measure in Congress to pull funding for
“our” United Nations until the Security
Council repeals a resolution it passed
condemning illegal Israeli construction
of Jews-only settlements on Palestinian
lands. The U. N. was created in 1945 at
America’s behest on American soil for
the supposedly noble purpose of making
wars less likely. The U. N. carved Israel
out of Palestine in 1948 and the Jewish
wars for added territories began. Votes
by the U. N. get reversed when printed
dollars stuff or vacate its ballot box.
PASSAGE of “the resolution on Israeli
settlements marks another shameful chapter
in the bizarre anti-Israel history of the
United Nations,” said Arizona Senator
John McCain in a statement.
TRUMP, who defeated Democratic
rival Hillary Clinton in the November 8
election, said “things will be different”
after he takes office. “The big loss for
Israel in the United Nations will make it
much harder to negotiate peace. Too
bad, but we will get it done anyway!” he
twittered in a message on December 24.
NATO Auditor General Yves Chandelon
was found dead by gunshot to the head in
the Belgian city of Andenne on December
23. Authorities say suicide, but his family
vehemently disputes that assessment. For
Chandelon, doing “counteraction against
terrorism financing issues” according to
News.am, was found over 62 miles from
Lens, the city where he lived, and 87 miles
from his place of work in Luxembourg. He
also owned three registered firearms, but
an unregistered weapon was discovered
near his body.
A PAKISTANI invader pretending to
be a refugee in Berlin, Germany, told a
court he had raped one and committed
five other sex attacks on German women
because “as a refugee, it is hard to get a
girlfriend.” Asif M. pleaded guilty to all
charges before the Landgericht Berlin.

NORTH CAROLINA lawmakers have
again voted “No” to trannies using public
bathrooms, slowing the queer avalanche a
bit. Sounds like the people in that State
have more brains than elsewhere. Who is
for men using women’s bathrooms? The
idea is revolting, as are the people who like
that idea. (The pro-tranny movement is
part of the pro-queer movement. The latter
movement is overwhelmingly Jewish, i.e.,
most of its founders were Jews).
LEAGUE of the South President Dr.
Michael Hill: “The Italian people, by a
vote of nearly 60%, have rejected the
globalist designs of the European Union
and caused the current government of
Prime Minister Matteo Renzi to tender
its resignation. Nationalists everywhere
pray this stunning and overwhelming
message delivered by the Italian people
is indeed the death blow to the E. U.”
“HATE crime!” said media munchkins
in reporting November’s “church-burning
intimidation” at Greenville, Mississippi –
“likely the work of White supremacists.”
It’s been exposed as yet another fake hate
crime after the arrest of a local Black for
the arson, which included spray-painting
“Vote Trump” on a wall.
“NOT the Soviet Union, but a new
Union State. I think that a new union is
possible,” Mikhail Gorbachev said in an
interview with TASS timed to coincide
with the 25th anniversary of the USSR’s
dissolution. “It could be within the same
borders and formed with the same
States, but voluntarily.”
POLICE in Vienna planned to distribute
6,000 pocket alarm “rape whistles” on New
Year’s Eve to Austrian women to try and
prevent another mass nonWhite invader
sex attack like that which occurred a year
earlier, the Interior Ministry announced: a
typically inept liberal response to a racial
problem caused by their own policies. Cops
were to hand out the rape alarms to women
taking part in their annual New Year’s Eve
party trail at Vienna’s city center.
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Challenging a Zionist-controlled mediacracy to tolerate the truth

BORN in Sweden in 1997, the Nordic
Resistance Movement is also in Norway,
Finland and Denmark, holding together
a Nordic Nationalist movement, laying
the foundation of a united Nordic State
to arise on National Socialist principles
assuring the culture, identity, traditions
and blood of these Nordics for all time.
AFRICA’S Mali reneged after agreeing
with Dutch foreign minister Bert Koenders
to take back its citizens who had invaded
Europe. The E. U. had promised money to
Mali when setting up the deal.

“Be assured that if this new provision
[the 14th Amendment] be engrafted in
the Constitution, it will, in time, change
the entire struc ture and texture of
our government, and sweep away all
the guarantees of safety devised and
provided by our patriotic Sires of the
Revolution.” – Orville Browning
Sec. of the Interior (1867)

MORE than 12,000 people lost their
lives in acts of terrorism, violence and
armed conflict in Iraq during 2016 as
government forces and allied fighters
battled to drive Takfiri Daesh militants
out of the country. Anybody remember
why “Bring ’em on!” George W. Bush
murdered Iraq’s head of State in 2006?

Scalawag of the Month
Damon Sajnani

Professor teaches self hate
The University of Wisconsin is offering
a course this spring on “The Problem of
Whiteness,” which is taught by a radical
assistant professor who believes America
is a terrorist State.
The course covers “institutional racism”
and “what it means to be #woke.”
Damon Sajnani, an assistant professor
in UW-Madison’s African Cultural Studies
department, is teaching the course. Says he:
“In es sence, the
‘American dream’ is
the denial of the reality
o f s o c io e c o n o mi c
strat i fi ca tion in the
United States. It is the
de nial th at so cial
Damon Sajnani
iden ti ties such as
gender, race and class play a role in the
al lo ca tion of rights, op por tu nities and
resources. The American dream serves as
the ideological obfuscation of America’s
leading role in the perpetuation of local
and global inequality through capitalism
and neocolonialism. It is a cornerstone of
American culture, the culture which justifies
the existing American social structure. It is
amidst and against this culture that HipHop
is created. Understanding race through the
lens of colonialism, and enduring neocolonial relations, allows for a much more
concrete understanding of both the politics
of HipHop and its role in decolonization.
“Proper consideration of the colonial
constitution of race foregrounds the anticolonial imperative of Blackness and the
ap pli ca bil ity of Fanon’s anal y sis in
Wretched of the Earth to the struggle for
Black lib er ation in the United States.
Fanon un der stood that co lo nial ism is
established and maintained through a
complex mixture of coercive force and
ideological domination.
“National culture within the colonial
con text is the con struction of a lo cal
culture suited to the specific needs of the
colonized people that subverts and destroys
the culture of the colonizer. It is important
to note that Black nationalism, or third
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world nationalism is, at its best, qualitatively distinct from European nationalism.
“As opposed to the latter’s tendency
towards fascism and parochialism, Black
nationalism is inherently diasporic: it is
an inter nationalist nationalism. Bakari
Kitwana popularized the term ‘the HipHop
Generation’ partly as an alternative to ‘the
HipHop Nation,’ which was popular in the
mid-90s but which was con cep tu ally
ungrounded… [T]he origins of HipHop in
the U. S. constitute the organic development
of national culture in the Fanonian sense.
In other words, it constitutes the evolution
of a diasporic Black nationalism…”
TFF would send Bill Ebb to absorb that
course, but he says it’s over his li’l noggin,
so we’ll just dee-ass-pour the prof a glass
and give him our prestidigitatious award.

Seriously, now
An older couple’s son having come of
age is still living with them. A bit worried,
as he can’t decide upon his future career,
the parents will know where he’s headed
by means of a little test.
They leave a note on the front hall table
saying they’ve left, and alongside it place a
ten-dollar bill, the Bible and this bottle of
whiskey, then hide as if no one is home.
The man tells his wife, “Should he take
the money our son will be a businessman,
if the Bible then it’s a pastor, but the bottle
of whiskey, I’m afraid, will tell us he may
turn into a no-good drunkard.”
When their son arrives they’re peeping
from hiding and observe him reading the
note they’ve left. He holds the ten-dollar
bill against the light, then shoves it into his
pocket. After flipping through the Bible he
tucks it under his arm, grabs and opens the
bottle, takes an appreciative whiff to be
sure of its quality and leaves for his room
carrying all three items.
The father slaps his forehead and moans:
“This is worse than I could’ve imagined!”
“What?” asks the astounded wife.
“Our son is going to be a politician!”
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Sur vival essentials
American Dissident Voices
Broadcast of August 5, 2000
By Dr. William Pierce
natall.com

Today let’s back off

a bit and take a look at
the overall situation of
our race. I believe that
it’s important to do that
fairly often, so that we
don’t get lost in the
details. So here’s the
situation: Very roughly,
there are 100 million
adult, heterosexual White men and women
in the United States, and about as many
White children and teenagers. There are
roughly 80 million non-Whites of all ages,
and I’m including among the latter the
approximately six million Jews who live in
the United States.
Among the 100 million adult, non-Jewish
Whites in the United States, there are two
to three million who are potential listeners
to this broadcast. I don’t know how many
are actual listeners now – probably between
100 and 200 thousand, which is somewhere
between three and ten percent of the potential.
And, of course, many of the po ten tial
listeners would not respond positively even
if they were listening now. I receive letters
often from listeners who tell me that they
used to be in the enemy camp, they used to
be Politically Correct, they used to believe
what they saw and heard on television, and
that after they began listening to these
broadcasts it took them a while to wake up
and get their thinking straightened out.
Nevertheless, I believe it is a reasonable
estimate to say that we have two to three
million potential allies in the United States:
two to three million White men and women
capable of becoming fighters for the survival
and progress of our race.
Among the other 97 or 98 mil lion
Whites, not all are lemmings. There are
probably seven or eight million men and
women who are capable of independent
thought, capable of having ideas not put
into their heads by television, but who
consciously have cho sen to op pose the
survival of their own people. Some of them
– a million or so – are homosexuals, and
their perversion comes first in their scheme
of things. They will throw their lot in with
anyone – Jews, Clintonistas, Blacks – who
will allow them to keep their protected
status, and they will oppose anyone who
wants to have a healthy, moral society.
Sim i lar con sid er ations ap ply to the
feminists. Not all feminists are anti-White,
but like the homosexuals they will throw
their lot in with whichever side will permit
them to keep their protected status. They
understand that they cannot expect to have
abortion on demand, no questions asked,
and special hiring and promotion quotas in
a healthy, White society. Keeping their
privileged status, which allows them to
pre tend that they are men in stead of
women and yet be afforded all sorts of
advantages and protections that are not
afforded to real men, is much more important
to them than the survival of the race.
And then there are those who simply are
corrupt, those who can think clearly and
independently and who might prefer to live
in a healthy, White world if they could, but
who would much rather be very rich in a
decaying world of mongrels than only
moderately well off in a White world. For
the corrupt, money, privilege, status, power
and even comfort come before race. We
know who they are: all of the politicians, all
of the mainstream media bosses who aren’t
Jews, most of the preachers, most of the
bureaucrats, most of the big businessmen –
and millions more who desperately want to
An idle mind is the devil’s workshop
So get busy; join the angels
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be like them: millions more who may not
yet have achieved wealth or status or
power, but who crave it above all else.
Sure, they don’t like Mexicans, but if they
can keep their labor costs down and make a
bigger profit by hiring them, they will.
Sure, they despise Bill Clinton and the rest
of the Washington crew, but they’ll suck up
to that crew if they can get a few legislative
or regulatory favors. Sure, they understand
what the Jews are up to; they know that the
Jews are methodically destroying our race,
but if they can gain some mo men tary
advantage for themselves by collaborating
with the Jews they’ll do it. They really
don’t care what sort of world their grandchildren will have to live in.
And then there are the lemmings, in their
scores of mindless millions. When I say
“mindless,” I don’t mean stupid. I really
mean “soulless.” Some of them are intelligent
and some are stupid; some are industrious
and disciplined, and some are lazy and
self-indulgent; some are reasonably honest
and some are not; but they all are merely
herd animals, without the human capacity
for mak ing any in de pend ent moral or
intellectual judgment. Apart from the herd
they cannot feel or think; they cannot exist.
They are impor tant, how ever, be cause
there are many of them – and because
whoever is pulling their strings, whoever is
manipulating them, can make them all
move together in any desired direction.
I’m exaggerating a bit, of course. I’m
oversimplifying the description of lemmings.
Lemminghood is not a condition which is
defined with absolute sharpness. I have
known lemmings who were almost human,
lemmings who were not entirely comfortable
with being lemmings, who really wanted to
think for themselves and do the right thing
but were afraid to. And I have known a few
who actually made the transition from
lemminghood to humanity – although
perhaps they never had been real lemmings
in the first place; perhaps they merely had
been running with the herd because it
never had occurred to them that the herd
might be running in the wrong direction;
per haps all they re ally needed was for
someone to grab them by the lapels and say
to them loudly and clearly: “Hey! Look
where you’re going. Is that really where
you want to go?” Maybe there are a lot
more like them now run ning with the
lemmings who just need to be grabbed and
given a good shaking.
And I’m oversimplifying when I say that
the manipulators are able to move all of the
lemmings together in any desired direction.
Usually there’s quite a bit of aimless milling
around, and even when the manipulators
are moving the lemmings they generally
do so in a way which is deliberately not
trans par ent. They like to main tain the
illusion that there is no manipulation. They
will move some of the lemmings in a

democratic herd and some in a Republican
herd, and they will generate a lot of smoke
and sparks to make it seem that the two
herds are opposed to one another when
they’re really moving in the same direction.
Then when the lemmings as a whole are
not happy with developments, those in he
Republican herd can blame those in the
Democratic herd, and vice versa.
Anyway, that’s roughly the way we’re
divided up: those who care about the sort
of world we’ll have in the future, and those
who don’t, with the latter vastly in the
majority. But all of us together – the caring
and the uncaring, the pure in spirit and the
corrupt, those who are racially conscious
and those who think only about their special
interests – all of us together are headed for
extinction. We are headed for extinction
because the White birthrate is far below the
replacement level, the miscegenation rate
is way up, and the sewers of the non-White
world are flood ing America with their
Brown and Black and Yellow filth. These
trends will within the next few decades
make us a minority in the continent we
took away from non-Whites. And if we
want to have a clear picture of what that
will mean, all we have to do is look at what
is happening in Rhodesia and in South
Africa today.
That’s looking at our situation from a
bi o log i cal per spec tive: we are let ting
ourselves become outnumbered by nonWhites in those areas where we used to
be the overwhelming majority, and those
who are outnumbering us are our natural
enemies, our competitors for living space
and breeding space on this shrinking planet.

Much worse, we are mongrelizing ourselves
by interbreeding with these non-Whites.
Numerical majorities can shift back and
forth, of course, but from mongrelization
there is no recovery.
We also can look at our situation from a
moral perspective. We have in the past
been outnumbered but nevertheless have
remained in full control of the situation,
because we were organized on a racial
basis. When we were in the pro cess of
conquering the New World, we were, of
course, outnumbered by the American
Indians, but we were racially conscious,
and we understood what we were doing.
We understood that they were living here,
and that we wanted the land for our people,
and we took it. We weren’t filled with
any phony guilt from having Christian
preachers or Jewish television producers
telling us that we were wicked to conquer
the continent for ourselves and that we
should give it back to the In di ans and
return to England. It was a very simple
moral issue: us or them; the land for our
grandchildren or for theirs. We knew how
to deal with that, and we were unbeatable.
It was much the same in southern Africa.
Being racially conscious and understanding
quite clearly the difference between us and
them, we were able to build strong,
healthy, progressive White societies, even
though we were greatly outnumbered by
non-Whites.
In America today we still have a substantial,
though rap idly de clin ing, nu mer i cal
majority, but our moral situation is quite
different from what it was when our race
was expanding across the globe. We have
slid a long way downhill from the racial
pride and self-confidence we had until
approximately the beginning of the 20th
century. It really is no exaggeration to say
that the average lemming in America today
has been pumped so full of artificial guilt
by the media that he is uncomfortable even
with the thought of being White. Many
actually are ashamed and feel that they
should do penance. I see this sort of thing
every day. My organization, the National
Al li ance, pub lishes and dis trib utes a
number of pamphlets, leaflets, stickers and
other materi als that deal in one way or
another with race. We distribute material
with AIDS statistics broken down by race,
for example: nothing derogatory or insulting,
just facts. But the media describe this as
“hate pro pa ganda” ev ery time, and the
lemmings respond the same way. They
really are apologetic about being White.
As a race we have become a moral basket
case, and in evaluating our prospects for
the future that is something we must take
into consideration.
Finally, we can look at our situation from
(See “Retaking the media,” page 9)

David Lane’s 88 Precepts
10. If a Nation is devoid of spiritual
health and moral character, then government
and unprincipled men will fill the vacancy.
Therefore, freedom prospers in moral
values and tyranny thrives in moral decay.
11. Truth requires little explanation.
Therefore, beware of verbose doctrines.
The great principles are revealed in brevity.
12. Truth does not fear investigation.

13. Unfounded belief is a pitfall. A
People who do not check the validity and
effect of their beliefs with rea son will
suffer or perish.

14. In ac cord with Na ture’s Laws,
nothing is more right than the preservation
of one’s own race.
15. No greater motivating force exists
than the certain conviction that one is right.
16. Discernment is a sign of a healthy
People. In a sick or dying nation, civilization,
culture or race, substance is abandoned in
favor of appearance.
17. Discernment includes the ability to
recognize the difference between belief
and demonstrable reality.
18. There exists no such thing as rights
or privileges under the Laws of Nature.
The deer being stalked by a hungry lion has
no right to life. However, he may purchase
life by obedience to nature-ordained instincts
for vigilance and flight. Similarly, men
have no rights to life, liberty or happiness.
These circumstances may be purchased by
oneself, by one’s family, by one’s tribe or
by one’s ancestors, but they are nonetheless
purchases and not rights. Furthermore, the
value of these purchases can only be maintained through vigilance and obedience to
Natural Law.
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— Media bypass operation —

Donald Trump and the Jews: who is using whom?
theneworder.org

It is the nature of democracy: every
politician makes extravagant promises to
the voting public in order to get elected.
What really counts, however, is not the
promises he makes, but how he governs.
White Americans in general have been
buoyed by the election of Donald Trump as
president. But the NEW ORDER remains
skeptical. Certainly the billionaire New
York real estate mogul will be marginally
better for Whites in the short term than
Hillary Clinton would have been. But in
the longer term, however, it appears as
though he will do nothing other than
strengthen the stranglehold on the U. S.
enjoyed by the Jews and their allies. Trump
may slow down the slide to White extinction,
but he will not reverse it.

Ominous portents
Rather than roll ing back the slow
replacement of Whites in the government
by non-Whites, the appointments that he
has announced so far suggest that it will be
business as usual in the Trump presidency.
Among these appointments are:
§ Steven Mnuchin as Secretary of the
Treasury. Mnuchin, a Jew, is a multimillionaire international banker and former
partner at Goldman Sachs. He is also a
Hollywood insider.
§ Ben Carson as Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development. Carson is a Negro.
§ Elaine Chao as Secretary of Labor. She
is Taiwanese.
§ Nikki Haley as Ambassador to the
United Nations. She is an East Indian,
whose birth name is Nimrata Randhawa.
§ Gary Cohn has been offered the
directorship of the National Economic
Council and assistantship to the president
for economic policy. Like Mnuchin, Cohn
is a Jew and a Goldman Sachs international
banker.
Does any one re ally be lieve that
Mnuchin, Carson, Chao, Haley and Cohn
are committed to improving the welfare and
interests of the White people of America?
It is Trump’s Jewish connections that
remain the most disconcerting. He has
voluntarily surrounded himself with Jews,
including his personal doctor, his lawyer
and members of his own family. His sonin-law, Jared Kushner is a rabid Zionist and
funder of Israeli extremists. A roster of
Trump’s immediate advisers reads like a
bar mitzvah guest list.

Thanks to the internet
The Times of Is rael has provided a
handy reference guide to “The Jews in
Trump’s Inner Circle,” which you may
read at timesofisrael.com/meet-the-jewsin-donald-trumps-inner-circle.
Some Trump supporters have defended
his connections with the Jews, claiming that
“he has good instincts” and that “he has his
heart in the right place.” He is merely using
the Jews around him to further his own
agenda, some people believe. It is hard to
believe that anyone with any knowledge of
Jewish behavior and strategy really thinks
that the Jews are so naïve and trusting that
they would let themselves be “used” by
someone whom they consider to be a loudmouth goy from New York – no matter
how rich he is. Or perhaps each side thinks
that it is using the other. If that is true,
Trump is in for a rude awakening, for the
Jews are past masters at behind-the-scenes
infighting and maneuvering. In any event,
placing the economy of the United States
in Jewish hands is not the path to White
liberation, racial resurrection or national
Order extra copies of
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salvation.
The NEW ORDER also notes with
disapproval Trump’s hostility to environmental issues.
And yet, it cannot be denied that the
racial morale of White America has never
been higher. While we are convinced that
their faith in Trump is misplaced in the
long run, White people now have a sense
of optimism about the future, as well as a
new-found sense of racial solidarity.

One side effect of Trump’s
election may be reflected in
the White birth rate for 2017:
we predict that it will go up
past the replacement level
for the first time in decades.
Historically, Whites have been hesitant
to bring children into the world when they
have felt that the future will be dark or
uncertain. With a new sense of optimism
and security, it is likely that White couples
will be more likely to reproduce. And no
doubt “Donald” and “Melania” will head
the list of children’s names for the coming
year.
All other con sid er ations aside, an

upswing in the White birth rate is sorely
needed right now. In No vember, the
University of New Hampshire released a
study revealing that the number of White
births has plummeted in 17 States. Time
magazine notes:
“The White pop u la tion is n’t replacing itself,” says Ken Johnson, a
Uni ver sity of New Hamp shire demographer and co-author of the
study. “That accelerates the growing
diversity of the American population.”
From 1999 to 2014, the number of
White births fell 8.4% to 2.1 million overall
in the U. S., declines accelerated by the
2008-09 recession that caused many
women to delay having children due to
economic concerns. The number of deaths
in that same period rose 5.8% to more than
two million. Previous studies have shown
that more White Americans, particularly
middle-aged men, are dying from opioid
abuse, suicide and problems associated
with obesity in recent years.

In the long run
“Growing diversity” is a code word
used in the media for “White extinction.”
Even a modest bump in the White birth
rate will be welcome.

But a slight improvement of our racial
prospects around the edges is not what we
need right now. Rather, what is called for is
a White revolution that will totally tear
down the Old Order that is murdering our
race. And to the degree that he lulls racially
conscious Whites into a false sense of
complacency, we can only view Trump’s
coming presidency in a negative light.

Trump has nominated Steven Mnuchin
as Sec re tary of the Trea sury. He is a
Goldman Sachs international banker and
Hollywood insider. How committed do
you think he is to the 14 Words?

Trump rally agents send editor to jail
By Olaf Childress
editor@firstfreedom.net

It has happened afresh. Attempting to
shut down the true Alt Right’s voice at a
Mobile, Alabama, Trump rally by locking
up this newspaper editor for thirty hours
before allowing bail again shows the Zog
establishment’s unrelenting drive toward a
cashless global banking system by which
to enslave us all. How sad, that so many
thought they could “elect” their way past
this civilizational crisis when “democracy”
is no longer the answer.
At the 150th Anniversary Parade which
celebrated the inauguration of President
Jefferson Davis, three of us were handing
out literature when two Capitol policemen
arrested me, violating my constitutionally
guaranteed right to free speech. Locked up
overnight per “normal” Police State game
plan and then told they had dropped all
charges, I fought them back, all the way to
Federal Court where those two rogue cops
stood before a jury and were convicted.
This time, reminded on short notice that
Donald Trump was to be at Ladd Stadium
across the bay in Mobile, Alabama, it was
just me on the sidewalk there handing out
our December 2016 tabloid, its page one
featuring a Trojan Horse and the caption,
“Most readers of this newspaper refuse to
see it, but the ‘truth’ they’ve ‘elected’ will
destroy ‘democracy’ once and for all. Good.
Rise again, Aryan Aristocracy!”
On this Saturday afternoon, December
17, parking my little Chevy Aveo loaded
with bundles of The First Freedom near
the stadium on Virginia Street, I handed the
paper to hundreds of pedestrians wearing
Trump trinkets underway to hear their idol.
At 3:00 when it was time for the Great
Leader’s arrival, I approached the entrance
bearing my remaining copies of that issue
and met the sideshow. Rather than trying to
be indistinguishable among all the other
presidential train as customary, Trump had
his bodyguards come in uniform, a dozen
of them identified in boldface across their
chests: SECRET SERVICE.
Copies of TFF were lying about, which
indicated that several attendees miffed by
its Trojan Horse on the front page had read
no further but simply reported my presence
to these uniformed agents. One of them,

“The principle for which we
contend is bound to reassert
it self, though it may be
at an other time and in
an other form.”
– Pres i dent Jef fer son Da vis

Here’s the team that got two policemen convicted of interfering with freedom of the press at their June
16-18, 2014, trial in Federal Court at Montgomery, Alabama: TFF Editor Olaf Childress, witness Lloyd
Caperton, Attorneys L. A. Cobb and Mary Oliver.

identifying himself as Corporal Stonaker,
instructed me to place “all electronics and
metal” on the table, which done consisted
of a penknife and car keys.
“You can’t go in there carrying that
weapon,” said he. Why not, I replied, it’s
just a very small blade to cut the two bands
from around each bundle of one hundred
papers, no weapon, nothing dangerous.
“I’m giving you two options,” he said.
“You can leave that knife and these papers
and go in, or get out of here.”
“No, this journalist has another option.”
“O, yeah, what is that?”
“Like the letters on your chest, it’s also
kinda secret. For the moment, though, step
aside with me please for a short interview
or at least a statement for the record about
why my presence here is a problem.”
They confiscated my newspapers.
Corporal Stonaker motioned for backup
and soon his commander, along with other
agents, arrested and shoved me bodily out
into the less conspicuous parking lot where
the city police joined them, stretching their
captive brutally across the right rear trunk
of a patrol wagon, “intimately” frisking up
and down several times and emptying all
pockets. With head pressed against metal,
this “offender” could just make out on his
name tag that it was Lieutenant Panmeister
leaning on the vehicle’s opposite side and
smiling while asking, “Why do you want to
make such trouble?”
Those who invest less than an hour once

every four years going to vote for reforms
in an obsolete system may not know how
the Zog establishment’s catch-and-release
program works. Your editor knew, having
gone through this overnighter while denied
immediate bail numerous times. Originally
it was for protesting the Baldwin County,
Alabama, Commission’s takeover of the
rural area garbage pickup in putting private
haulers out of business with its Black slave
labor incarcerated at Bay Minette. Another
night in jail resulted from my refusal to go
along with an unconstitutional Police State
roadblock.
Handcuffed and brought to the Mobile
City Police Station, shortly thereafter this
prisoner was hauled to the County’s Metro
jail. “On what charges?” I asked. “Being a
badass,” replied the giant Negro shoving
me into a holding cell. $500 was the bail
needed. “I’ve got that much in the billfold
you just confiscated,” said I to a Ms. Kidd,
who kidded me, confiscated all my clothes
and sent me escorted slowly along Mobile
Metro’s quarter-mile passages into the big
round prison, in leg irons and handcuffs, to
meet my cellmate for the remainder of this
thirty-hour ordeal, one Josh Hiestand, who
gets a copy of the pertinent TFF if they’ll
let it through.
Upon release, I received my belongings
– minus the small penknife. I learned the
charges: disorderly conduct and carrying a
concealed weapon. Sinister? Welcome to
the real world. Trial date January 9, 2017.
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Interesting times
By Christine Miller
millercbm@gmail.com

If I had to name the Twentieth Century
it would be the Century
of the Jews. This era
saw the exponential rise
of Jewish power, its
apex and the beginning
of its decline. By the
middle of the fraternal
genocide of WWI all
those combatants were
war weary. Mutinying
units of the French army were mowed
down by their own government. In Russia
the Communist revolution was brewing
and the English were about to give up. The
Germans offered a peace with no winners
and no losers.
Enter the Jews: those Zionists. Since the
Jews must have known of the secret Sykes
Picot agreement (1916) which divided the
Middle East between England and France,
the English having received Palestine, the
Zionists approached the English: “You do
not have to give up, we will bring the U. S.
into the war. The price? Give us Palestine
for a Jewish homeland.” The English paid
that price: the Balfour Declaration.
Needless to say there was opposition by
English Jews, but those Zionists’ appeal to
tribal loyalty carried the day. The Jews set
to work in the United States. Since there
were neither grievances between the U. S.
and Germany nor outstanding conflicts, a
reason had to be found to make the United
States enter into war on the side of England
and France. Russia in the meanwhile had
dropped out. So the media had to portray
that war as a fight between good and evil.

Into the breach!
Germany became Lucifer, the angel of
darkness, Satan himself who
tried to topple God. The allies
were St. Michael coming to
civilization’s defense, even as
the American public turned
into a hysterical anti-German
mob. Ger mans like Rob ert
Prager got lynched, libraries
were cleansed of all German
books and authors; there was
a mass burning of books in
public places.
People of German ancestry
and names were dismissed from jobs, many
livelihoods destroyed. In order to save
themselves Germans anglicized their names,
Schnei der be coming Snyder, Schmied
turning into Smith; and Trumpf became
Trump. If this period is alluded to at all, it is
with amusement. There are no regrets nor
shame, much less an apology. The outcome
of U. S. entry of the into the war became a
victory for England and France, neither of
which wanting any further interference
form across the Atlantic. Subsequently the
U. S. bowed out, with England and France
dictating Versailles.
Hitler was born at Versailles. He took a
maligned, starving, suicidal and decadent
Nation about to fall to Jewish Communism
and brought it back morally, politically and
economically. While those victor Nations
were still deep in the depression, Germany
flourished.

Real evil

First of all he cut out the unions. While I
was teaching in Stratford, union dues were
automatically deducted from my salary.
With that same money, the teacher’s union
supported causes and candidates which I
disliked. Hitler, on the other hand, fixed
the whole and its parts, where especially
the workers flourished. Unions selfishly
Subscribers to this newspaper are
eligible as non-paying members of
the non-voting political movement
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only look out for the benefits of themselves
and ignore their Nation.
The unions also interfered in politics.
When Hitler came to power in January of
1933 and Judea declared war on Germany
(March l933; see above) the dockworkers
under command of those unions refused to
unload German ships. Since Hitler did not
possess foreign currency or gold he called
for international trade on a barter system,
circumventing the bankers. Machinery and
tools from Germany traded for bananas
and sugar from South America.

places of origin, needed a home and this in
Palestine, its future name to become Israel.
But the English, meanwhile thinking of
the Arab oil, had gotten cold feet and tried
to curtail Jewish immigration to Palestine.
However, you do not cross the Jews. Those
Zionists bombed the King David Hotel in
Palestine and hanged English soldiers, then
booby trapped their bodies.

On to “Greater” Israel!
Finally, England gave up and dumped
the whole mess into the lap of the United
Nations. Since that organization was just a
victors’ club, the vote to establish Israel in

In the Nation’s interest
And, yes, Germany removed Jews from
the media and other positions of power and
interned many of them. Judea had already
declared war on Germany. Most average
Jews had nothing to do with the Jewish war
declaration against Germany. I had nothing
to do with the war or politics, but as a child
had bombs dropped around me.
There’s no such thing as collective guilt,
but there is a collective fate. The Jews
maintain Germans are collectively guilty,
but they never accept either a collective
guilt or a collective fate. And, Yes, there
was a holocaust, but it was almost entirely
German, Jewish only indirectly insofar as
they got caught up in Germany’s. It was
simply impossible, when the Allies totally
bombarded that country, for
islands of well-being to exist
in the concentration camps.
If anybody is guilty of the
German and Jewish holocaust,
put the blame where it belongs
– on the English and American
bomber squads. May 8, 1945,
in spite of hunger and diseases
the Jews were still there. The
Americans opened the camps
and let those inmates wreak
havoc on the German people,
but they were no longer called Jews, the
new name being displaced persons.
Zionists demanded that these displaced
persons, who could have returned to their

embroidered on the front. It seems those
English have forgotten the mayhem which
the Zionists meted out to English soldiers
blocking unhindered Jewish immigration
into Palestine. They have forgotten the Jew
Soros who speculated against the English
pound and walked away with billions. Bibi
Netanyahu lauded his predecessor Peres,
calling him a peacemaker. Do you see
peace? I don’t. I only see an oppressed and
suffering original Palestinian population.
In 1996 Peres had ordered the bombing
of the U. N. headquarters in Qana, Lebanon.
Palestinian old men, women and children
had sought refuge in that building, the U. N.
sending word to Israel that there
were no weapons-carrying men
there. Peres nevertheless ordered
the bombing. It was a bloodbath.

Why boycott Russia?
And yet the decline of Jewish
influence and power has set in.
It began with Putin coming to
power in Russia. He took his
Nation back from those Jewish
A Palestinian woman walks past the remains of a house that
witnesses said was destroyed by Israeli shelling during a 50-day oligarchs who had plundered the
war in Khan Younis, the southern Gaza Strip.
country and impoverished its
May 1948 was a foregone conclusion. The people. That is the real reason why Putin is
Jews accepted that demarcation of land, in the doghouse.
Trump has won in the United States.
the Palestinians and other Arabs at the time
did not. The division was about half and How far he can go to take this country back
half. But look at it now. The Palestinians from the Jews is an open question. Trump
want a State of their own, but there is is a Nationalist, and he will promote a
hardly anything left. Jews have established Nationalist agenda. The Jews want a one
settlements in most of the territory which world order, globalism, naturally under
their dominance. It is their old dream
was allocated to the Palestinians.
which was first manifested with Lenin’s
Reality check
communistic ideology. But, for the Jews,
Israel, thanks to Jewish media and clout ideology is simply a means to an end which
in the Western world, can do whatever it is world power. Without batting an eyelid
wants and gets anything it wants. Israel has they shifted sides to the capitalistic United
become the tail which wags not only the States. Angela Merkel used to be a staunch
United States but all of the Western World, Communist. The Zionists have usurped the
especially Germany. Have you seen those military might of the United States to fight
pictures of the Shimon Peres funeral? That their wars. The war against Iraq was not a
was Israel at its apex of Jewish influence quest for oil (we could have gotten that oil
and power. All heads of government from much cheaper), but a war for Israel. Trump
the Western States were there. But, when has to contend with the Jewish power of
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt of Germany the media. So far he is putting up a good
died, the media hardly noticed. For Peres, fight. But will he win? We live in interesting
Prince Charles came with the obligatory times. There is a caveat: Do not wish to live
yarmulke which had the English royal crest in interesting times.

Never take your base for granted
The night before his bodyguards
sent the editor of this newspaper to
jail in Alabama, Trump delivered
the same “Cool it” talk in Florida
to Conservatives no longer needed.
U. S. President-elect Donald
Trump speaks to supporters
at a rally in Orlando, Florida,
on Dec. 16, 2016, as part of
his post-election “Thank You
Tour.”
By Carolyn Yeager
carolynyeager.net

LAST NIGHT in
Orlando, Florida, our
president-elect actually
said to his enthusiastic
base of loyal supporters
who had gathered by
the thousands to show
their love and appreciation for him:
“You people were vicious, vio lent,
screaming ‘Where’s the wall, we want the
wall’ … screaming ‘Prison, prison, lock
her up,’ I mean you are going crazy, I mean
you were nasty and mean and vicious, and
you wanted to win, right?
“Now, same crowd … now, it’s much
different. Now, you’re laid back, you’re

cool, you’re mellow, right? You’re basking
in the glory of victory, and we’re already
getting to work.”
He said that in response to a group in the
vast audience who had started chanting
“lock her up” after Hillary Clinton’s name
had come up. It’s been clear since his
election victory that Trump doesn’t want to
hear that chant anymore. He has more
gently indicated his rejection of that chant
in previous post-election rallies, but last
night he tried something new. He was
clearly using hyperbole, not meant to be
taken literally, but it was wrong. It came off
as ugly and “passing the buck” on his part.
Who was vicious in dealing with his
opponents in order to win? He was. Now he
wants to be mellow and cool as he expands
his base of support to include his former
adversaries. My comment: His original
supporters are intelligent enough to go
along with this (up to a point) without his
giving gist to the enemy, even if jokingly.
These are the first words Donald Trump
has said that offended me personally, and
today, seeing them brought up in news
reports in all the mainstream media, I’m
still offended and even angry at him for
saying them. I’d like to wag my finger in
front of his face.
I know he does not apologize, so probably
that is not the right word to use. But he

should put out a statement that he took
exaggeration too far in describing his
supporters at the rallies in the way he did
last night, and take care not to do it again.
Not one was ever “vicious.” None were
“vi o lent.” They did n’t “scream.” They
peace fully chanted “Build that wall,”
showing how much they wanted him to
follow through on that particular promise.
They peacefully chanted “Lock her up,”
exhibiting their thirst for justice, not politics
as usual. All the violence, all the viciousness
came from the anti-Trumpers and was
directed at peaceful Trump supporters.
When he said to the crowd, “Now
you’re cool, you’re mellow” … he was
speaking about himself and signaling his
shift from campaign mode to Oval Office
mode. But his base wants him to know we
still want that wall and the prosecution of
Clinton if investigation supports it.
Never take your base for granted.
EDITOR’S NOTE
Wagging a finger won’t redonald
the Trump. William Pierce on page 3
tells about those who would “rather
be very rich in a decaying world of
mongrels than only moderately well
off in a White world.”
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The Trump train
Why we should take it to our own
destination.
By Matt Hale

M

any of you have no doubt wondered
by now where I stand
on the rise of Donald
Trump, especially now
that he has succeeded
in becoming President
of the United States. It
is a complicated issue,
one that eludes a
simple for or against
an swer. I am well aware of his Jew ish
connections. I am well aware that his
daughter is literally in bed with a Jew. I am
also aware of his praise for the bandit State
of Israel, his employment of thousands of
nonWhites, and his general lack of a Racial
Loyalist worldview.
All of that said, however, I have been
rooting for his electoral victory all along
and thought that that would indeed occur
when everybody else was saying that his
bid for the presidency was some kind of a
joke (July 2015). I wanted Trump to win
because I knew that the issue is not the man
so much as what he has come to represent
in the minds of those who would like to see
the White Man dispossessed of everything
that he has in this world: White resentment,
White backlash and White resurgence. It is
not then whether I like him personally that
is the issue as far as I am concerned, but
rather the effect that his attainment of the
presidency has had, both upon our enemies
as well as upon our friends. That is a point
which has been largely missed by his Racial
Loyalist opponents, in my view. So, let me
repeat: it is not the man himself that matters
but what his victory means that matters,
which is that the ongoing dispossession of
our White race in this country is not going
to have a free ride, that White people are
waking up to the war that is being waged
against their future in this country, and
that the enemies of that future are going
absolutely nuts at the prospect that we
might just suc ceed at tak ing back our
country.

Our ticket

That is the significance of the rise of
Donald Trump, not whether he is going to
actually do what he has promised to do.
(Indeed, he has already backed off many
of his campaign promises, which is no
surprise to me.) What matters is that White
people have shown that the voting power
of the various assorted mud peoples and
their White traitor backers is not destined
to automatically decide the outcomes of
the elections in this country going forward,
and that White people are finally, at long
last, beginning to form a solid voting block
of their own, for their own perceived best
interests, that can and will win instead of
allowing themselves to be split right down
the middle and canceled out by their own
votes as had occurred for generations. In
other words, it is now the White vote that
mat ters in this coun try – as the lib eral
democratic media have now grudgingly
admitted – and that is about damn time.
We can thus judge whether we should
favor Dona1d Trump or not by the reaction
that he evokes in our foes and let’s face it:
they hate him with a passion, at least the
rank and file do. The slogan “Make America
Great Again!” is but a prelude to the slogan
of “Make America White Again!” as far as
they are concerned and that alarms the hell
out of those White people who are infected
with the virus of self-hatred, not to mention
the mud peo ple who are bound and
determined to sponge off the White Man
for eternity. We can only be pleased then at
what has occurred, for not only has the
mo rale of the anti-White forces been
severely damaged but the hope of our own
adherents has been lifted by the victory of
someone at least perceived to be a White
racist. Donald Trump is a means to an end
for us, not an end in himself, and that end is
the resurrection of White racial feeling in

this country.
I have naturally kept tabs on all of this as
best as I could from my various prison cells
from the very inception of his campaign
and it has always been my view that we
should utilize the rise of Donald Trump for
our own Racial Loyalist cause as much as
possible. (Indeed, I thought about endorsing
him for the presidency in July 2015 but I
did not want to risk the idiotic prospect that
he might just feel himself compelled to
“disavow” my endorsement as he later did
with others who espouse our Racial Loyalist
cause. Plus, as we Racial Loyalists oppose
the Jew ish Oc cu pa tional Gov ern ment
altogether, it did not seem appropriate for
me to “endorse” anybody for the ostensible
leadership of that government.) Thus, as
the hysteria grew in the liberal democratic
media, my hopes that Trump would win
only grew with that hysteria, for like the
great Adolf Hitler I tend to judge a man by
the enemies who are arrayed against him.
When they called him a “Nationalist,” my
ears perked up, when they called him a
“Fascist,” I had a broad smile on my face,
and when they called him a “racist,” I said
to myself, “that’s wonderful!,” grabbed
my popcorn (yes, I could buy popcorn at
Supermax), and was thoroughly entertained
by it all.
We can only hope that Trump is all of
these things and much nore, for despite his
many flaws he opens doors for us. Let me
explain. He has made supposed radical
beliefs look a lot less radical and politically
unacceptable. The controlled mass media’s
overwhelming bias in favor of Hillary
Clinton winning the election has cost them
all credibility in the eyes and ears of the
people. The so-called “left” went too far
calling him a Nationalist, Fascist and racist
because the “Nationalists, Fascists and
racists” have now won. The next time
somebody castigates us for caring about
the future of the White race in this country,
all we need do is remind him or her that
supposed racists just won The White
House, didn’t they, and so they had better
shut up.
In sum, the Trump rise to power has
taken our cause out of the so-called
“fringe.” We can call for all Mexicans to
be deported from the country because
Trump has called for all “illegal immigrant”
Mexicans to be deported. We can oppose
the Islamification of America because
Trump said that we need a moratorium on
the entry of Muslims into the country.
Trump is hated because he is an assertive
White man. Well, the assertive White man
just won. The anti-White forces in this
country will not get over that defeat so
easily and for our side it gives us a shot in
the arm.

invasion platform and Trump just proved
that that is so. I said in End ing White
Slavery that White people would tire of the
anti-White guilt trip that has been heaped
upon them for decades and that is happening
right now before our very eyes. Now is the
time then to get on his “train” and conduct
it to where we want it to go: total White
resurgence in this country.
This does not mean that we will support
his pro-Israel policy. Absolutely not. Nor
does it mean that we will support any other
policy of his that is not in the White Man’s
best interests whether in the short or long
term. Rather it simply means that we
should push for our goals by using the
controversy of his victory to our advantage.
Demand, as a Trump supporter, that the
wall go up. Demand, as a Trump supporter,
that no more Muslims be allowed into the
country. Demand, as a Trump supporter,
that the Mexican invaders be loaded into
cattle cars and publicly volunteer for the
job of rounding them up! Demand, as a
Trump supporter, the elimination of all
so-called “free trade” agreements and the
restoration of manufacturing jobs for White
people. And, whenever his foes imply that
he is a racist, smile and tell them that he’s
just the beginning! Use him the same way
he used us to win the presidency.
We now in fact have the chance to make
the Republican Party the party of White
iden tity pol i tics the same way as the
Democratic Party for decades has been the
party of non-White identity politics. We
have the opportunity to use the Republican
Party as a tool to put our own Ra cial
Loyalist Party in power, as I forecasted in
The Racial Loyalist Manifesto, though I
still maintain that that must be done at the
local level. Make no mistake, my Brothers
and Sisters: it matters almost as much what
our foes have said about Trump as what he
is. Plus, what matters is that millions of
White people voted for him because they
thought that he was a White racist. Now it
is up to us to galvanize that support for our
truly Racial Loyalist cause.
You see, it is not the man that matters

Doubts persist

Trump might not even be sincere about a
single thing that he said or promised during
his campaign, and I would caution people
not to rule out the possibility that he may in
fact be some kind of Trojan Horse.
However, the fact remains that the man
who said and promised parts of our own
political and religious program won. That
is what matters for our cause going forward.
Our White race in America is not going
to go quietly into the night. Whatever
so-called “dog whistle” he was blowing
was heard by us loud and clear and it turns
out that many millions of our White race
were just fine with a supposed racist and
anti-im mi grant pres i den tial can di date
winning that highest office in the land.
He kicked down the door of the political
es tab lish ment that had locked Ra cial
Loyalists out of the halls of political power
for generations, and now anybody can rush
through – including us. A psychological
rubicon has thus been crossed here that is
of great importance to the future of our
kind. Rightly or wrongly, the White masses
saw him as “the White Man’s candidate”
and the White Man’s candidate won! I said
in The Racial Loyalist Manifesto that we
can win on an anti-il le gal im mi grant

here but the emotions and feelings that he
and his victory evoke. Trump won because
he knew that the masses yearn for authoritarianism and always have. He knew that
the projection of strength will defeat the
projection of mere “values” every time.
There is no doubt in my mind but that he
has thor oughly read and stud ied the
principles of Mein Kampf, The Crowd by
Gustave LeBon, and that of other books
which explain how to win the masses to a
particular cause and to attain political
power. (Too bad our own adherents are so
negligent about doing the same!) Trump is
no fool and the real fools were those in the
mainstream media who thought that he
was. More than anything else, however,
Trump won because he is the man whom
the people wish they could be. (On the
other hand, are there really many people
who would like to be Hillary Clinton? I
doubt it.)
They wish they could have his money.
They wish they could be surrounded by
beautiful women and dwell in luxury. They

wish they could have the power to hire and
fire people as they please. They wish they
could fly around in their own private
jumbo jets. They even wish they could
grope women who are not their wives and
get away with it! Thus they saw a vote for
Trump as a vote for their own dreams and
the more he was attacked by the press, the
more they saw their dreams under attack.
Hence why the media attacks on Trump
backfired and a dejected Hillary couldn’t
even muster a word on election night for
her own disappointed supporters. Political
correctness had been forced down our
throats for so long that the masses finally
spit it up. Trump made sure that he was
whatever the people wanted to see in him
and he constantly adjusted his words and
actions depending upon the reactions of
the masses to them. Despite all of his
wealth, he appealed to their instinctive
desires and sentiments. Hillary, on the
other hand, did none of these things.
Trump was the right man for the right time.
He gauged the political climate perfectly.
He won the crowd and it is the crowd that
must be won. No two election cycles are
exactly alike but he has given us Racial
Loyalists some lessons for the future.

Check list
One such lesson is that apologies during
political campaigns never work. All they
do instead is embolden one’s foes and
disillusion one’s friends. (I could have told
politicians that for the past 25 years but
none of them sought my counsel.) Another
les son is that what you say matters in
politics far less than how you say it. A third
lesson is that the opinions of the masses are
subject to great and rapid change. They are
by no means set in stone and can vary
wildly from election to election. A fourth
lesson is that image is all-powerful. There
is a reason why Trump announced his
candidacy by descending an escalator (and
why the documentary Triumph of the Will
begins with Adolf Hitler descending in an
airplane): Trump wanted to project himself
as The Leader who has come to rescue the
people, and he succeeded in that, much to
the dismay of the political pundits who
thought they knew better. There is a reason
why Trump tried to say something controversial every day until his primary victory
was secured: he knew that the masses
equate notoriety with power and power
with success.
Politics is not a rational, deliberative
exercise. The masses do not vote for people
based upon calm, rational reflection. It is,
rather, psychological warfare, a war for the
subconscious collective mind of the masses,
masses who yearn for the projection of
strength and power more than anything
else. The only hope that Hillary ever had
was that the Democratic Party could get so
many mud people to the polls by hook or
by crook that all of Trump’s advantages
could be overcome by sheer dead weight;
non-White identity politics was in fact her
only chance. Trump’s margin of victory
should actually have been a lot greater than
it was; he made a number of mistakes the
last couple months that nearly cost him an
election that would only be his to lose.
It is our task as Racial Loyalists then to
utilize the victory of Trump for the benefit
of our own cause: the salvation of our
White race. The only way we can do that
though is by taking a seat aboard the
Trump train and directing it to our own
destination.We have to co-opt his victory
and make it our own victory. Everything
that the political left decries in Trump we
must affirm. That does not mean though
that we have illusions about the man.
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U. S. Senate attempts to place Jews above the law
As if they aren’t al ready. The
real fake news is that we’re a free
country.
By John Kaminski
pseudoskylax@gmail.com
therebel.is/news/kaminski

T

his is not the
America you thought
you knew. It is an
in ter na tional crime
syndicate wholly run by Jews.
World history shows that when Jews
rule, criminals run free and the innocent
are raped and plundered.
Forced into si lence, the peo ple are
ordered to shackle their minds and disregard
their own common sense.
It happened long ago in a place called
Russia, where they made Anti-Semitism a
capital offense and butchered a hundred
million people.
Russians didn’t do that to themselves;
shipped in from New York City, Jews did.
A new bill just approved by the U. S.
Senate mandated new prohibitions on how
Jews can be mentioned in public utterances
as well as news stories. According to the
bill, any attempt to connect Israel or Jews
to 9/11, or, no ta bly, to “ex ag ger ated”
Holocaust claims, should be regarded as
anti-Semitism and punishable by law.
S. 10, the “Anti-Semitism Awareness Act
of 2016,” was introduced and adopted by
the U. S. Senate in a single day and without
discussion on December 1.
This bill ends all pretense that Americans
still possess their constitutionally guaranteed
freedom of speech.
Were this bill signed into law, you may
no longer disagree with the government,
and you would wind up in jail for doing so.
This is already the situation in France – it is
a crime to disagree with the government.
And, it’s even worse in Germany, where
defending yourself is a crime unto itself,
especially when dealing in matters of the
“Holocaust.”
All of America’s allies are now lockstep
totalitarian States. The Jews have imposed
their artificial reality on the whole world.
They fund both sides of every argument
in order to reap the profits of conflict, the
sin gle big gest mon eymaker in hu man
society.
Once the neocon New World Or der
spreads its stain around the world, in
Amer ica . . .
§ You may no longer connect Jews with
the 9/11 attacks on America.
§ You may no longer mention that the
“Holocaust” Six Million was counted as
271,000 at the end of World War II by a
responsible news gathering organization.
. . . because it would be Anti-Semitic to
name certain Jews who are wholly complicit
in the mass murder of millions of people.

Pizzagate hits a major nerve
Here is an interesting convergence of two
seminal events: the united opposition of
mainstream media to Pizzagate, the shocking
revelations about rape, murder and the
most powerful people in the world, and the
attempted passage of this Anti-Semitism
bill, which would erect an impermeable
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curtain across all the major investigations
of our time.

Jews did 9/11, sports fans!
This Anti-Semitism bill would
pre vent the per pe tra tors,
collaborators and facilitators
of 9/11 from being in ves tigated, indicted, convicted
and executed for treason.
But there won’t be any 9/11 treason
trials, will there? The event will remain
unresolved forever, because the people
who run America are the guilty party. I’m
not saying they’re Americans because
they’re not, no matter what they call
themselves. But guilty they are beyond
question.

And scared

Mainstream spinmeisters went into
over drive to delegitimize the Pizzagate
scandal, because it hit so close to home to
too many rich and powerful people. As they
have with so many other shocking political
revelations that have turned out to be true,
the stunning unanimity of mainstream
media to refuse to look at the case – and the
child rape epidemic it reveals – demonstrates
that some people who are calling it fake
news have their own private interests to
conceal.
It’s almost as if evil and corruption are
suddenly somehow fashionable – innocent
people wrongfully accused are put in jail
while the rich criminals who run the world
are able to break any law they like and are
applauded for it by our vacu ous media
dar lings.

When frauds cry fake
It’s good to see how everybody in the
alternative media has jumped on the fake
news fiasco, with a million different angles
on aspects of the debate.
But the main line seems to be that
mainstream media have fed us nothing but
lies since time immemorial, which is why
Europe is being overrun by savage hordes
and Amer ica con tinues to be fleeced by
Israeli criminals who pretend they’re
Americans. <theduran.com/hillary-clintoncomes-out-of-hiding-to-push-the-fake-newslie-and-crack-down-on-russian-propaganda>
I got a kick out of this fake news dustup.
It was enjoyable watching these anchorpeople squirm when they had to announce
that public trust in mainstream media has
reached all-time lows. A tsunami of ridicule
has poured forth from the internet, and the
American public now has a much better
idea on how the networks spin the news to
suit the government which works for the
bankers and their big business customers.
Everyone is trying desperately to cover
up a genuine psychocriminal network among
the very rich and powerful that enables
those who would rape and murder children
to do their stuff.
Frauds like the New York Times have
been pumping out fake news for more than
a century.
Iron i cally, the real fake news is the
official stuff funneled through Wall Street
with all that glitzy emoting by the news
readers who are chosen for their subliminal
sexual suggestiveness, right out through
the TV screen and into your brain. Later,
you quote authoritatively that you heard it
from a very good source.
What once appeared clear to us becomes
not so certain with the passage of time.
And with spinmasters ready to help bury
the truth, government fabrications like the
burial at sea of Osama bin Laden become
hard and fast historical events taught to
spellbound schoolchildren in American
classrooms.

Total assault on free speech
Nothing about the mainstream narrative
is true. Never has been.
Not long ago an uncommonly forthright
Jewish writer, Max Blumenthal, wrote:

With guidance from Jerusalem, where
the most right-wing government in
Israeli history is mounting an all-out
assault on internal dissent, the lobby
has embraced a totalitarian agenda
that aims for nothing less than the
criminalization of all po lit i cal
op po si tion.
The de facto situation is this.
By law, Jews are innocent of all crimes.
Between the judges and lawyers and the
rich bankers who buy both, when Jews
rule, criminals go free and the innocent are
plundered.
By not recognizing the profound extent
to which Jews have control of your life,
you assist them in their efforts to control
the whole world and you pro foundly
dis fig ure your own life by par tic ipat ing
in the falsehoods – from psychology to
finance – which they compel everyone to
embrace.

Or well’s 1984

The purpose of anti-Semitism laws is to
criminalize all reports of Jewish criminality,
and thereby prevent them from seeing the
light of day. Very similar to the situation in
German courts, which are also controlled
by Jews, where defending oneself against
baseless charges is now a crime in and of
itself, squeezing the last drop of sanity out
of a terminally sick system.
Since Jews have totally infected the
system, this amounts to making all criticism
of the government illegal. They are already
doing this in France.
Senate Bill S.1 was aimed at forbidding
any critical discussion of Jews or Israel,
placing Jews even further above the law
than they already were.
If all the politicians weren’t owned by
them, the proper maneuver to save the world
would be to arrest the Jewish kingpins for
trea son and con fis cate their wealth to
balance everybody’s budget.

Behind it all
Disabuse yourself of the notion that
their wealth was honestly accrued. The
Rothschilds made their money by stealing
and swin dling peo ple, ac cord ing to
biographer Frederic Morton.
With each passing day, the history of the
USA more closely resembles that of the old
Soviet Union, where doctors are murdered
for practicing people’s medicine and the
government declares who is guilty and
who is innocent without considering any
evidence.
Forced into silence out of fear for their
well be ing, the peo ple are or dered to
shackle their minds and disregard common
sense in order to survive.
This is what the new Common Core
system of education is all about. Forget
thinking, just do what the government tells
you to do.
Murder Palestinians when you are told
to do so.

Jews claim to be superior
when in re al ity they are
twisted savages, destroying
everything they cannot steal.
Un der the b ill, any at tempts to
“demonize Israel,” which could include
“drawing comparisons of contemporary
Israeli policy to that of the Nazis,” would
be defined as anti-Semitism. Universities
which tolerate speech of this type on
campus would be in violation of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and presumably could
be denied federal funding.

Devilish details
Michael Hoffman wrote about the impact
of this subversive legislation on college
campuses and listed the chilling contents
of the new bill, which are principally . . .
§ Making mendacious, dehumanizing,
demonizing, or stereotypical allegations
about Jews as such or the power of Jews as
a collective – especially but not exclusively,
the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy

or of Jews controlling the media, economy,
government or other societal institutions.
(To those who have studied the matter, it
is no myth; it is a verifiable, 2,000-year-old
truth.)
§ Accusing Jews as a people of being
responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person
or group, the State of Israel, or even for
acts committed by non-Jews.
(Every rabbi cheers for deaths of non
Jews. You hear it in Jewish rhetoric every
day as Jews describe why they had to blow
Palestin ian children to smithereens for
throwing rocks.)
§ Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel
as a State, of inventing or exaggerating the
“Holocaust.”
(The “Holocaust” is a total hoax. The
Germans took much better care of their
prisoners than the Americans, who starved
two million prisoners to death in a field in
France.)
§ Accusing Jewish citizens of being more
loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of
Jews worldwide, than to the interest of
their own nations.
(No dual Israeli-American citizen would
ever say that America was more important
to him than Is rael. Of course, Jews lie
constantly, so it could happen.)
I am guilty of these four offenses and
would love to debate them in court, were
not all the courts in America controlled by
Jewish judges who aim not for justice but
for total control over the stupid American
goyim.
I shudder to think how our new Presidentelect Donald Trump would deal with this
demolition of the First Amendment to our
beleaguered Constitution.

Obviously a player
But, since he is surrounded by Jews, and
virtually indistinguishable from them, we
can expect the worst, which we always
seem to receive from all our presidents.
They are always far more concerned with
the opinions of the bankers who gave them
their careers than they are watchful that
honest, ordinary people get a fair shake.
Instead, our government goes around
shooting up the world and then demands
the taxpayers pay for all those murderous
escapades that benefit only the super rich
yet kill a high percentage of the poor slobs
they get to fight in their unjust wars.
Don’t you look forward to telling your
children that your president goes around
murdering foreign leaders because they
possess oil and water that the Jews of Israel
want the Americans to steal for them?
Do you find this patriotic? Or psychopathological?
John Kaminski is a writer who lives on the Gulf
Coast of Florida, constantly trying to figure out why
we are de stroying our selves – and pin point ing a
corrupt belief system as the engine of our demise.
Solely de pend ent on con tri bu tions from read ers,
please support his work by mail: 6871 Willow Creek
Circle #103, North Port, FL 34287.
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Don’t let any globalist decide who you are
(Continued from page 1)
something about us, but they’re elective.
But then you can delve a little bit deeper,
and you could say, “I’m a citizen of the
United States. I grew up somewhere. We
all grew up somewhere. We’re all part of
something. We all come from someplace.
You can go even deeper, and say, “These
are my parents. This is my family.” The
Left in the eighteenth century had this line
“an accident of birth.” An accident of birth.
No birth is an accident. There’s no historical
or cosmic accident in birth. You come from
somewhere. You have parents. They have
parents, they have a history. So you’re part
of a family. And you grew up somewhere.
And you can go deeper, and you can say
that you are part of an ethnicity and you are
ultimately part of a race. You might not like
this. You might really resonate to the idea
that we’re all individuals, we’re all citizens.
“We’re just Americans. I don’t see color.
But color sees you. That’s a good line – I
think Trevor Noah said that to a young
conservative. She says, “Oh, I don’t see
color. I’m a good young conservative.” He
says, “What the hell do you do at a
stoplight?” It’s a good question actually.
We all see color. And race isn’t just color.
Color is, in a way, a minor aspect of race.
But you’re part of something. Whether you
like it or not, you’re part of a big ger
extended family. You’re part of this world;
you’re part of this history. And that race
has a story to tell.

As a European, I can tell a
story about people, people I
never will know. Our lives
stretch back to prehistory.
We first started to become
ourselves in the Greek and
Roman world. So there’s a
story that involves people
you’ve never met. As a European, I can tell this story
about the Greeks and the
Romans, about the foundation
of our civ i li za tion, about
empire, about the coming of
Christianity.
Sure, Europe’s a place. It’s a place on
the map, the people, the blood and its spirit.
That’s much more important than some
map. There are Europeans all over the
world. If we went into space, we’d still be
European.
So we can tell a story. We went through
tumults, we went through reformations, we
went through revolutions, and we are who
we are, and I think we’ve learned something about ourselves. That’s the story I
can tell as a Euro pean. I think if I were
an Af ri can-Amer ican I could tell a very
different story. If I were to say what that
story would be, it would be about being
rooted in an African continent, and enslaved
and kidnapped, and going through trials
that perhaps I cannot imagine, but then
becoming a people. You’re still a people.
That’s the story I would tell. But it’s a
different story.
So that’s what it means to be part of a
race. A race is genetically coherent, a race
is something you can study, a race is about
genes and DNA, but it’s not just about
genes and DNA. The most important thing
about it is the people and the spirit. That’s
what a race is about.
A lot of White people do not want to
have a race. They say, “Oh, I’m just an
individual. I’m just an American.” You
have a race whether you like it or not.
You’re part of a race whether you like it or
not. When a Syrian refugee – so called –
whether they’re from Syria or Africa or
somewhere else in the middle east, when
they en ter Eu rope, they don’t look at
anyone as “Oh, look, lookee there, this
man, he’s Bavarian. Oh, he’s a Bavarian
Catholic. Oh look, this guy must be from

The Searchers

Ireland. Hmm, interesting. He’s Italian.”
No, they don’t see that at all. They see us as
White; they see us as White men. They see
us as a race, and our enemy can see who we
are whether we want to define ourselves as
such or not. We are White.
So that is the foundation of identity. You
can go up, you can look at elective identities
– I’m into weightlifting, I’m into Star Trek
– and you can keep going down, and you
go down, and down, and down, and you get
to the root of identity. You get to that base,
where you can’t go any further. And that is
race.
In America, we have a very peculiar
conception of race. This has been perhaps
the most racialized continent. It was a place
that was an open country. It was an open
country for Europeans who confronted
people who were radically different than
they were. And that confrontation, I’ll be
honest, was terrible, bloody and violent. It
was terrible, bloody and violent, but we
conquered this continent. Whether it’s nice
to say that or not, we won. And we got to
define what America means, we got to define
what this continent means. America, at the
end of the day, belongs to White men.
While I was coming here on the airplane,
I re-watched perhaps my favorite movie,
which is John Ford’s The Searchers. There’s
a moment in that film that I love. It actually
comes from a very minor character. It’s one
of the Sorgesens, who are a Swedish family.
This movie, The Search ers, takes place
in Texas. It’s a brutal movie. It’s about
Indians capturing this young White child,
and Ethan – played by John Wayne – and
his companions chasing after her for years,
years, almost endlessly. There’s a moment
when this woman Sorgesen, her husband
Lars says, “Texas – This terrible country –
killed my boy.” Their boy died on a
revenge mission against these Indians and
the Indians killed him. And Mrs. Sorgesen
said, “No, the country didn’t kill your boy.
We’re Texicans. And that means we’re a
hu man man way out on a limb. We’re
going to be out on that limb for years, for
decades, maybe a hundred years. But we
won’t be out on that limb forever. At some
point, Texas is going to be a wonderful
place to live. It’s going to be a great place
to live. But perhaps our bones have to be in
the ground before that will happen.”
Texas is a wonderful place to live. And
there are a lot of the White man’s bones in
the ground to make that happen. White
people did it. And I’m not going to ever
claim that there wasn’t a lot of brutality
that went along with it. But we did it. Our
bones are in the ground, we own it, and at
the end of the day, America cannot exist
without us. We defined it. This country
does belong to White people, culturally,
politically, socially, everything. We defined
what America is. But things change. The
architect is what matters. It’s the genius
behind something, it’s not just whoever
happened to do the labor. Other people
could have done it. But no one could have
imagined it, no one could have designed it,
because no one else did. History is proof.
But things change. What is America
now? Is it great? “Make America Great
Again” was the slogan that captured the
imagination really of the world. Embedded
in that slo gan “Make Amer ica Great
Again” is its op po site, and that is an
acknowledgment that America is not great.
I think we know that. I think we know that
in our bones and our guts, that things are
get ting worse. Pre vi ous gen er a tions
couldn’t imagine that their children would
have a worse world than they enjoyed,

even a worse world than their par ents
enjoyed. Now 75% of White people think
the country is on the wrong track; who
could disagree with them, exactly? Does
anyone think it’s getting better? “Make
America Great Again.” The opposite is
embedded in that statement. That’s what
makes it in a way so powerful. We assume
that America is not great. And it isn’t. And
why isn’t it great? Amer ica is not great
because in my lifetime, America has lost
an essence. It’s lost a people, it’s lost a
meaning.

You listen to presidential
inaugurations, these are these
times when presidents will
go up and tell us “what this
is re ally about” and get
everyone fired up, they don’t
talk about America as an
historic Nation and a people
with a story, as the product
of a race, of a worldview,
they ba si cally talk about
America as a platform for all
of humanity. They talk about
Amer ica as an eco nomic
system, effectively.
Many have talked about the Roman
Empire’s decline. It went from being a
people to being a population, then to being
a mob. I think that says a lot about the fall
of Rome. America went from being a
frontier, to being a people, then to being an
economic platform for consumers from
around the world. And let there be no
doubt: Amer ican iza tion, in this worst
possible sense of the word, this is what
Hillary Clinton was talking about when
she said she wanted a “hemispheric open
market.” This is what George Soros and
Mark Zuckerberg want. They want an
George
Soros

undifferentiated global population, raceless,
genderless, identityless, mean ing less
population, consuming sugar, consuming
drugs, while watching porn on VR goggles
while they max out their credit cards.
Don’t deny that that is the kind of passive
ni hil ism that so many in the elite class
actually want. They want a world without
roots, they want a world without meaning,
they want a flat grey-on-grey world, one
economic market for them to manipulate.
That’s what’s happening in the world.
It isn’t just a great erasure of White
people. It isn’t just an invasion of Europe,
an invasion of the United States by the
third world, it is ultimately the destruction
of all peoples and all cultures around the
globe.
I’m not paranoid, they’re just out to get
me.
That’s what America has become. We
might not all be able to put it into those
words, but we know that that is what
America is becoming. It’s becoming an
homogeneous consuming mass, and no
one wants it. Whether you’re Black or
White or Asian or Hispanic or whatever,
no one wants that. And that’s what America
has become.
I agree with liberals who might say, “Oh
Donald Trump, he’s vulgar, he’s ridiculous,
listen to what he’s saying, this is crazy.”
Look, I agree. But just the fact that Donald
Trump said that word “great” – “Make
America Great Again” – meant that he had
higher hopes than the Clintons, and the
Zuckbergs, and the Bill Gates, and the
George Soroses combined. That he had a
sense of height, of upward movement, of
greatness, of that thing that makes the White

race truly unique and truly wonderful, that
striving towards infinity, that however
vulgar he might be that he had a sense of it.
And that’s what inspired the Alt Right.
That’s what made Donald Trump an Alt
Right hero. So this is where we are. We’re
in a battle between that other America, that
America we don’t want to talk about, that
America that has our bones in the earth,
that America that White Americans died
for, that White Americans defined, and we
have this other America, that’s just coming
into view. This America that is a nihilistic
economic platform for the world, that’s
tak ing over the world and de stroying
everything in its path. That’s where we are.
We’re at a tipping point.
What we need right now are people who
are willing to speak truth to power. I find
that there’s this amazing thing about the
Left. And I have a certain respect for the
Left, believe it or not. I understand the Left
in a way. What I find so amazing about the
people who are protesting me out there,
who are attempting to create the largest
safe space in the world of 100,000 people
at Kyle Field, is that they think they’re the
underdog. Let me let you in on a secret:
Richard Spencer is not the Establishment.
Rich ard Spencer is not run ning the
government. Richard Spencer is effectively
a heretic in the modern age. Think about
those places of power. The U. S. military,
pub lic ed u ca tion (ac a de mia), ma jor
corporations whether they’re financial on
the east coast, Silicon Valley, what have
you. What do they all agree on? “Diversity
is good.” “We’re all the same.” “We’re one
world.” “C’mon man, we all bleed red.”
You might think that that kind of limp
lib er al ism is some kind of un der dog
perspective, that you’re speaking truth to
power by saying that nonsense. You are not
speak ing truth to power. The militaryindustrial complex agrees with you, so
does every major corporation, so does the
U. S. government. You are not speaking
truth to power, you are power speaking.
These institutions do not want you to
have a sense of yourselves. They do not
want you to have identity and rootedness.
They do not want you to have duties to
your people. They do not want you to think
of yourself as part of an extended family
that is bigger than any single individual,
because the moment you have those duties,
the moment you have that identity, is the
moment that you are no longer the perfect,
passive consumer-citizen that they want to
create.
Have an identity. I don’t need to tell
Black peo ple in this room to have an
identity because you all have got it. You
know who you are. Have an identity. I
don’t need to tell that to African-Americans,
I probably don’t need to tell that to Native
Americans or Indians or Asians or anything.
But I will tell that to White people: have a
goddamn identity, have a sense of yourself.
Be a part of this fam ily. You are not
an in di vid ual, you are not “just an
Amurrican,” you are not just a citizen, you
are part of this family; be a part of it. Find
that within yourself. Find that shadow of
self. Not the day-to-day self, find that
shadow of self, that European, that hero
within you. Be that person.
Hav ing an iden tity is the great est
challenge to the power structure that there
is. Speaking truth to it means speaking
the truth about race, about people, about
Nations, about who we are. You are not a
rebel when you mouth this tired, boring,
annoying, Left-wing pablum of the so-called
“anti-fas cists.” Or of these sinecured
ac a dem ics, peo ple with six or seven
figure salaries who think they’re Marxist
revolutionaries. You are not speaking truth
to power when you mouth their tired
bullshit.
Have an identity. Be something bigger
than yourself. Become who you are, become
a member of the people and speak truth to
power my brothers and sisters. Thank you
very much.
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News is not a spectator sport
Update
By Lt. Colonel Donald Sullivan (Ret)
aloe910@aol.com

I

n the past two issues
of this news pa per I
have written about the
unexpected success of
the “STOP ILLEGAL
IMMIGRATION, NOW”
banner I hung on my
building in Atkinson,
North Carolina, on
October 8. By the next week, local Black
Americans were on the street protesting
the sign; and, on October 13, the local
television station blanketed the airwaves
with the news that some insane “retired
Marine Colonel” was threatening on his
banner at the center of town to “kill the
white trash who hire illegal aliens.”
Not long after that broadcast, I received
a call from a local sheriff’s deputy that the
sign had been stolen by a “tall, Black man”
who got away in a “dark, four door sedan.”
On October 19, the TV station carried the
news that the sign was gone but that I had
promised to put it back.

Some like it multiculti
Then, on November 19, the station
broadcast the news that the Town had
erected its own counter-sign welcoming
all to the Town of Atkinson, promising
“Acceptance and Peace for Everyone.” In

other words, the Town Council had decided
to make this small North Carolina town a
“sanctuary city” for illegal aliens – not
realizing that, hopefully, President-elect
Trump will soon lower the boom on their
federal funding, or worse. In fact, if we’re
lucky, he may even have those who
advertise enabling illegal aliens arrested,
fined and jailed, in accordance with the
law.

Getting the facts out

After having some difficulty finding a
printer who would make a replacement
sign for me due to all the local publicity, I
was successful in obtaining an updated
version. Since it appeared to me that the
old sign may have caused the message to
be overwhelmed by the rhetoric, the new
sign is a “softer, gentler” version which
simply lets the public know that helping
illegal aliens get into, or stay in, this country
is a federal felony punishable by up to a
$10,000 fine and ten years in fed eral
prison.
I put the new sign up on December 8 and
next day, Friday, December 9, WECT-TV
ran the following story:
“The owner of a controversial sign that
was reportedly stolen from a small Pender
County town has put up a replacement,
albeit without the threatening message.
The initial banner was put up by Donald
Sullivan on a building he owns on Church
Street in Atkinson in October. It read in
part: ‘We must kill the white trash who hire

illegal aliens.’ Many residents expressed
outrage over the sign, saying it brought
hatred to the town. The town weighed its
options at its next council meeting, but
found they could not legally take it down.
“Sullivan’s new banner, put up Friday,
keeps with the original’s illegal immigration
theme, but in place of the line in citing
violence, it reads: ‘Enabling illegals is a
Felony. Arrest those who do! (8 USC1324).
$10,000 & 10 YEARS PER VIOLATION.’
“The first sign was mysteriously taken
down after weeks of being an eyesore for
many of the town’s 321 residents. Sullivan
claimed a man ran off with it, and promised
its replacement. In an effort to combat the
negative message many felt Sullivan’s sign
conveyed, the town put up a welcoming
sign. ‘We want them to feel welcome, so
hopefully that sticks, and hopefully the
sign helps,’ Town Clerk Margie Craver
previously said.”
Although there’s no shortage of news
around here with Black Americans killing
or wounding each other nearly every day
and the police shooting or killing “suspects”
quite regularly, it seems the media have
picked up on this battle over illegal aliens
as a means to distract viewers from how
bad the news really is around here. No
matter the reason, the coverage inadvertently
con tin ues to high light the rel e vance of
a demographic war that’s going on all
around us; the overt col o ni za tion of
Amer ica that’s tak ing place; and the

government’s unwillingness to do its job,
so far. I’m sure the “Make America Great
Again” sign in the door of my building did
not go unnoticed.

Brave New Whirl
The important thing to understand is
that the not-so-sudden influx of Mexicans
is nothing less than demographic warfare,
and it appears our government is in on it.
Why else does the government deport all
other than Mexicans (OTMs) it intercepts
at the border, but Mexicans get a court date
and are then released into the “environment”?
Why else is our government doing its best
to get some sort of immigration “reform”
passed which will create a fast-track to
citizenship?
One can only hope Donald J. Trump’s
election might turn all of it around. One
good indicator is that Smithfield Foods, the
global giant food distributor, announced
a few days after Mr. Trump became the
President-elect that it was hiring 500 new
employees for its Tarheel, North Carolina,
plant. The company has not built any new
plants in Tarheel. The existing one doesn’t
have many more than 500 employees to
start with. I choose to be lieve that the
management of the company (a.k.a. “White
Trash”) realizes the immigration law is
going to be enforced, and they don’t want
to pay $10,000.00 and spend ten years in
jail for each illegal employee. Or, just
maybe, they heard about my banner!

Retaking the media is a goal worth living for
(Continued from page 3)
a political perspective. If, 300 years ago,
while a group of White settlers were in a
frontier fort fighting off an Indian attack,
some liberal in the fort had thrown down
his musket and started whining that it was
“racist” of us to defend ourselves from the
Indians, that we ought to throw open the
gate to the fort, invite the Indians in, and
tell them that we wanted to be their brothers,
some sane man in the fort would simply
have taken out a knife and cut the whiner’s
throat, be fore go ing back to shooting
Indians. And that would have been the end
of it. That was the politics of our situation
then. Politics was local, and it reflected the
feelings of the people, which tended to be
rea son ably ho mo ge neous and in close
contact with reality: which is to say, their
feelings tended to be oriented toward
survival. The lemmings, who made up the
majority then as now and always, adjusted
their thinking to that of the local leaders,
who for the most part were the natural
leaders, the men who were respected by
those in their communities because of their
wisdom, their character, their success.
Today politics is rather different. For
one thing feeling is less homogeneous and
much less in touch with reality. The whiners
are far more numerous, and the more-or-less
sane peo ple are less likely to be in
agreement as to how to deal with them.
For another thing, politics is far less local
and has lost its contact with the people.
Policymakers in Washington are able to
dic tate the way in which the lives and
behavior of people all over the continent
are to be regulated. But intrusiveness is not
the worst of it; the worst is that politics is
far more democratic than it used to be –
which means in theory that the lemmings
are looked to as the ultimate authority.
Their votes rather than natural ability or
achievement determine who the leaders
will be: that is, the nominal leaders, the
elected leaders, the figurehead leaders.
And whoever is able to manipulate the
thinking of the lemmings holds the real
power, the real leadership. The source of
that manipulation has moved from the
country store to the town square, and from
the town quare to the centers of control of
the mass media in Hollywood and New
York. In other words, as Amer ica has
become more democratic, the ultimate
power has become concentrated in fewer

and fewer hands, and they are the hands of
people whose interests are utterly different
from ours.

op posed to us. In this strug gle, if the
Constitution gets in the way, it simply will
be swept aside by our opponents. Rights of
assembly and of speech will be ignored.
That is our current situation, and if you
have any doubt about the reality of it, then
you haven’t been paying close enough
attention to what’s been happening in the
world. We really need to understand just
how dangerous a situation we’re in and
dispense with all wishful thinking if there
is to be any realistic hope for our survival.
Now, in view of this situation, what does it
make sense for us to do?

Here’s a brief recap of our
racial situation today: First,
we are facing an imminent
ra cial ca tas tro phe, caused
by a flood of non-White
immigration, both legal and
illegal; a non-White birthrate
which is much higher than
ours; and a horrendous rate
Here’s the answer: First, we
of miscegenation, especially
between White women and need to continue developing
our media for communicating
non-White men.
If the pres ent trend con tin ues, our with our peo ple. With out
grandchildren will be living in a country communication there will be
with a non-White major ity and will be no survival.
subject to the same sort of dispossession
and terror, of murder and rape, that our
people are facing now in Rhodesia and
South Africa.
Second, as a whole, we have been so
thoroughly demoralized by the Jewish
media and the Christian churches that in
our pres ent moral state we are ut terly
incapable of heading off this catastrophe.
Our sense of racial pride and solidarity has
been replaced by an artificially induced
feeling of guilt that amounts to a racial
death wish.
Third, the political situation has deteriorated to such an extent that even if the two
or three million of us capable of becoming
fighters for the survival of our race were
able to clear all of the cobwebs of confusion
and guilt from our minds and tackle our
task with all of our moral and men tal
resources, we could not win through the
democratic political process. The lemmings
always will outnumber us, and as long as
the Jews remain in control of the mass
media the lemmings will vote the way the
Jews want them to, which means that
the whole power of government will be

The First
Freedom
isn’t for everybody. But
you know someone who
needs it.

We must be able to com mu ni cate
effectively not only with all of our people
who merely need to have their thinking
straightened out and be motivated, but we
also must be able to communicate with the
eight million or so of our people who are
corrupt, who now are putting what hey see
as their per sonal interests ahead of their
ra cial in ter ests. As con di tions change,
interests change. In a war for survival, it
sometimes pays to be able to talk with the
people on the other side. Some of them
may change sides.
It’s even worthwhile to ad dress our
message to the lemmings. To most of them
it always will be Greek, because it disagrees
with what they see and hear on television,
but as I noted earlier, some of those now
running with the lemmings are not true
lemmings.
So nearly our whole effort now should be
on enhancing our ability to communicate
effectively with our people: through the
printed word and the spoken word, through
the internet and radio broadcasts and books,
through video and mu sic and graphic
posters, through leaflets and tickers and
every other means. And we’d better not waste
any time, because the day is approaching
rapidly when it will be illegal to say or
write any thing which is not Po litically
Cor rect. The Jews and their allies are
working day and night to condition the
pub lic to give up their con stitu tional

freedoms in return for the promise of more
security. They’ll deny they’re doing that,
but believe me, that’s exactly what they’re
doing: every Jewish pressure group and
every on-Jewish group which is allied to
the Jews. They fully intend to take away
our freedom while keeping the lemmings
convinced that they’re as free as ever. They
already have a substantial majority of the
soccer moms and the baseball fans believing
that the Constitution was never intended to
protect so-called “hate speech.” The Jews,
of course, will de cide what is “hate
speech” and what isn’t.
One other thing: While we’re building
our media for communicating with our
people, let’s keep in mind a few general
guidelines as to what’s feasible and what
isn’t. It’s not feasible to vote ourselves out
of our predicament. As long as the Jews are
able to reach the lemmings more effectively
with their media than we are able to reach
them with our media, the lemmings will
vote the way the Jews want them to. So
forget about political campaigns as a way
to regain control of things. The only way
we can use political campaigns effectively
is as one more medium of communication:
as a forum for talking to a portion of the
public.
Un der cur rent con di tions, it’s not
feasible to whip the enemies of our people,
including the government, through violent
or illegal means: through a campaign of
terror ism, for example. We would lose
everything in a hurry if we tried. Conditions
always are changing, of course, and after
the Jews succeed in scrapping the First
Amendment we will have to reevaluate
everything. For now, however, we must
follow a course of strict legality.
Finally, forget about trying to save
America or even Western civilization as
we know it. We’ve lost those things. The
Jews and their al lies have effec tively
destroyed them. What we’re trying to save
is our race, our genes. Our aim is to ensure
that out of the coming chaos and destruction
it is our genes which survive and emerge
triumphant, not theirs, and that whatever
remnant of our people is left to begin
building anew is guided by a healthy and
progressive ideology, not by the weak and
sickly ideologies of the past.
If you believe that’s a worthwhile goal,
we can use your help now. Let me hear
from you.
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FBI tried to frame Assange in Iceland
rt.com

The U. S. sent “a planeload of FBI agents”
to Iceland in 2011 to frame WikiLeaks and
its co-founder Julian Assange, according
to a former Icelandic minister of interior,
who refused them any cooperation and
asked them to cease their activities.

Volunteering “help”
In June 2011, the Obama administration
implied to Iceland’s authorities they had
knowledge of hackers wanting to destroy
software systems in the country and offered
help, said then-Interior Minister Ogmundur
Jonasson in an interview with the Katoikos
publication.
However, Jonasson said, he in stantly
became “suspicious” of the U. S.’s good
intentions, “well aware that a helping hand
might easily become a manipulating hand.”
Later in the summer 2011, the U. S.
“sent a planeload of FBI agents to Iceland

seeking our cooperation in what I understood as an operation set up to frame Julian
Assange and WikiLeaks,” Jonasson said.
Icelanders seemed like a tough nut to
crack, though.
“Since they had not been authorized by
the Icelandic authorities to carry out police
work in Iceland and since a crackdown on
WikiLeaks was not on my agenda, to say
the least, I ordered that all cooperation with
them be promptly terminated and I also
made it clear that they should cease all
activities in Iceland immediately,” the
politician said.
So the U. S. was told to leave, and
moreover, the politician made things quite
clear for them.

Wise to the cabal
“If I had to take sides with either
WikiLeaks, the FBI or CIA, I would have
no difficulty in choosing: I would be on the

years under protection: Assange has been
stay ing in the Ec uador ian Embassy in
London for about four years. Snowden was
granted asylum in Russia in 2013, and he is
still staying at an undisclosed location
there.

Let’s bring ’em into the light
Julian Assange on the embassy’s balcony

side of WikiLeaks,” he said.
Jonasson went on to discuss other
whistleblowers like Edward Snowden. The
Althing, the Icelandic parliament, debated
whether Snowden should have been
granted citizenship, but “there hasn’t been
political consensus” on the matter.
“Iceland is part of NATO, and such a
decision would be strongly objected to by
the U. S.,” Jonasson said.
Both whistleblowers have spent several

Ten extra copies of The First Freedom
(specify which issue) are yours for $15 PPD
anywhere in C.S.A. or U.S., plus – if you
want them, ask – one sheet containing 80
of these labels in Confederate red, white
and blue.
New subscribers! Get 6
If you
issues of rebel news for
$5 to TFF, PO Box 385
de sire a
Silverhill, Ala. 36576.
few extra
labels, they’re $1 per sheet of 80, PPD.
Where to put them? Inside books, on the
literature and envelopes you pass out, any
old place that comes to mind. Secession is
looking much better in 2017. Let’s roll!

Paris: 200,000 march against homo marriage
invader “refugees” from being settled in
his city), and several other prominent
politicians, including Henri Guaino, former
advisor to Nicolas Sarkozy, were also in
attendance.
The demonstration ended at the famous
Trocadero Plaza, near the Eiffel Tower,
where they also announced determined
op po si tion against the use of as sisted

Here’s a sample of what
happens when organizers
put the word out for action.
newobserveronline.com

O

n October 16, a 200,000strong crowd marched against
homo marriage and for family
values in Paris, France, while a
few homo and “femen” activists
attacked police.
The demonstration was called by the
Manif pour Tous, a Cath o lic-in spired
grassroots activist movement created to
support normal families, and to demand
the repeal of the homo marriage laws
which were three years old.
A banner proclaiming “in 2017 I vote
for the Family” led the procession, which
was attended by at least two members of

the National Assembly of France, JeanFrédéric Poisson (Christian Democratic
Party), and Marion Maréchal-Le Pen
(Front National).

Solidarity against surrender
In addition, the famous Mayor of the
city of Bezier, Robert Ménard (recently in
the news for starting a campaign to prevent

reproduction techniques and surrogate
mothers to help same-sex couples have
babies. Currently, assisted reproduction is
allowed in France only for infertile heterosexual couples and surrogacy is banned.

Rising presence
The group behind this march promotes
the traditional family model of “one mother
and one fa ther.” It as pires to
influence the debate before the
2017 presidential election.
Many people held flags with
the colors of the movement set
against the silhouette of a heterosexual couple holding hands.
Six “Femen” activists – barebreasted protestors with slogans
on their bodies – were arrested
by the police.

Russia: no “asylum” for Syrians
newobserveronline.com

The Russian Federation now routinely
refuses to consider “asylum” applications
from Syrians, and instead sends them back
home saying that they face “no particular
threat,” it has emerged.

The policy decision has
been made because Syrians
have no reason to leave their
homeland in the first place,
being able to move to the
peaceful and governmentcontrolled majority of that
country as the U. S.-backed
terrorist war comes to an end.
Rus sia’s log i cal de ci sion to re fuse
“asylum” to Syrians was made public by a
far-left “human rights” organization called
“Civil Assistance” which has appealed to
Western European governments to intervene.
According to a report in the Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ), the number of
Syrians in Russia has fallen from 8,205 to
7,096 during the twelve months ending
April 2016.
This number includes diplomats and
other Syrian nationals who had entered
Rus sia be fore the out break of the
U. S.-backed “rebel” terrorist war.
For the period 2011 to 2015, only 4,462
Syrians applied for “asylum” in Russia,

Wanted
Thinkers
Survivors

The First Freedom is spreading “hate!” whine
those who misapprehend us survivors. It’s really
out of pity that we try so hard to de-program the
brainwashed. Order a boxful of extra copies for
$35 or $39 on page 24 and help distribute the truth.

and of this number, exactly one had been
granted asylum. A further 3,306 had been
granted temporary residence of one year,
which has to be renewed each year.
This temporary residence status denies
the holder any sort of financial assistance

or housing, and although they
theoretically have the right to
work, employment is for all
practical purposes impossible.
The reason for this is the same
as in Germany, where almost no
“Syrian refugees” are working
ei ther: namely, they have no
skills which are needed.
The renewal process is also
highly detrimental to the Syrian
in vad ers, the “hu man rights”
organization reported.
Of the 82 decisions taken in renewal
applications during the first six months of
2016, only seven were granted another
year’s residence. Those denied further
residence are rou tinely deported back to

Damascus, the FAZ reported.
Finally, since March 2016, the Russian
government has ruled that there remains
“no particular threat” in Syria, and that vast
stretches of that country offer perfectly
safe respite for anyone fleeing the U. S.backed terrorists.

Merkel’s mess management
The German government has announced
that it is launching a €150 million ($161
million) program to “encourage asylum
seekers to return home.”
The government plan, as outlined in a
leaked ministerial paper, argues that many
people from Iraq, Afghanistan and the
Balkan regions have shown a willingness
to return voluntarily.

German refugees love new life in Hungary
By Steve Goode

N

whitegenocideproject.com

ative Germans who no longer
feel safe in their own country are
now seek ing a better life in
Hungary, away from the rape,
mur der and ter ror ep i demic
brought about by African and
Middle Eastern immigrants.
“Eight out of ten of my German
customers are fleeing the mass arrival of
migrants in Germany,” says Ottmar Heide,
a Hungarian estate agent working around
Lake Balaton.
He says Germans find their country to
be increasingly dangerous, and they move
to Hungary because it is safer, cheaper and
family friendly.
“They don’t want to live in fear anymore,
surrounded by radical Muslims,” Heide
says.
“I have never had so many inquiries
from Germany,” says Gunter Schwarz,
another local estate agent.
“All of them talk of their fears of being
invaded by foreigners, which is the main

reason why they are moving.”
Schwarz tells his German customers,
“I’ll drive you to very pretty, peaceful
places – no third world refugees, no crime,
friendly neighbors, nature.”

Among these Germans is
the Brandt family – which
es caped from Frank furt
because they are “sick of a
coun try they can barely
recognize anymore.”
“People feel betrayed. They are afraid of
bomb attacks, muggings, everything that is

happening, but especially everything that
could happen later.”
Angela Merkel, the E. U. and basically
all of the West’s politicians and media
thought that they could have the West
without the Westerners in it.
As cit ies, towns and States be come
increasingly White minority, across the
world, they are being proven wrong, even
if they refuse to accept it.
If the West does not learn from its
mistakes very soon, then Hungary, the
Balkans, the Baltic and Russia will be the
new West, while the old West will become
a third world war zone. It’s that simple.
The anti-White traitors and haters who
have spearheaded this White genocide
agenda have gotten away with their crimes
for too long. But in this last year, we have
seen that things are starting to change –
fast, very, very, fast.
YES! We’ve still got them.
3x5 polyester with 2 metal
grommets, $12 each PPD in
C. S. A. and U. S., or free by
request with any first-time
12-issue $25 subscription.
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What’s the real purpose behind “fake news” propaganda?
By Brandon Smith
brandon@alt-market.com

H

ere is the first problem with modern
political discourse – too many people want
to “win” arguments instead of getting to
the greater truth of the matter. Discussions
become brinkmanship. Opponents launch
into immediate attacks instead of simply
ask ing valid ques tions. They as sert
immediately that their position is the only
valid position without verification. When
confronted with rational responses and
ample evidence, they dismiss everything
instead of pondering what you have
handed them. After this line is crossed,
there is no point in continuing the debate.
It will go on forever.
This is one of the great tragedies of the
Saul Alinsky method of political confrontation; it has bred entire generations of
people who now believe that there is no
objective truth. They think everything is
relative. Because of this belief, they assume
that there is no wrong or right side, no
wrong or right goal. Instead, there are only
goals that are more right than the goals of
others. Everything boils down to a “lesser
of two evils” men tal ity, and the ends
there fore jus tify the means. Us ing
dis hon est mea sures to win the fight
becomes acceptable.
In the end, ideological combat actually
prevents people from learning rather than
helping them get to the root of the issue. We
live in a world where truth is superfluous to
the overall narrative. The only thing that is
important is destroying your rivals.
A classic strategy of dishonest debate
and disinformation is to use every method
possible to avoid confronting your ideological opponent’s legitimate arguments
and to attack him personally. If you can’t
beat him on fair ground using reason and
evidence, why not undermine his character
so that the public will be influenced to avoid
listening to him at all? This is sometimes
called “inoculation.”
At first glance, this is what the entire
“fake news” meme supported by the mainstream media seems to be about.

On further examination
The MSM have proven themselves
utterly ineffective against the rise of these
alternative media. And, as I have explained
in recent articles, there is a very good and
obvious reason for this. The alternative
media are the clos est thing to a “free
market” of ideas that the world has had in a
very long time. Before web media, the
public was strictly limited to a handful of
corporate outlets that dictated information
flow with an iron fist. If you wanted to
learn anything beyond the mainstream
narrative, you had to data mine at the library
in an infinitely slower fashion, or try to
personally seek out people who represented
sources and witnesses.
To day, data mining happens at light

Real news

W
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speed. Facts and evidence are uncovered in
real time. Video interviews and transcripts
can be achieved as quickly as a phone call.
They can be examined and witnesses can be
cited without traveling across the country.
The prevalence of visual media also makes
it difficult for witnesses to lie about their
original claims later down the road.
Beyond this, the alternative media offer
something the masses have rarely ever had
– choice. People can now look at all sides
of an issue and all available evidence and
decide for themselves which conclusions
make the most sense. The main stream
media have only ever offered one side,
with highly reg u lated in for ma tion and
cherry-picked evidence.

Packing their carpetbags
The mainstream media’s purpose has
never been to convey the unfettered “news.”
Rather, their purpose has always been to
ma nip u late pub lic opin ion, and we saw
this revealed undeniably during the 2016
election as Wikileaks exposed journalist
after journalist using their positions of
public trust as weaponry to influence the
election’s outcome.
Instead of admitting wrongdoing after
this embarrassment, the MSM have decided
to double down and escalate the accusation
that the alternative media bring “fake news.”
Meaning, the MSM want people to believe
that we are liars and amateurs, that they are
the “professionals,” and that the public
should ignore everything the alternative
media have to say from now on. I must
point out, though, that the narrative of
mainstream news versus “fake news”
seems a little thin to me.
Meaning, I believe there is more going
on here than the MSM simply trying to
save themselves.
Call me a “conspiracy theorist,” but the
elitist controlled mainstream media do little
to help themselves through this strategy.
Think about it; the MSM are already clearly
dying if one looks at the ever shrinking size
of their audience and the loss of younger
view ers and read ers. They have been
deteriorating for years, while the alternative
media were exploding in influence. The
promotion of the fake news meme requires
these mainstream media outlets to actually
list which sources they believe represent
fake news. This is what the Washington
Post did with their promotion of liberal
professor Melissa Zimdar’s list.
So, forgive me if I am making too much
of a leap here, but it seems that this tactic
will only bring more web traffic to the
sites listed, because the list does not really
include any specific examples of “fake
news” trespasses. People who are curious
will be compelled to then visit the alternative
sites to see what all the fuss is about.
Perhaps many of them will find something
they like, rather than something they hate.
To me, the entire setup of the fake news
meme hurts the mainstream news more
than it helps them.
The next major story linked to fake
news has been the assertion by some in
government (including the CIA) that the
alternative media are actually a front for
Russian hacking and propaganda. I had
predicted this development two years ago
in my article “When War Erupts Patriots
Will Be Accused Of Aiding ‘The Enemy.”’
In that ar ticle, I argued that a war is
being engineered between Eastern and
Western powers (Russia and China vs. the
U. S. and parts of Europe), and that this
war will likely be an economic war. I also
pointed out that such a conflict might be

used by the elites in the West to rout out the
alter na tive media as agents of Rus sian
propaganda. Here’s a quote:
“Another aspect of this plan, I believe,
involves the hijacking of the image of the
liberty movement. The liberty movement
is essentially the most dangerous unknown
element on the elite’s global chessboard.
In fact, because we understand that international financiers and central bankers are
the real enemy, we have the ability to leave
the chessboard entirely and play by our
own rules. Wide spread eco nomic or
military conflict provides an opportunity to
neutralize liberty activists who might turn
revolutionary.
“Recently, I came across an article from
The Atlantic titled ‘Russia and the Menace
of Un re al ity.’ Now, some al ter na tive
an a lysts would read this ar ti cle and
immedi ately shrug it off as yet an other
attempt by the Western media machine to
propagandize against Russia. Though their
motivations are genuine, these analysts
would be cementing the delusion that
Russia is the “good guy” and the U. S. is
the ever present “bad guy.” The Atlantic
piece is a far more intricate manipulation
than they would be giving credit for…
“…This was not as pressing an issue two
years ago, when conflict with Russia was
a ridiculous notion for many people. But
today, conflict with Russia, at the very least
on an economic scale, is an inevitability. If
you read in full the linked Atlantic article,
the narrative that is being constructed is
clear – the establishment hopes to rewrite
the history and image of the liberty movement by painting us as dupes radicalized
by Russian propaganda, rather than being
the originators of our own grassroots
movement with our own philosophy and
methodology. Through this, they take away
our ownership of our own cause.”
It would ap pear that ev ery thing I
warned about two years ago is now
happening. That said, I would amend my
original viewpoint to include a new dynamic.
The coming economic war will be based
on a false paradigm – the false East/West
paradigm. Over the years I have outlined
in great detail the evidence that Eastern
Nations are just as controlled by central
banking elites and globalist interests as
Western Nations, including evidence that
Vladimir Putin is an avid supporter of the
International Monetary Fund’s push for a
single global currency system using the
Special Drawing Rights basket as a bridge.
He is also now suddenly a supporter of the
U. N’s climate change and carbon taxation
agenda.

One possibility

I consistently warned analysts within
the liberty movement to be careful about
cheerleading too much for Russia and
Putin, not only because he is controlled
opposition, but because eventually we
would be caught up in a media war that
would label us as enemy conspirators.
Remaining (rightly) critical of Putin was
the best way to avoid being labeled as a
member of the “fake news,” or a purveyor
of Russian propaganda.
It was my original belief that the elitist
media would use the alternative media’s
love affair with Putin as a means to undermine our credibility. However, today I
would say that in a strange kind of way, the
opposite is taking place.
Confusing? Yes. Look at it this way;
with the predominantly leftist mainstream
media dying in an irreversible way, no
amount of whining about “fake news” is
going to save them. The rise of “populists”
is at hand, and as I have warned for the past
year, this is by design. Just as conservative
anti-establishment movements are rising in
geopolitical influence, so too are the anties tab lish ment media. We are sort of a
package deal.
My belief is that conservative movements and the alternative media are being
allowed into a position of cultural authority.
The globalists are stepping out of the way

(for now) as we grow in power. They are
doing this in preparation for the final stage
of an economic collapse they have been
gestating since at least 2008. They are doing
this because their goal is to set us up as
scapegoats for a global disaster that will be
remembered for centuries to come. I was
able to predict the success of the Brexit
Referendum, Donald Trump’s election win
and the latest Federal Reserve rate hike
based on this theory and I believe it will
continue to prove itself.

Their ultimate game plan
The globalists know that at this stage the
fake news meme will only help us, rather
than hurt us. That is to say, the elites are
throwing their leftist media to the wolves
and the Russian propaganda claims will
only make the MSM look more ridiculous.
The globalists see the writing on the wall –
in fact, with the level of web analytics at
their disposal, they can read and predict
shifts in social consciousness before almost
anyone else is aware of them.
Instead of trying to obstruct us or fight
us directly, I believe the elites plan to coopt us or co-opt our image. That is to say,
they will let us grow in apparent influence,
trig ger a cri sis, and ei ther use cer tain
alternative outlets as the new mainstream,
or simply paint all of us as complicit in the
failures of conservative governments and
nationalism.
The end game here is to destroy the
underlying principles of liberty movements;
to make future generations reel in horror
at the very mention of conservatives and
national sovereignty. The elites are playing
a very complex strategy of fourth-generation
warfare. Nothing you see is exactly what it
seems. The fake news label is not meant to
disrupt the alternative media. In fact it will
help us rise to a position in which we can
be blamed for negative global influence.
Some people will say I am reading too
much into the situation, or that I am giving
the elites “too much credit,” or attributing
too much “omnipotence” to their position.
They will probably reference the recent
passage of the “Countering Disinformation
And Propaganda Act” and claim that this is
clearly meant to take down the alternative
media.

Star player

I would ask these people to consider a
question, though. Who will really have
control over this legislation in the near
future? If I am right, and Trump enters the
White House in January with a Republican
majority in Congress and the Senate, will it
not be Trump that most benefits from the
legal framework? How then will it serve to
undermine the alternative and conservative
media?
I predict, in fact, that conservatives are
being given enough rope to hang themselves
with. I predict that Trump will utilize this
leg is lation to go af ter the mainstream
media, not the alternative media, and that
many conservatives will support him even
though questions of constitutionality will
increase. I believe the fake news meme
will backfire and that the MSM will die off
as a result.
I believe that this is all part of a carefully
crafted narrative in which the right wing
gains unprecedented political sway, only to
be met with economic and social disaster. I
believe that the game is far from over in the
fight between globalists and sovereignty
activists. I believe they cannot defeat us
directly, so they now hope to defeat us
in di rectly, or, trick us into de feat ing
our selves. In re al ity, the game is just
be gin ning.
Subscribers to this newspaper are
eligible as non-paying members of
the non-voting political movement
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Beijing factories forced to shut down over air pollution
Communism has destroyed the
air, water and all that, so some can
make a bundle selling to Wal-Mart
in The USA. In Mainland China
you do not get anywhere big in
business without bribing officials
of the Communist Party.
presstv.ir

Beijing’s city government has ordered
1,200 factories around the Chinese capital
to either shut down or reduce production
in a bid to avert another “airpocalypse,”
con di tion where air pol lu tion reaches
unprecedented levels.
In a statement released on December 17,
the local government said an oil refinery
run by the State oil giant Sinopec and a
Cofco food plant were among some 500
companies required to cut output.
700 other firms were also ordered to
suspend activities altogether.

Smog is seen over Beijing as a red alert for air
pol lu tion is is sued in the Chi nese cap i tal on
December 16, 2016.

Environmental authorities also issued a
red alert that started on Friday night and
was to run until Wednesday amid warnings
of a new round of haze shrouding different
cities in northern China.

businesses in the mega city.
It is issued when the air quality index
(AQI) is forecast to break 200 for over four
days in succession, exceed 300 for more
than two days or exceed 500 for at least 24
hours.
Dong Liansai, a Beijing-based climate
and energy campaigner for environmental
group Greenpeace, described the declaration
of the red alert as a positive step.
“But this is only a short-term measure.
If you want to solve the problem of air

Temporary shutdown
The red alert, which is the highest level
of a four-tier warning system, orders curbs
on traffic and construction work as well
as advisories for schools, hospitals and

A woman wears a mask on a street in Beijing on
December 16, 2016.

pollution then you really need to have a
long-term policy,” Dong said, adding,
“And given that coal is the No. 1 source we
really recommend a nationwide cap on
coal consumption.”
On Saturday, Beijing’s air remained
relatively smog-free, with its AQI level
standing at 169 at 0300 GMT, according
to the Beijing Municipal Environmental
Monitoring Center.

Back at it
“The country is taking measures, the
city government is taking measures,
they’re restricting cars to odd and even
(license plate) numbers, and now there’s
no real pollution, it’s really good,” said
Beijing resident Hou Liqiang.
China is the world’s second-largest
economy and the biggest carbon emitter. It
has been grappling with environmental
issues caused decades of financial growth.

IRS throws in the towel
By Lt. Colonel Donald Sullivan (Ret)
aloe910@aol.com
eaders will remember the reports of
my continuing conflict with our friends at
Internal Revenue Service over the past five
years. It all started with a collections agent’s
business card attached to my brother’s
front door, a note on the back telling me to
contact the IRS on December 28, 2011.
When I called, the agent asked me why I
hadn’t filed a return for 2006. I answered
that I didn’t file because I did not owe the
IRS any money, a true statement since: a) I
have never believed I was a taxpayer; b)
any income received in 2006 was exempt,
deferred or non-taxable; and, c) I don’t like
giving money to the government just to see
it misspent, lost or thrown away. The agent
responded, “The Service believes you owe
ten million dollars,” to which my wife and
I both laughed.
We thought it had to be a joke, but it
wasn’t. I tried to explain that I had received
no notices that I owed any tax for 2006, but
he would n’t listen. The IRS had 1099s
provided by lawyers which indicated an
enormous amount of income I had not filed
to contest.

R

The ordeal

And since that call, I have corresponded
with as many as ten different offices of the
IRS at the same time; mounting various
“patriot” defenses; making appeals; being
audited; and just otherwise getting totally
stressed out at the idea the United States
government was going to steal everything I
owned. Nothing worked; and, for the most
part, the IRS ignored it all, other than to hit
me with two frivolous penalties of $5,000.00
each. The levies and liens had come out in
December 2011, actually before the phone
call; but, ini tially, the IRS got noth ing.
Since my days in the military, I have
learned not to trust the United States; so
I had no bank ac counts, in vest ments,
re tirement ac counts, etc., that the IRS
could at tach. I had not ap plied for my
social security or military pensions, so the
IRS couldn’t get those. My wife and I filed
sep arately, and her meager as sets were
safe.

The straight path

Yet, all my land and other holdings were
in my name and exposed, because I never
intended to try to hide from the IRS and be
just another criminal evading taxes. (You
can get five years for tax evasion, but only
one year for failing to file.) As you know,
“they” can’t control an honest man, because
one who is hiding something is always
looking over his shoulder – and easily
controlled. I chose not to live like that. “Hit
’em right between the eyes,” I always say.
Unfortunately, in January 2015, the IRS
was successful in stealing $45,000.00 from
the trust account of an attorney mediating a
land dispute between seven attorneys and
me. He was holding the settlement money
for me. The money was awarded to the IRS
by a district court judge, and my appeals

were disregarded all the way to the U. S.
Supreme Court. My defense was based
upon never having been properly served
any notices of deficiency, among others.
Soon after the December phone call, on
February 25, 2012, I filed a return for 2006
so that the IRS would realize I owed them
nothing. Unfortunately, the “assessment”
for 2006 had been based upon “phantom
income” which the IRS perceived as real.
My return was treated as a “request for
abatement” by them instead of as a timely
filed return. My objections, due to having
received no notice of any assessment, fell
on deaf ears, and no amount of explaining
it to them worked. The return was ignored
for two years despite my repeated references
to it as a valid return.
Then, in 2014, the collections officer
decided the ten-million-dollar figure might
be a little excessive and recommended that
the “return” be audited to obtain a more
realistic assessment. For the next year or
so, the pro cess ground on through the
assessment process, followed by a lengthy
appeal process. In the beginning of this
procedure the assessment officer wanted
me to sign an agreement ex tending the
statute of limitations but then realized that
the extension was unnecessary since the
“re turn” was ac tu ally a “re quest for
abatement.” Although I disagreed with
signing the extension and argued that the
original assessment was invalid due to my
never having been properly noticed, the
process continued.
When I finally re ceived the revised
as sess ment of $580,000.00, in clud ing
penalties and interest, in August 2015, I
believed the statute of limitations had
expired. Even the IRS account transcript
showed it expiring on February 25, 2015.
On December 13, 2015, I filed a complaint
to the U. S. Court of Federal Claims
(USCFC) seeking to have the assessment
ruled invalid and my $45,000.00 returned
based upon my never having received
any notice of deficiency and the statute of
limitations having expired. The case was
eventually dismissed for lack of jurisdiction
on October 21, 2016, because I had not
paid the liability in full nor requested a
The “14th Amendment” wasn’t ratified!
It’s not the law! Get this
32-page booklet
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re fund which had been de nied by the
Service. My motion for reconsideration
was dismissed in December.

Protracted fight
While the complaint to the USCFC was
still going on, I filed a petition to the U. S.
Tax Court on May 16, 2016, using basically
the same text as the complaint to the
USCFC and seeking the same remedies.
After some legal wrangling between me
and the tax court, the tax court eventually
or dered the at tor ney rep re sent ing the
Commissioner of the IRS to present a
motion to dismiss the petition for lack of
jurisdiction using the same grounds for
which the USCFC didn’t have jurisdiction.
At this point, I was completely “out of
altitude and airspeed” and could see no
other remedy open to me but to use the
retirement funds I had been collecting
since late 2015 from the gov ern ment
(“ma licious com pli ance”) to pay the
“deficiency” and start the process all over
again in the tax court, after requesting a
refund and being denied by the IRS, another
long and drawn out process.
I was growing very weary of this whole
war. It was obvious that I was not winning,
although I had made a valiant five-year
effort to conquer the beast; and the race
was nearing its end.
On November 20th, my wife and I were
holding our weekly Bible Study in the
“Church of the Living Room,” which we
have done ever since we re al ized that
organized religion does not preach the
truth. While I usually pray a rather general
benediction at the end of our study and
singing, this time I prayed specifically to
the Lord God asking that He take this IRS
burden off my shoulders, admitting that my
best efforts were about to fail and that I did
not know what to do next; if it was His will
to do so. Right out of the blue on the very
next Wednesday morning, I received a call
from the attorney for the IRS. He gave me
the news that his research showed that
there was no evidence that the “Service”
had served me properly with a Statutory
Notice of Deficiency (SNOD, also known
as a “90-day Letter”), and all assessments
by the IRS for 2006 were invalid. Further,
that since the statute of limitations had
expired based upon my one and only return
filed in February 2012, the Service cannot
file any new assessment. Therefore, my
liability to the IRS for 2006 is zero, as I
have said from the beginning.
In his motion dated December 1, 2016,
the attorney for the IRS stated, “Respondent
[Commissioner of the IRS] moves that this
case be dismissed for lack of jurisdiction on
the ground that no valid statutory notice of
deficiency…to form the basis for a petition
to this court has been sent to Petitioner [me]
with respect to taxable year 2006, nor has
Respondent made any other determination
with re spect to Pe ti tioner’s 2006 that
would confer jurisdiction on this court…

Whereas, Respondent requests that this
motion be granted, and the statutory notice of
deficiency purported mailed to Petitioner’s
last known ad dress be determined to be
invalid.”

A blessing

Normally, anyone filing a complaint or
petition to a court might be devastated to
realize that his case would be dismissed. In
this case, not only am I not devastated, I
did not object to it being dismissed. This
“dismissal” is actually a total victory. All
the IRS can do at this point is to recognize
its mistake, move expeditiously to correct
it and refund my $45,000.00, plus interest,
based upon its own counsel’s assessment
of their arguments, or lack thereof. In the
words of the IRS’ counsel, the IRS has to
“unravel the mess it has made for itself.”
While the court may step in to protect the
IRS’ position, the amount at controversy
being so large, it is not likely, given that the
court has itself made the claim that it lacks
jurisdiction.
By admitting the mistake and moving
for dismissal, the IRS has avoided the
stigma of a “published” adverse ruling that
others might use as a precedent. That does
not bother me. My objective was to defeat
the oppressive burden the IRS put on me
for the financial success I had in 2006, and
its intransigence at recognizing lawful and
reasonable deferments and exemptions. It
also does not go unnoticed that, although
the standard “Patriot” arguments may be
true, they do not work. The way to defeat
the IRS is to use its own rules against it. It
also doesn’t hurt to have the Lord God, to
whom all credit goes for this success, as
one’s first counsel. Praise be to the LORD.

The original sign

The Town’s sign,
obviously welcoming illegal aliens, a felony
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Russian envoy’s murder condemned by Kremlin
presstv.ir

claimed re spon si bil ity for the
at tack.
Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut
Cavusoglu told U. S. Secretary of
State John Kerry in a Tuesday
phone call that An kara and
Moscow believe a movement led
by opposition cleric Fethullah
Gülen was behind the incident,
according to ministry sources.

The Kremlin says the assassination of
the Rus sian ambassador to Ankara is a
serious blow to the image of Turkey, whose
government is said to have gambled on
the conflict in Syria by supporting antiDamascus militants.
“This is certainly a blow to the country’s
prestige,” Kremlin spokesman, Dmitry
Peskov, said on December 21.
The Russian ambassador, Andrei Karlov,
was killed during the opening of a photo
exhibition at a gallery in the Turkish capital,
Ankara, on Monday. The assassin, off-duty
policeman Mevlut Mert Altintas, was shot
dead at the scene.

Following the murder, the
cop had shouted in Turkish
and Arabic, “Don’t forget
Aleppo, don’t forget Syria.”
Elsewhere in his remarks, Peskov said
Moscow does not believe that the gunman
acted on his own, without elaborating on
the reasons behind that suspicion.
“We shouldn’t rush with any theories
be fore the in vestiga tors es tab lish who

This picture taken December 19, 2016, shows Andrei Karlov,
Russian ambassador to Ankara, lying on the floor after having
been shot by the gunman seen here in Ankara, Turkey.

were be hind the as sas si na tion of our
ambassador,” he said.
An unidentified Turkish government
official also confirmed that it was unlikely
Altintas acted alone, as the killing had all
the marks of being “fully professional, not
a one-man action.”
Meanwhile, Turkish newspaper Hurriyet
identified the assailant as a member of
the team providing security for Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan.
Moreover, the Jordan-based al-Bawaba
news and media website reported that the
Takfiri Jabhat Fateh al-Sham militant group,
formerly known as al-Nusra Front, had

Unclear as yet

a memorial for the Russian envoy, whose
body envoy was returned home.

Honored at home
The Kremlin website said that Russian
President Vladimir Putin had posthumously
given the ambassador the Hero of Russia
award, the coun try’s high est mil i tary
medal.
Russia and Turkey had been supporting
opposite sides of the conflict in Syria over
the past years. However, the two countries
have recently stepped up cooperation to
resolve the crisis in that beleaguered Arab
country.

Asked about the assertion, the
Kremlin spokes man, how ever, said it
was too early to draw any con clu sions
about who may have orchestrated
the murder.
“We need to wait for the results
of the joint investigative group,”
Peskov said, adding, “It is really
not worth rushing to conclusions.”
Russian and Turkish investigators
are conducting a probe into the
killing.
Meanwhile, a memorial has
been held in Istanbul.
Flag-wrapped coffin of late Russian Ambassador to Turkey
Separately on Wednesday, the Andrei Karlov is carried to a plane during a ceremony at
Russian consulate in Istanbul held Esenboga Airport in Ankara, Turkey, on December 20, 2016.

Trump would veto U. N. move to end Israeli settlements
presstv.ir

international law, yet Tel Aviv has defied
international calls to stop those settlements
expansions in the occupied Palestinian
territories.
Recently, the director of Israel’s Mossad
spy agency, Yossi Cohen, secretly met with
Trump’s tran si tion team, ac cord ing to
re ports.

Donald Trump had called for the veto
of a United Na tions Se cu rity Coun cil
resolution that would halt illegal Israeli
settlement activities on occupied Palestinian
lands.
“The resolution being considered at the
United Nations Security Council regarding
Israel should be vetoed,” the incoming
Republican president said in a statement
issued on December 22.
“As the United States has long maintained, peace between the Israelis and the
Palestinians will only come through direct
negotiations between the parties, and not
through the imposition of terms by the
United Nations,” he said.
“This puts Israel in a very poor negotiating
po si tion and is ex tremely un fair to all
Israelis,” Trump added.*
The U. N. Security Council was to vote
on the reso lution, drafted by Egypt, on
December 22. Earlier, Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu had urged the U. S.
to veto its demand that Israel immediately
and completely cease all settlement activities
* Others don’t count. – ed.

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu (R)
meeting with Donald Trump inside Trump Tower
in New York, September 25, 2016

in the occu pied Palestin ian territories,
including East Jerusalem, because they are
a “flagrant violation” of international law.
The resolution called for the cessation of
all Israeli settlement activities as “essential
for salvaging the two-State solution,” and
noted that those activities are dangerously
imperiling and threatening the viability of
any future Palestinian State in the occupied
West Bank.
Over half a million Israelis live in more
than 230 illegal settlements built since the
1967 Israeli occupation of the Palestinian
territories of the West Bank, including East
Jerusalem al-Quds.
All Israeli settlements are illegal under

By deception

Mossad chief Yossi Cohen

The meeting took place during Cohen’s
clandestine visit to the U. S., where he was
accompanied by a delegation of the Tel
Aviv regime’s security officials, as Israeli
media reported on December 18.
Netanyahu reportedly put together the
delegation, which was headed by Yaakov
Nagel, head of the Israeli National Security
Council.
The news of the high-profile meeting
surfaced days after Trump nominated
David Friedman, a hardline Zionist, as
U. S. ambassador to Israel.
The strategic choice would likely pave
the way for a controversial decision to
move the U. S. embassy from Tel Aviv to
Jerusalem al-Quds.
Trump will be “even more supportive

of Israel’s occupation of Palestine than
previous U. S. administrations,” according
to Joe Iosbaker, an Amer ican anti-war
activist and political analyst in Chicago.
“This was already revealed when Trump
nominated David Friedman for ambassador
to Israel. Friedman has raised millions to
aid the apartheid regime as it builds more
il le gal, Jew ish-only set tle ments in the
occupied West Bank,” Iosbaker, a leader of
the United National Antiwar Committee,
told Press TV.
“In his first statement accepting the
nomination, he reminded the world that
Trump has promised to move the U. S.
embassy to Jerusalem (al-Quds), which
basically recognizes Israel’s claim to the
Palestinian city as their capital,” he stated.

U. N. passes resolution to end Israeli settlements
presstv.ir

December 23, 2016 – The United
Nations Security Council has passed a draft
resolution to put an end to the illegal Israeli
settlements in the occu pied Palestin ian
territories after the U. S. refused to veto it,
aban don ing its long stand ing pol icy of
sheltering the Tel Aviv regime from such
condemnatory resolutions at the world
body.
The Egyptian-drafted resolution was
passed with 14 votes in favor and one
abstention on Friday.
Egypt had withdrawn the motion after
the Israeli regime asked U. S. Presidentelect Donald Trump to pressure the North
African country to delay voting on the
draft resolution.
It is the first resolution on Israel and the
Palestinians that the 15-member body has
passed in about eight years.
The U. N. Security Council was initially
scheduled to vote on the resolution on
Thursday, December 22.
EDITOR’S NOTE
Are they playing with our minds
here? The Zog may have had puppet
Obongo “the Muslim” siding against
“anti-Muslim” puppet Trump, so that
we’ll cheer when the latter reverses
this and favors Israeli expansionism.

How ever, on Fri day, Ma lay sia, New
Zea land, Sen e gal and Ven e zuela put
forward the draft again, which called on
Israel to “immediately and completely
cease all settlement activities in the occupied
Pal es tin ian ter ri tory, in clud ing East
Jerusalem” al-Quds.
It also said the construction of Israeli
set tle ments has “no le gal va lid ity and
con sti tutes a fla grant vi o la tion un der
international law.”

The following day

December 24, 2016 – U. S. Deputy
National Security Advisor Ben Rhodes has
told the whining Israeli prime minister that
only he is responsible for Washington’s
decision to allow the U. N. Security Council
to adopt a res o lu tion that con demned
Israel for illegal settlement construction in
occupied Palestinian territories.
The administration of President Barack
Obama allowed the U. N. Security Council
resolution to pass on Friday by refusing to
veto it, defying extraordinary pressure from
Benjamin Netanyahu and the incoming
U. S. president, Donald Trump.
Following the vote, Netanyahu accused
the Obama administration of “colluding”
with the Palestinians and said he looked
forward to working with Trump, as well as
Israel-friendly members of Congress, “to
negate the harmful effects of this absurd
resolution.”

The au di ence at the U. N. Se cu rity Coun cil
applauds as it adopts the resolution demanding
Israel stop illegal settlements, on December 23,
2016, at U. N. headquarters in New York.

“The Obama administration not only
failed to protect Israel against this gang-up
at the U. N., it colluded with it behind the
scenes,” Netanyahu’s said in a statement.
Rhodes turned down Netanyahu’s claim
that Obama colluded with other members
behind the scenes, saying that the president
only informed his national security team on
Friday morning of his decision to abstain
from the vote.
Rhodes added that the Israeli premier
had only himself to blame for the rebuke at
the U. N. Security Council, as Netanyahu
did not pay attention to repeated Obama
administration warnings that increased
illegal settlement activity on the occupied
Pal es tin ian lands could lead to greater
pressure from the international community.
“Prime Min ister Netanyahu had the
opportunity to pursue policies that would
have led to a different outcome today,”
Rhodes said.

The vote came a day after Trump had
personally intervened to keep the measure
from coming up for a vote. Israeli officials
said they were aware of such plans by the
White House and had turned to Trump for
support.
Minutes after the Security Council vote
was announced, Trump condemned the
Obama administration for its decision not
to veto the U. N. resolution, vowing that it
would be “different” under his rule.
“As to the U. N., things will be different
after Jan. 20,” Trump tweeted, referring to
his inauguration day.
Rhodes acknowledged that President
Obama’s decision would not have much
bearing on Trump’s policies, but told him
that “there is one president at a time.”
And “President Obama is the president
of the United States until Jan. 20 and we
are taking this action, of course, as U. S.
policy,” he stated.
There was thunderous applause in the
Security Council chamber following the
vote. The Obama administration had grown
in creas ingly frus trated with Tel Aviv’s
illegal settlement construction, abstaining
from the Security Council’s 14-0 vote as
one of the biggest U. S. rebukes of its longstanding rogue ally in recent history.
Given that most of the world is opposed
to Israeli settlements, the U. N. Security
Council action will be almost impossible
for anyone, including Trump, to reverse.
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Merkel urges deporting “some” of her marauders
presstv.ir

German Chancellor Angela Merkel now
says she’ll expel rejected asylum seekers
after the Italian police killed her Tunisian
suspect in Berlin’s deadly truck attack on
Christmas shoppers.
Merkel announced the plan during a
phone conversation with Tunisian President
Beji Caid Essebsi on December 23, saying
her government would boost the number of
refugee deportations from Germany as a
measure to improve security.
“I told the Tunisian president that we
have to significantly speed the deportation

process and increase the number of people
sent back,” Merkel added.
Earlier that week, 12 people were killed
and 48 others wounded in the terror attack
at a Christmas market in Berlin, which saw
a 40-ton truck running into a crowd.
Merkel’s remarks came after Italian cops
shot dead the main suspect, Anis Amri,
when he drew a gun on security officers
during a routine ID check.
The German leader further said, “We
have also made progress this year on the
very important issue of deporting Tunisian
citizens who have no right to stay in this

country.”
The development came as a new survey
in Germany indicated that support for the
conservative anti-refugee AfD party surged
following the Berlin truck attack.
According to the poll, conducted by Insa
institute for the Bild daily, the right-wing
populist Alternative for Germany party
registered a 2.5-point climb to 15.5 percent
approval compared to the previous week,
while Merkel’s Christian Democrats lost
1.5 percentage points to hit 31.5 percent.
The Social Democrats, the ruling coalition’s
junior partners, lost one point to hit 20.5

percent.
Immediately after that Berlin attack, the
AfD blamed Merkel’s policy under which
more than a million “refugees” entered the
European Nation in 2015.
One AfD official, Marcus Pretzell, went
as far as describing victims of the attack as
“Merkel’s dead,” in a tweet message,
which was later censured by AfD leaders.
Meanwhile, a large fire hit a “refugee”
facility in a Hamburg suburb, destroying
28 residential containers in what appears to
be another arson attack targeting asylum
seekers in the country.

Syria thanks Iran and Russia for victory at Aleppo
So a newly-selected Jewnighted
States President gets his marching
orders: He must Libya-rate Iran.
presstv.ir

S

yrian Pres i dent Bashar al-Assad
says the recent recapture of the strategic
northwestern city of Aleppo from foreignbacked terrorists is a victory not just for his
country, but also for its Russian and Iranian
allies.
Assad made the remarks in a meeting
with Iranian Deputy Foreign Minister for
Arab and African Affairs Hossein Jaberi
Ansari and his accompanying delegation in
Damascus on December 22.

Global banksters outflanked
Aleppo’s liberation “is also a relapse for
all the countries that are hostile towards the
Syrian people and that have used terrorism
as a means to realize their interests,” he
said.
The Syrian head of State also hailed the
battlefield successes as a “basic step on
the road to ending terrorism in the whole
of Syrian territory and creating the right
circumstances for a solution to end the
war.”
Jaberi Ansari, for his part, briefed Assad
on the ongoing diplomatic efforts aimed at
end ing terror ism in Syria, par ticularly
recent trilateral meetings between Iranian,
Russian and Turkish officials.
He further noted that strategic TehranDamascus relations have helped reinforce
the two countries as well as other regional
Nations in the face of foreign plots.
The senior Iranian diplomat also highlighted Tehran’s determination to further
strengthen relations with Syria and help
the Arab Nation stand against terrorism.

Syria announced the
lib er a tion of Alep po on
De cem ber 15, with Assad
prais ing the vic tory as
“history in the making and
wor thy of more than the
word ‘congratulations’.”
The Iranian official also held a meeting
with Syrian Foreign Minister Walid alMuallem, during which he congratulated
the Syrian Nation and government on the
victories scored in fighting terror especially
in Aleppo.
He further held talks with Syrian Deputy
Foreign Minister Faisal al-Miqdad, where
he hailed the Aleppo liberation as a major
victory achieved through the resistance of
the Syrian Nation and their allies against
terrorism.
Jaberi de scribed the re cent Mos cow
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Syrian President Bashar al-Assad (C) receives
Ira nian Dep uty Foreign Min is ter for Arab and
African Affairs Hossein Jaberi Ansari (L) in
Damascus, December 22, 2016.

meeting be tween Ira nian, Turk ish and
Russian top diplomats as a positive step
that could pave the way for settling the
Syria conflict.
“Besides successes on the battlefield in
confronting terrorism, we should take into
ac count the hu man i tar ian and po lit ical
dimensions of the Syria crisis and adopt
necessary measures in this regard,” he said.
Miqdad, for his part, said Teh ranDa mas cus re la tions have grown even
beyond the strategic level.
Noting that the Aleppo victory was a
his toric suc cess for Syria and its al lies,
he thanked the Islamic Repub lic for its
unwavering support for the Syrian Nation
and government.

“Assad’s fate not discussd”
In another development on Thursday,
Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei
Ryabkov said Moscow was not discussing
the future of President Assad in its talks
with Iran and Turkey.
After the mid-December liberation of
Aleppo, Tehran, Mos cow and Ankara
held a round of trilateral discussions in
Moscow, where the trio agreed to help find
a political solution to the crisis in Syria.
In a joint statement issued following the
talks, the three sides welcomed concerned
efforts in eastern Aleppo, which had been
controlled by foreign-backed militants since
2012, allowing for voluntary evacuation of
civilians and organized departure of the
armed opposition.
Iran and Rus sia sup port the Syr ian
government in its fight against terrorism.
Moscow has been providing air cover for the
Syrian army’s counterterrorism operations
on the ground since September 2015.

Tehran has also been offering advisory
assistance to Syrian armed forces.
This is while Ankara, along with its
Western and regional allies, is a staunch
supporter of the militants operating to
topple the Damascus government since
March 2011.
Ankara and its partners have long been
seeking the ouster of Assad as part of any
solution to the conflict in Syria.

Calm returns to Aleppo
In the once-militant-held areas of Aleppo,
an evacuation process was underway as part
of a ceasefire deal mediated by Russia and
Turkey. Reports said the U. N.-backed
mission, which had started a week earlier,
was in its final stages.
According to the latest U. N. figures, at
least 35,000 people, both civilians and
armed men, had so far been transferred out
of the northwestern Syrian city.
On December 22, the United Nations
Special Envoy for Syria Staffan de Mistura
said that many of the evacuees had been
transferred to Idlib Province.
He called for a nationwide cessation of
hostilities in Syria to avoid another battle
similar to the one in Aleppo.
De Mistura’s advisor, Jan Egeland, also
hailed the evacuations, saying the operations
“saved a lot of lives.”
The U. N. also said Thursday that it had
deployed 31 observers to monitor the final
stages of the Aleppo evacuation.
The deployment came days after the U. N.
Security Council unanimously adopted a
resolution on dispatching a monitoring
team to oversee the transfer of civilians
and militants out of Aleppo.

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov (2L),
his Turkish counterpart Mevlut Cavusoglu (2R),
and Iran’s Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad
Zarif (R) attend a trilateral meeting in Moscow,
December 20, 2016.

foreign supporters, as the city was the last
major urban stronghold controlled by the
Takfiri armed groups.

Russian raids take heavy
toll on terrorists

Transparency welcomed

On Thursday, Russian Defense Minister
Sergei Shoigu said Mos cow’s air raids
targeting terrorists in Syria had killed 35,000
of them over the past 15 months.
“Russia’s aircraft made 18,800 sorties,
delivering 71,000 strikes against terrorists’
infrastructure while destroying “725 training
camps, 405 plants … for manufacturing
ammunition, [and] 1,500 pieces of military
hard ware,” he told a gath er ing of top
military officials in Moscow on Thursday.
Moscow has stopped its aerial campaign
in Aleppo since October to help speed up
evacuations from the city. Prior to the
Aleppo truce deal, the Syrian army had set
up several humanitarian corridors to secure
the exit of civilians and those militants who
chose to lay down their weapons.
Shoigu further stressed that Moscow’s
aerial campaign in Syria had prevented
“the breakup of the Syrian State,” ending
“the chain of ‘color revolutions’ spreading
across the Middle East and Africa.”

Jens Laerke, spokesman for the U. N.
humanitarian agency, said the Syrian
government had earlier in the week agreed
to allow the world body to dispatch 20
observers from Damascus.
He added that the remaining monitors
were from a contin gent of around 100
U. N. staff members already on the ground
in Aleppo.
Aleppo’s recapture is seen as the biggest
defeat for the Takfiri militants and their

Buses are seen during an evacuation operation
of Syr ian mili tants and ci vil ians from eastern
Aleppo, on December 21, 2016.

“Anti-intrusion” wall built in Calais
would be of no use once the camp were
destroyed.
At the end of November, a court rejected
the mu nic ipal ity’s re quest to sus pend
construction, noting that the inflow of
migrants is not going to end “in the short
term.”

It aims to stop migrants
from jumping onto trucks
bound for the U. K.
rt.com

A

four-meter “anti-intrusion”
wall now prevents migrants from
jumping into trucks on the way
from France to the U. K. It was
completed less than two months
after the notorious “Jungle” camp
had been dismantled.
The wall, built along a kilometer-long
part of the main road leading to the Calais
port near the former camp area, is said to
have cost 2.7 million euros (or about $3
million), and its primary goal is to thwart
migrants from going to the U. K., mainly
on trucks.
The structure, financed by the British
government, is complete, a spokesman for
the local prefecture said on December 12.

Better late than never

Construction of the wall had started back
in September, a month before the infamous
“Jungle” camp was taken down.
“It is an extremely important tool; it
shows that the highway is secure,”
Jean-Marc Puissesseau, CEO of the port
of Boulogne-Calais, said at the end of
November at a press conference, as cited
by Le Monde.
The mayor of Calais, Natacha Bouchart,
tried to halt construction, saying the wall

Under these conditions, the wall could
“prevent potential intrusions” by securing
road traffic, the court added.
France had recently attempted to cope
with the inflow of migrants by offering
2,500 euros to migrants who return home
voluntarily, with the proposal valid until
December 31.
Amid the un prec e dented in flux of
migrants, far-right tensions have flared in
the country. In mid-November, for instance,
about a hun dred protesters attacked a
migrant center in the French village of
Arzon.
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The majority ruse
By Mike Walsh

T

West ern me dia, the Church
pulpits, the liberal-left caucus and
the no to ri ous Anti-Apart heid
Movement. All sang to the same
Red hymn sheet as they unleashed
hell on Africa. Church leaders
referred to Soviet-armed Africankilling terror ists as Christian
sol diers.

therebel.is

here is still considerable confusion
over the decolonization of Africa. The term
“majority rule” was always an absurdity;
this high-minded ideal does not exist anywhere, least of all in post-colonial Africa.
British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan’s
(1894-1986) Winds of Change speech
simply meant the trans fer of Eu rope’s
African colonies to global finance management. It’s the same if you don’t keep up the
payments on your mortgage.
Decolonization of Africa was the Russian
Revolution Mark II. The transfer of power
was based on the same regime-changing
strategy as that applied to Imperial Russia
in 1917-1922. The 1960s hijacking of the
world’s second largest continent resulted
in similar carnage, anarchy and its ultimate
prostration.

Change

Responsibility for the deaths of millions
of Africans can be laid on the doorstep of
Wall Street’s banking dynasties. The foot
sol diers of the global bank ing houses
included Europe’s politicians and tin pot
dictators drawn from the cor ridors of
unelected power in the United Nations.
The fraud was car ried out by Western
political elites who, compromised by fiscal
and sexual indiscretions, were blackmailed
to do the bidding of the American-based
banking dynasties.

Banksters’ gunmen
During the 1960s the Washington, DC,
controlled NATO West imposed sanctions
and blockaded Rhodesia and South Africa
whilst the Soviet Union and Communist
China funded, trained and armed terrorists.
Africa’s Godfathers of Damnation were
hyped by Western media as noble partisans
fighting for democracy and freedom.
The marketing departments of the banks’
pin-striped Bolsheviks were to be found in

Victim of the Church’s “Christian Army”

Western and Soviet-backed Rhodesian
ty rant Rob ert Mugabe, South Af ri can
Commu nist Party card-car rying des pot
Nelson Mandela and the deposed fugitive
from justice Joshua Nkomo controlled
proxy armies similar to today’s so-called
Syrian “rebels.” None of them had the
power to disrupt a garden party without the
backing of the banking dynasties and
Europe’s corrupt politicians and on-message
sycophantic media.
African despots sit and smirk in grand
mansions built by European colonialists.
These dark-skinned bankers’ tenants now
manage the banks’ real estate. Their enslaved
populations today fare much worse than
they did when man aged by Eu ro pean
colonists. The millions of Africans who
died and still perish are victims not of
White supremacy but of the bankers’
bloodletting. In Black South Africa hundreds
of thou sands of impov er ished eth nic
Europeans and African natives eke out a

Salisbury, before being the bank’s real estate

miserable existence and face a hopeless
future. Impoverished ethnic Europeans
barely survive in nearly 600 shanty towns.
The handover is completed; there isn’t a
BBC, CNN, FOX or ITV camera team
anywhere to be seen.

Lacking a REAL revolution
The same “winds of change” now sweep
across Europe. The same dark forces today
inflict on ethnic-Europe a bloodbath of
epic proportions. This, if successful, will
transfer total control of Europe to the same
global banking houses; Africa yesterday,
Europe today and Russia tomorrow.
Mike Walsh was a freelance media writer and
columnist for thirty years. The Irish journalist now
writes and broadcasts solely for independent media.

Is Trump “draining the swamp?”
How many possess the humility
to admit they’ve played us for fools
– one in ten? Or feel determined to
overthrow that cabal at last – fewer
still? Think on this predicament.
newobserveronline.com

A

t least four senior executives with
international bankers Goldman Sachs will
get critical posts in the Don ald Trump
administration – even though he campaigned
fiercely against that institution, with his
closing campaign ad us ing an image of
that company’s CEO Lloyd Blankfein to
condemn the “global power structure”
for robbing America’s working class and
enriching the elite.
The Goldman Sachs appointments are
not the first indication that Trump has no
intention of “draining the swamp” in
Washington, D.C., either.
Former Goldman Sachs partner Steven
Mnuchin served as Trump’s national finance
chairman and is now Trump’s nominee for
U. S. Treasury secretary.
Trump has also nominated Goldman
Sachs President (and the bank’s de facto
number two) Gary Cohn as his top economic
adviser in the White House.
Other Goldman alums in Trump’s inner
circle in clude An thony Scaramucci, a
former Goldman banker and a member of
the Trump tran si tion team’s ex ecu tive
committee, as well as Steve Bannon,
Trump’s campaign manager.
Trump’s campaign ad described Goldman
Sachs as part of “a global power structure
that is re spon si ble for the eco nomic
decisions that have robbed our working
class, stripped our country of its wealth
and put that money into the pockets of a
handful of large corporations and political
entities.”

As the Bloomberg news
service has pointed out, after
“years as the face of Wall
Street greed and the target of
public scorn, the bankers at
Goldman Sachs can be
cheerful again.
“Not only has Trump’s election stoked
hopes for looser regulatory policies that
will make it easier for banks to take bigger
risks and book fatter profits, but Goldman
also appears to have regained its place at

the nexus be tween Wall Street and
Washington,” Bloomberg wrote.
During his election campaign, Trump
attacked Republican rival Ted Cruz and
Democratic opponent Hillary Clinton for
their ties to Goldman Sachs.
Clinton famously pocketed $675,000
for three private speeches to Goldman
employees. (Blankfein was a Clinton
supporter.) Cruz’s wife worked at Goldman
Sachs, and he had taken a loan from the
bank to help fund his campaign.

Liar, liar, pants on fire!
“I know the guys at Goldman Sachs,”
Trump said last February. “They have total,
total control over him. Just like they have
total control over Hillary Clinton.”
Trump also often referenced Clinton’s
speeches to Goldman Sachs, accusing her
of meeting “in secret with international
banks to plot the destruction of U. S.
sov er eignty.”
“Af ter be ing largely cut out of the
fed eral gov ern ment dur ing the Obama
years, with few of its alums tapped for big
jobs, Goldman is starting to live up to its
former nickname, Government Sachs,” the
Bloomberg news service added, pointing
out that “If confirmed, Mnuchin will be the

A screenshot from Trump’s closing campaign
TV ad which depicted Goldman Sachs CEO
Blankfein as part of the globalist enemy.

third former Goldman partner to lead the
Department of the Treasury in the past 25
years, joining Robert Rubin and Hank
Paulson.”
Goldman Sachs CEO Blankfein has
already returned the favor, telling media
that Trump “may turn out to be a much
better president” than many expect and that
his firm will benefit if Trump succeeds in
stimulating the economy.
The Washington Post noted that Trump
was not actually “draining the swamp” as
he had said during the election campaign,
but was actually “diving straight in” and
had turned to Washington, D.C., insiders to
start filling his administration positions.
The paper said that “so far, the presidentelect is tapping people with deep ties to

Washington and Wall Street as he fills out
his Cabinet, turning to two power centers
he vilified as greedy, corrupt and out of
touch with Americans during his White
House campaign.”
The Washington Post said that “two of
Trump’s early picks are wealthy financial
industry insiders with ties to the kinds of
institutions he railed against as a candidate.”
“Elaine Chao, his choice for transportation
secretary and an accomplished political
figure in her own right, is married to Senate
Ma jor ity Leader Mitch McConnell –
blending family and political power in a
way Trump fiercely criticized campaign
rival Hillary Clinton for.”
Chao is the off spring of a Chi nese
shipping magnate, in addition to serving on
the boards of Wells Fargo bank, Dole
Food, and News Corp., the parent of Fox
News.

Dizziness as usual

Trump’s transition team brushed aside
questions about whether there are quite a
few inconsistencies between the presidentelect’s campaign rhetoric and his Cabinet
picks.
“These are experts who know how to
win,” spokesman Jason Miller told The
Washington Post.

Queen unamused by May’s Brexit secrets
Britain’s ousted Prime Minister
had painted himself into a corner
when allowing the Brexit vote. His
replacement’s job is to force all the
voters back into silent acceptance
of those internationalists’ agenda.

start, the newspaper says.
The Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh
were said to be looking forward to hearing
more about May’s thoughts on Brexit, as
well as insights into her cabinet selections
and Boris Johnson’s appointment as foreign
secretary.

rt.com

The Queen was reportedly
left frustrated with Theresa May
after she declined to elaborate on
her Brexit strategy during the
new prime minister’s first trip to
Balmoral.
A source told the Times that
the Queen was “disappointed”
that May didn’t share her Brexit
plans dur ing the visit. It has
become a tradition for the PM to Prime Minister Theresa May (L), Britain’s Queen Elizabeth (R)
visit Her Majesty’s Scottish estate once a
So far, May has revealed very little of
year to give them the opportunity to talk in her E. U. exit strat egy, de spite fierce
an informal setting.
protestations from all sides of the political
May’s failure to go beyond what she has spectrum.
told the public got the Queen’s relationship
On December 20, she clashed with MPs
with her 13th Prime Minister off to a rough on the liaison committee for refusing to

give definitive answers, but said she would
make a speech giving more details in the
new year.
Previous accounts of the Prime Minister’s
visit with the Queen, which took place two
months after May took office, were more
positive.
At the time, the Daily Mail reported that
the two women “got on famously,” adding:
“There has n’t been a PM since Har old
Wilson who entered so gamely into the
outdoor pursuits, parlor games and wellregulated rituals.”
On December 22, Buckingham Palace
called the story an “anonymously sourced
conjecture.”
A spokesperson elaborated: “By longestablished convention, we never disclose
details of discussions between the Queen
and her Prime Ministers. Nor would we
com ment on anon y mously sourced
conjecture of this kind.”
Downing Street told the Times: “We
never comment on private conversations
with the Queen.”
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— Transfer of Power —

State of Kanawha forever?
By Elliott Germain
Transfer of Power

These types of history nuggets are not
to be found in public
schools or on public
TV, because the Lieber
Code still allows for
the en force ment of
secrecy. But the treason
did not go unnoticed.
After the War of 1861,
the London Telegraph
reported that Washington’s postwar control
over the South showed that the U. S. “may
be a republic in name, but some 8 million
of its people are subjects not citizens.”
President Andrew Johnson fought against
the radical elimination of States’ Rights
and warned America:
“Your States are sinking into mere
petty corporations … mere satellites
of an in ferior char ac ter, re volv ing
around the great central power here
in Washington. There is where your
danger is.”

convention and any subsequent legislation.

Divide and conquer
§ The western Virginians were split on
which course of action to take, either
seceding from Virginia to create a new
State of Kanawha or assuming the status of
the State of Virginia itself. Lincoln needed
an immediate and loyal Virginia to endorse
his legislative acts and amendments, thus
waiting for the formation of a new (and
dubious) State of Kanawha was a luxury
not afforded. So the convention met on
May 13th, 1861, to establish operational
procedures and propose a public vote on
secession of the western counties from the
State of Virginia. The attendees agreed to
convene a second time on June 11th if the
people voted in favor of secession. On

Political word games
President Johnson also called a spade a
spade when he named reconstruction “the
legisla tive machinery of martial law.”
He knew that “re con struc tion” was the
con gres sio nal con ver sion of war time
military “martial law” into a peacetime
legislative “martial law rule.”
The con gres sio nal as sump tion of
undelegated powers transferred the United
States of America into an unconstitutional
legal structure which could not be undone.
This legal quagmire was the foundation of
the New America. Congress made sure that
they had revised the original government
in such a way that it could never change
back. The two primary political tools that
the federal gov ernment used to achieve
this were (1) forcing States to rewrite their
constitutions and (2) granting Negroes
citizenship and the vote. Once Negroes
voted, all elections were constitutionally
void, without question. It wasn’t about
“freedom and equality and justice,” it was
a legal maneuver to create an irreversible,
permanent rogue government to rule over
the peo ple of the United States using an
extra-constitutional body of law.
Martial law destroyed many freedoms
and laws, creating legal fictions and abuses.
One of the most conspicuous of these was
in the martial law establishment’s dividing
the State of Virginia when proclaiming it
had birthed the State of West Virginia.

Bogus State
The following questions of law are in no
way meant to insult persons born or living
in West Virginia: great people residing in a
beautiful environment.
§ Is it Virginia or West Virginia, or were
there three Virginias? After the conflict at
Fort Sumter on April 12, 1861, and with
President Lincoln calling for troops to
move against South Carolina on April
14th, Virginia held a convention to
consider secession on April 17th. After
the Virginia convention voted 85 to 55 to
secede, representatives from the western
counties of Virginia went back to
Clarksburg (in what is now West Virginia)
and called for a convention in Wheeling.
Wheeling is located in the utmost northern
panhandle wedged between the two
powerful Union States of Pennsylvania
and Ohio, a position which guaranteed
“Union” protection for the creation of a
Union-loyal Virginia government, which
also guaranteed Union influence in the
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May 23, 1861, the people voted (with some
irregularities) for secession.

According to law
§ The question: Can counties secede from
a State? Answer: No. The U. S. Constitution
clearly states in Article IV, Section 3, “no
new State shall be formed or erected within
the jurisdiction of any other State…
without the consent of the Legislatures of
the States concerned…” Western Virginia
could not secede. However, if it received
permission from the Virginia Legislature, it
could form a new State. First the problem,
then its solution.
§ In the second convention, with Arthur
Boreman presiding, Francis H. Pierpont,
acting on the best interests of the Lincoln
government, motioned to pronounce the
State of Virginia in Richmond to be a
nonfunctioning government, and that the
“constitutional convention” in Wheeling
could establish a “restored government” of
Virginia. The June convention declared the
Richmond-based Virginia secession from
the Union to be null and void. On June
19th, the convention organized a newly
“restored government” of Virginia, even
complete with Legislature, and authorized
Francis Pierpont to be Governor. The June
convention created a “restored” Virginia,
thus the Legislature of that novice Virginia
could grant western Virginia its statehood.
§ This “New Virginia” Legislature met for
the first time in Wheeling on July 1st, 1861,
hired State officers and sent two U. S.
Senators to Washington. Congressmen
were not allowed to be seated in the House
of Representatives because the number of
Congressmen is based on population,
and who would be counted among the
population of this new “State of
Virginia”? But the “restored
government” would be allowed
to ratify (as the State of Virginia)
any amendments to the
Constitution that came from
Congress. This created two
Virginias, neither of which was
“West” Virginia. There existed
a Governor of Virginia in
Richmond, John Letcher, and a
Governor of “restored” Virginia
in Wheeling, Francis Pierpont.
Step by contrived step
§ The Constitutional Convention of the
western Virginians continued through
July; it was this convention that authorized
another convention in August to work on
further details for the creation of their
proposed State of Kanawha, which they
now called West Virginia. The August
convention decided to put the question to a
vote of the people on October 24, 1861. The

Tell those neo-cons the game is up
Get involved with the non-voting

American Defense Party
people voted (with some irregularities) in
favor of Statehood (according to a poll
taken by the Union Army). The affirmative
results of that poll called for another
convention in November 1861 to form a
State of West Virginia. The tone had
changed from secession, deemed not
legal by Lincoln, to Statehood because
Pierpont’s “New Virginia” Legislature
would likely consent to the creation of this
State from within a State as provided in the
Constitution; and Lincoln could always
use more Republican Congressmen and
another State to ratify any expedient
constitutional amendments needed to
overthrow the Constitution of 1789.

Reneged position
The November convention assembled
the framework for a new gov ernment
complete with a State Constitution; these
delegates sent the motion to be voted on by
the people who (with some irregularities)
ratified the conditions of Statehood on
April 11, 1862. On May 13th, the Pierpont
Legislature (acting as the State of Virginia)
approved the formation of the State of
West Virginia from within the boundaries
of Virginia and sent the motion to Congress.
On July 14th, the U. S. Senate passed a bill
to create the State of West Virginia. On
December 10th, the House passed a bill
to create the State of West Virginia. On
December 31st, 1862, President Lincoln
signed into law the creation of the State of
West Virginia, but with a proviso that the
slave State make an allowance for the
eventual abolition of slavery in that State.
Lincoln acted contrary to the beliefs he
had stated in his inaugural address:
“I have no purpose directly or indirectly
to interfere with the institution of slavery
in the States where it ex ists. I be lieve I
have no lawful right to do so, and I have no
inclination to do so.”

The day after signing this
legislation, Lincoln gave his
Emancipation Proclamation;
and in so doing, after twenty
months of the attacks against
secession, disguised his war
on the Original Constitution
as if being for social justice.
This was the beginning of a
race war instigated for the
disguising of tyranny, a war
still in operation to preserve
the tyranny of 1861.
An other con ven tion was held in
Wheeling on Feb ru ary 12th, 1863, and
adopted Lincoln’s changes to the proposed
Constitution on March 26th. From a legal
per spec tive, Lin coln’s “con dition” for
ac cep tance in the Un ion al tered the

Congressional legislation thus voiding the
Act; but who’s counting? All of this effort
to create the State of West Virginia, the
conventions, the Pierpont legislation, the
U. S. Senate and House legislative acts and
the President’s signature could have been
undone when the war ended because of so
many deviations from the rule of law.
Lincoln’s December 1862 proviso on
West Virginia was to buy time. He had
given himself martial law powers over the
entire country in September of 1862, but

Teaching legal fiction

those powers were brought into question
by Supreme Court Chief Justice Taney. As
commented by B. T. Benjamin:
“During the whole war the Lincoln
gov ern ment … was unan i mously
impeded by the deci sions of the
Supreme Court, so that President
Lincoln was obliged to suspend the
Writ of Ha beas Cor pus [in voke
mar tial law] in or der to re lieve
himself from the rulings of the Court.”
But one day the war would end, and
where would Lincoln’s “New America” be
then? So, to insure his plans for new States,
new laws, new powers and a new national
currency, Lincoln awaited congressional
recognition of his assumed martial law
powers. On March 3rd, 1863, Congress
confirmed Lincoln’s total power over the
coun try. The con ven tion in Wheeling
approved Lincoln’s constitutional changes
on March 26th. On April 20, 1863, Lincoln,
us ing con gressio nally backed mar tial
powers, issued a Proclamation of Statehood
to begin on June 20th, 1863, with Arthur
Boreman as Gov er nor. Boreman had
presided over the conventions and worked
with Pierpont. Meanwhile, the “Unionloyal” Pierpont Virginia government moved
from Wheeling to Alexandria, Virginia, to
assume its function as Lincoln’s Virginia
under the protection of the Union Army.
The bogus Virginia would be called upon
by Lincoln to ratify (on behalf of the State
of Virginia during the war) any politically
expedient constitutional amendments as
needed to undergird the “legal standings”
of Lincoln’s New America.
On June 20th, 1863, Lincoln’s martial
law powers proclaimed that West Virginia
was, in his words “the 35th State.” Well,
if as Lincoln proclaimed, there were now,
in June of 1863, thirty-five States, then
Virginia had not seceded; therefore, how
could Lincoln and his Congress violate
Article IV, Section 3, of the Constitution?
They had to claim that the Pierpont
government was legitimate. If the Pierpont
government were legitimate, why use a
martial law proclamation to create West
Virginia? After Lincoln’s declaration of
Statehood, West Virginia entered Congress
and assumed operations of its own General
Assembly where it, too, could be called
upon by Lincoln to ratify any politically
expedient constitutional amendments as
needed to undergird the “legal standings”
of Lincoln’s New America, such as the
Thirteenth Amendment.
After the war, on May 9, 1865, Pierpont
was sent by the federal gov ernment to
unseat Virginia’s Governor William Smith.
Pierpont attempted to support the postwar
policies of Democrat President Johnson,
showing mercy to the South. Pierpont’s
term ended as it began, at the behest of the
federal government’s military regime. He
was succeeded as Gov ernor by Union
General Henry Wells in April 1868 under
orders from Union General John Schofield
who commanded the “Military Department
of Virginia.” The South had been divided
into military districts with no district having
its pre-war State boundaries.
West Virginia had become a State by
the strangest quasi-legal mechanism ever
de vised: le gal fic tion. Con cern ing the
formation of the State of West Virginia,

— Transfer of Power —
Colliers Encyclopedia states:
“By the legal fiction of the consent of a
Virginia-loyal government, the western
counties secured admission to the Federal
Union as a new State.”

Holocaustics 101
So, West Virginia became a State by the
“legal fictions” as reviewed herein. Black’s
Law Dictionary defines legal fiction thus:
“Fiction of Law: Something known to
be false is assumed to be true”; and further
defines fiction as:
“An assumption or supposition of law
that something is or may be false is true, or
that a state of facts exists which has never
really taken place…
“An assumption for purposes of justice,
of a fact that does not or may not exist… A

rule of law which assumes as true, and will
not allow to be disproved.”

Postwar reshuffling
In 1866, the Virginia General Assembly
in Richmond repealed the transfer of certain
counties ceded to West Virginia (counties
loyal to Virginia) – which challenged the
very Statehood of West Virginia, requiring
Congress to pass an act to settle particulars
of that illegality (with more illegality). The
case turned into an 1871 Supreme Court
challenge (Virginia vs West Virginia), with
Supreme Court Chief Justice Salmon P.
Chase and the other “Lincoln stacked”
justices finding in favor of West Virginia to
set the precedent in favor of a legal fiction
which “will not allow to be disproved.”
However, in 1872 the Constitution of West

Virginia was found to be un lawful and
required a rewrite.
Plain English: The
all-pow er ful fed eral
government is just as
bogus as the State of
West Virginia; they are
based on a lie being
true, and the United
States of Washington,
D. C., cre ated a new
Arthur I. Boreman court system that won’t
First Governor of
allow its legal fictions
the new State of
West Virginia.
to be disproved. What
does that mean? The Lieber Code allows
martial law to govern America in secret
and is not obligated to tell anyone what it is
doing. When some crackerjack law patriot
challenges the au thor ity of this bo gus
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“Pretender to the Throne” and backs the
judge into a cor ner, the case be comes
dismissed or is never even heard; because
legal fictions are lies, not laws, lies that the
federal government “will not allow to be
disproved.”

Nonfiction

Mar tial law; the Lieber Code; le gal
fiction; does that sound like America? Does
that sound like liberty or justice, or any of
the guaranteed constitutional freedoms?
The hypocritical effrontery of this systemic
Pretender to the Throne that came out of
the War of 1861 is witnessed in his claim
that “New America” is the same America
created in 1789! Sorry, not even close.
The above is from Transfer of Power, 270 page book
by Elliott Germain, yours PPD for $10 check or cash.
Liberty Nation, P. O. Box 464, Hanover, VA 23069

Israel “aid”: Public does have rights
newobserveronline.com

News service, Smith pointed out the holes
in the DOJ’s argument.

Ordinary Americans have a
right to have a say over aid to
nu clear weapon-armed Is rael,
ac cord ing to the lat est le gal
exchange in the ongoing federal
court ac tion ini ti ated by the
Institute for Research: Middle
East Policy (IRmep).
IRmep director Grant Smith
has submitted a counter-motion
to the Department of Justice’s
motion to dismiss, which claimed that the
public had no say over the $3.8 billion per
year “aid” to Israel.
Smith initiated the suit earlier in 2016,
arguing that the billions given every year
in “aid” to Israel from the U. S. taxpayers
vi o lates a Con gres sio nal ban on giv ing
foreign aid to clandestine nuclear powers.
This ban is known as the Symington and
Glenn Amendments, which were designed
to preclude U. S. taxpayer subsidization of
nu clear States that refused to join the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NNPT).

Is rael’s nu clear weap ons
program is one of that rogue
State’s worst-kept secrets. It
refuses to sign the NNPT,
making American “aid” to
that country illegal.
A De part ment of Jus tice re join der
issued on December 12 refused to address
any of the issues, and instead only said that
Smith lacks evidence and standing, had
not suffered any “particularized” injury
stemming from the government’s provision
of foreign aid to Israel, and that decisions
on aid were the preserve of the president
and not individual members of the public.
The IRmep counter-motion, submitted
December 18, argued that the combination
of improper government classification and
threatened prosecution creates a de facto
gag order.
This in turn creates a policy of “willful
ignorance,” which means the government
deliberately mutes Smith’s efforts to tell
the public how Israel’s nuclear program
destabilizes the Middle East.
“When all information about a particular
domain of government activity suddenly
dries up, is no longer reported on, and
uncommented by any government official,
the pub lic as sumes there is no lon ger
anything worth reporting,” Smith’s reply
brief states.
“Such a state is inimical to democracy,”
he added. Smith said the gag order stopped
public-interest research on Israel’s nuclear
program, and it effectively “deputized and
turned into an accomplice” anyone who
had worked on this issue.
Subscribers to this newspaper are
eligible as non-paying members of
the non-voting political movement
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In his reply brief, he also refuted the
claim that he had no more standing to
sue than any other generally aggrieved
American.
“The plaintiff as a recognized information
provider in this field, therefore decidedly does
not concede only generalized grievances
that he shares with ‘all Americans’ as
contended by the defendants,” the brief
states.
“No president has determined that Israel
has engaged in the conduct specified in the
statute since the relevant amendments
were first enacted in the late 1970s,” the
brief states. “During this time, moreover,
Congress has continued to appropriate
funds for foreign assistance to Israel,” it
continues.
In an interview with the Courthouse

“They’re saying that the president can
be will fully ig no rant,” he said. “The
president is supposed to know who has
nuclear weapons and who doesn’t.”
Drawing a parallel to drug prosecutions,
Smith noted that willful-ignorance arguments do not hold up, such as when a drug
trafficker claims to have no idea about
drugs in his car. “You’re supposed to know
they’re in the car,” Smith said.
Smith also finds support for his argument
in the Supreme Court’s recent rejection of
President Obama’s executive actions on
im mi gra tion – De ferred Ac tion for
Childhood Arrivals and Deferred Action
for Parents of Americans and Lawful
Permanent Residents.
The Supreme Court’s 4-4 split left in
place a ruling that blocked the executive
actions. Smith said that shows a limit to the
president’s authority.
When the president becomes aware of
Symington and Glenn violations, federal
law requires him to submit a report to
Congress outlining the violations, followed
by commensurate action.
“Where the activities are most egregious,

the maximum response under the law – aid
cutoff – is required,” the brief stated.
“We’re telling the judge that these are
not dis cre tion ary items like the Jus tice
Department claims they are,” Smith told
Courthouse News.
“They should in fact be under the very
clear provisions of an aid cutoff because
that’s the most drastic possibility under
these amendments,” he added.

Established fact
But Smith also re jected the DOJ’s
argument that no U. S. president has ever
de ter mined that Is rael has a nu clear
weapons program. He said that the Carter
administration concluded that Israel had
conducted a nuclear test with South Africa
on September 22, 1979, known as the Vela
incident.
Documents available on the nuclear
vault of George Washington University’s
National Security Archive indicate that
conclusion was later white washed for
political considerations.
“It’s just simply incorrect for the Justice
Department to say that they did not find
Israel had a nuclear weapons program,”
Smith said. “They did find that, and they
decided to whitewash that.”
The case continues.

French mayor on trial for truth
newobserveronline.com

The French mayor of the town of
Béziers has been charged with “hate crimes”
after saying that it was a “problem” that a
class in a lo cal school was 91 per cent
Muslim.
The charges were brought by the Jewish
“International League against Racism and
Anti-Semitism” (Ligue Internationale Contre
le Racisme et l’Antisémitisme, LICRA).

Mayor Rob ert Menard
denied his comments were
discriminatory, saying he had
“just described the situation
in my town.”
The com ments were made back in
Sep tember 2016, when Menard told
French news channel LCI that “In a class in
the city center in my town, 91 percent of

the children are Muslims. Obviously, this
is a problem. There are limits to tolerance.”
At the same time, Menard tweeted his
regret at witnessing “the great replacement”
of France’s White population by Third
World invaders.
According to French media, his comments
were “seized upon” by LICRA, and the
Jewish group immediately pressed charges
for “hate” and “incitement.”
After months of deliberation, Menard’s
trial date has now been set for March 8,
LICRA announced on their Twitter feed.
The prosecution is also based on two
statements from the mayor which he made
on Twitter. The first, from September 1,
said, “The most striking proof of the great
Replacement in progress. Just look at old
class photos.”
A sec ond tweet, on Sep tem ber 5,
con tained the re mark which was later

repeated in the media: “In a downtown
classroom, 91% of children are Muslim.
Obviously, this is a problem. There are
thresholds of tolerance.”
He fol lowed this up with a tweet on
October 3 which showed a class photograph
from 1970 in his town, showing all White
children, with the statement:
“Compare a class photo of the 70s with a
picture of today. #GrandReplacement is
undeniable!”
For this sin – of daring to point out that
Whites are being exterminated in their own
country, the Jews in LICRA announced
that they had lodged an official complaint
with the Paris Public Prosecutor’s Office,
which deals with the “offense of direct
provocation of discrimination, hatred or
violence against a group of persons on
grounds of belonging to a Nation, race,
ethnic group or religion.”

In Israel, non-Jews aren’t equals
aljazeera.com

“Equality cannot be recognized on the
constitutional level,” wrote legal academic
Aeyal Gross, since that would challenge
“the inequality created by the complete
identification of the State with only one
group.”
The nearest that Israel’s foundational
legislation comes to a specific commitment
to equality is Basic Law: Human Dignity
and Liberty, adopted in 1992. Israel does
not have a formal, written constitution but
a number of “Basic Laws” passed over the
years deal with key issues.
Even here, equality is not “recognized
as an independent right that stands on its
own.” In fact, just in the past month, the

Knesset voted against a draft bill that called
for the inclusion of an equality clause in
Basic Law: Human Dignity and Liberty.
Furthermore, the Basic Law allows for
rights to be violated “by a law befitting the
values of the State of Israel,” a caveat that
provides a basis “for giving significant
weight to the nature of Israel as a Jewish
State and its goals, at the expense of the
fundamental rights concerned.”
In the words of former Supreme Court
President Aharon Barak: “Israel is different
from other countries. It is… a Jewish State.”
Thus Israel is not a State of all its citizens,
as freely admitted by senior officials.
In 43 percent of Israeli towns, residential
admission committees filter out applicants

on the grounds of “incompatibility with
the social and cultural fabric.” Palestinian
citizens also face discrimination when it
comes to family life. The Citizenship and
Entry into Israel Law, first adopted in 2003,
“imposes severe restrictions on the right of
Israeli citizens … to apply for permits for
their Palestinian spouses and children from
the Occupied Palestinian Territory to enter
and reside in Israel for purposes of family
unification.”
This law, which has the effect of dividing
Palestinian families and separating spouses,
has been described by a senior European
Union official as being “a discriminatory
regime to the detriment of Palestinians in
the highly sensitive area of family rights.”
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— Decision time —

Jewish policy
By J. B. Campbell
jbcampbellextremismonline.com

We need a new Jewish policy because
the Jews are taking us to war
once again.
This is nothing new. The
Jews took us to war in
1917. Chaim Weizmann and
his cro nies in Amer ica
(Frank furter, Brandeis,
Baruch and Untermayer) blackmailed
Woodrow Wilson into a declaration of war
against Germany and almost got us into
their League of Nations. Over ten million
people died.
Those same Jews along with Jacob
Schiff used the American president to
wage total war on the Russian people by
sending Trotsky-Bronstein to St. Petersburg
to join forces with Lenin-Ulyanov to destroy
Russia. Scores of millions of people died.
FDR and his Jews (Frankfurter, Baruch,
Untermayer, Rosenman and Morgenthau)
maneuvered us into World War II and into
their United Nations, after sixty million
people died. Tru man’s Jews (Feinberg,
Jacobson and Blaustein) persuaded him to
create a Jewish war State and declare a U. N.
war against Korea, where we now learn
that millions of Koreans died.
It con tin ued down hill from there.
Johnson and his Jews (Feinberg, Krim,
Goldberg, Fortas, the Rostows and many
others) took us to war in Vietnam, with
mil lions killed. They also opened the
Treasury Department and the U. S. arsenal
to Israel. Our last few presidents have been
taken over by Jews who call themselves
Neo-Cons and have put us at war against
Islam, with millions killed and still being
killed and many more to be killed.

Undeniable pattern
Behind every American war is a bunch
of Jews profiting in some big way. War is
good for the Jews because it gets millions
of people killed and Jewish banks make
big war loans to the government. The loans
can never be repaid and this puts the
government even further under Jewish
control. Judaism is a cult of death and
profit, the proper order difficult to say.
The Jews have us at war with Iraq,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Libya with more
coming against Yemen, Syria and of
course, Iran, their ultimate Moslem target
because that’s where so much more oil is.
Now the Jews are outdoing themselves
with a new bill in the Congress that would
outlaw U. S. government contact with
Iran! The bill, HR 1905, introduced by a
Florida Jew ess, would require Jewish
permission for any American from the
president down to make contact with the
Iranian government.
The clearest evidence that war is the
intention of the bill’s supporters comes in
Section 601:
(c) RESTRICTION ON CONTACT –
No person employed with the United States
Government may contact in an official or
unofficial capacity any person that –
(1) is an agent, in stru men tal ity, or
official of, is affiliated with, or is serving as
a representative of the Government of Iran;
and
(2) presents a threat to the United States
or is affiliated with terrorist organizations.
(d) WAIVER – The president may
waive the requirements of subsection (c) if
the president determines and so reports to
the appropriate congressional committees
15 days prior to the ex ercise of waiver
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The First Freedom is spreading “hate!” whine
those who misapprehend us survivors. It’s really
out of pity that we try so hard to de-program the
brainwashed. Order a boxful of extra copies for
$35 or $39 on page 24 and help distribute the truth.

authority that failure to exercise such waiver
au thor ity would pose an un usual and
extraordinary threat to the vital national
security interests of the United States.” (Al
Jazeera, M. J. Rosenberg)

Chutzpah pah pah
Can you believe it? If the Jews can’t
actually force us to attack Iran, which the
military doesn’t want to do, they can rub
our noses in their power by forbidding us
to speak without permission!
We need a new Jewish policy. Here is
mine: Save America – Kill the Jews.
All Jews? Only the ones who do harm. I
can’t say how many of those there are,
since Jews are by nature harmful. But
Bobby Fischer had it right: Hundreds of
thousands of harmful Jews must be killed.
What I call the rabbinical class must be
wiped out. The rabbis are the commissars
who keep the little Jews in line. Maybe
some of these Jews would like to break free
and be harmless.

Banking Jews, advisor Jews,
entertainment Jews, education
Jews, medicine Jews, lawyer
Jews, judge Jews, policy Jews,
journalist Jews, religion Jews,
government Jews, publisher
Jews, news Jews. These are
the harmful ones, the ones in
control of every aspect of our
lives.
During the war between the Germans and
the Soviets, the Red Army was controlled
by Jewish commissars whose jobs were to
shoot soldiers from behind if they didn’t
show enough zeal against the Germans. It is
of course a sad commentary that Russians
armed with rifles and submachine guns
didn’t turn around and slaughter those
treacherous vermin. Why didn’t they?
Probably for the same reason that we
Americans have not yet wiped out our
Jewish controllers. What is the common
factor between us and the Russians that
has protected the Jews? The factor is
Christianity.
The Russians were neutralized by a
combination of Jewish terror and Jewish
Christianity. The faithful are instructed to
submit and await salvation in the sweet
bye-and-bye, meaning not in this life. Self-

defense is not in the Christian instruction
manual. Jesus forbade self-defense when
attacked in the garden of Gethsemane.
Jesus ruled out survival during his interview
by Pilate. What the hell was he thinking, if
we can credit the legend?

Asking for punishment
I will say it over and over: Christianity
does not have a program for victory over
the Jews, de spite its alleged op po si tion
to Judaism, despite its main character’s
Jewish-directed execution and those of his
early followers all of whom were Jewish
re bels. No, it glo ries in the symbol of
Jesus’ execution, the cross! How insane is
that? The cross represents the ultimate
Jewish victory over their enemies, the
Christians. The cross represents the death
penalty for believing in Jesus. It represents
sur ren der to the Jews. That is why I
consider Christianity to be our deadliest
enemy, deadlier than the Jews themselves.
Christianity represents surrender to any
potential killer such as Stalin, Mao or some
uniformed dope at a roadblock. Christianity
is what holds us in check when our instinct
is to defend ourselves with deadly force. The
damage done to humanity by Christianity
is difficult to gauge, considering also the
mass murdering of humanity by Christianity
it self, back in its gory glory days. An
es ti mated four million women were
burned, hanged or drowned by Catholic
priests who accused them of being witches.
Protestant witch-doctors did the same
thing in Massachusetts and Connecticut
right up to the 18th Century.
The great gory glory days of the faith
were those when the Christian crusaders
invaded the Middle East for a hundred and
ninety years and killed and were killed, the
death toll maybe five million. For what?
Peace and love? No, to put Jeru salem

under Christian rule.
To eliminate the cancer of Judaism we
must eradicate the cancer of the intellect
which is Chris tian ity, which is merely
Judaism for Gentiles. How can a Christian
resist one of “God’s chosen people” bent
on destroying him/her? How can “God’s
chosen people” hate the “son of God?”
Chris tians don’t ask themselves these
obvious questions.
Christianity is a mass of contradictions
and confusion – the perfect mind-scrambler.
Merely the belief in an invisible god is a
sign of insanity. What good did Jesus do,
besides getting himself and all his people
killed?
Christians should understand the depth
of de cep tion in volved in their be lief
system. Jews hate Gentiles, not Christianity.
Christianity is the trap they set for goodhearted Gentiles who want to do good
works. It’s also a refuge for cowards.
Christianity is how their hated enemy is
disarmed and rendered safe for Jewish
plundering. Those whom the Jews destroy
they first make Christian! It is the perfect
scheme for taking power because it involves
mind control. The Christian supplicant is
the most harmless sheep, ready for shearing
or slaughter, whichever is needed.
The first step to ward de-Judaizing
America is the total rejection of all religion,
specifically Christianity, by those who will
do the hard work against the Jews. The
Christian fundamentalist racketeers have
given the Jews tremendous help for decades
and must take equal responsibility and
punishment as their Khazar masters. They
turned the entire Bible Belt into a Jewish
zone of psychological occupation.

And justice for all
What must happen in America to the Jews
and their helpers is the same as they did to
the Russian people after 1917. What we
see the Jews doing to the helpless Moslems
under their control must be done to them.
Jews slaughter humanitarians trying to
help the helpless. This is what must be
done to Jews, not one of whom objected to
those murders.
Ju daism is a catastrophic plague on
humanity. The plague must be wiped out in
totality.
The first step is to speak the unspeakable
and plant the seed of rebellion against the
Jews. That’s what this is, a suggestion for a
new Jewish policy.

German Jews “warn against AfD”
newobserveronline.com

Bank for illegal Jewish settlements.

The Zentralrats der Juden in Deutschland (Central Council of German Jews,
ZJD) has called for stronger action against
the Alternative für Deutschland (AfD),
saying that Jews need to align themselves
to Muslims and Gypsies against Germans
who vote for that party.
ZJD president Josef Schuster made the
remarks at the Jewish Community Day
(jüdischen Gemeindetag 2016) in Berlin.
The ZJD is the official representative body
of all Jews in Germany.
According to a report in Die Zeit newspaper, Schuster also warned against AfD
attempts to woo the Jewish vote by “falsely
claiming friendship with Israel.”
This was a reference to the fact that
some AfD politicians have dared to point
out that all they want is immigration and
bor der con trol pol i cies such as Is rael
al ready has.

Schuster and the ZJD – like
all Jewish lobbies in Europe
and America – fanatically
support Israel’s policies, but
equally oppose those same
policies when White people
want to emulate them.
Speaking at the Gemeindetag function,
Schuster called upon “all Jews to raise

Over weening hypocrisy

their voices against right-wing populism.”
The AfD continues “gaining popularity in
Germany,” he said, adding that that “party
is based on division and exclusion.”
This is, of course, extremist hypocrisy.
The AfD’s policies are nothing like those
which Schuster-supported Israel enforces.
The AfD has not said, for example, that
it would never allow ref u gees – un like
Is rael; that it would outlaw mar riages
be tween Jews and non-Jews – un like
Israel; that it would restrict immigration
only to those who could prove that they
were genetically the same as Germans –
unlike Israel, which enforces a Jews-only
immigration policy; and the AfD has never
proposed the drafting of laws to steal other
peoples’ land – unlike Israel, which has
now illegally seized vast areas of the West

“If feel ings against Mus lims or the
so-called elites is generated, then sooner or
later it is generated against Jews as well,”
Schuster continued. “The Central Council
of Jews has also always worked for the
in ter ests of other mi nor i ties such as
Muslims or Sinti and Roma,” he added.
Schuster also attacked those who criticize
Israel, saying that there was an increase in
“unrestrained hate and injurious comments”
about the Jewish ethnic State.
Representing the German government
at the Gemeindetag was Federal Minister
of Fi nance Wolfgang Schäuble (CDU),
who said that “Is rael’s right to ex ist is
unchangeably part of the German State.”

Let’s bring ’em into the light
Ten extra copies of The First Freedom
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If you
issues of rebel news for
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few extra
labels, they’re $1 per sheet of 80, PPD.
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TV’s “Freedom Road” a total lie!
NBC’s “Freedom Road,” is just
a vicious, anti-White hate movie by
a convicted Communist. Yet it is
presented as historical truth.
Reprinted from The Thunderbolt
November 1979

NBC-TV presented Communist author
Howard Fast’s novel Freedom Road on
national TV Oct. 29 and 30. The film was
depicted as a true story of the South during
the Recon struc tion era. There were no
announcements that it was from a novel,
nor that the author Howard Fast was an
active member of the Communist Party
when he wrote the book in 1944.

Mu hammad Ali plays S. C. Sen a tor Gideon
Jackson with White follower Kris Kristofferson.
(Photo from Communist Daily World – Oct. 24)

In the four hour film Muhammad Ali
plays a freed negro slave, Gideon Jackson,
who organizes poor blacks and poor
Whites and goes on to become the first
black U. S. Senator from South Carolina.
The truth is that poor Whites have always
fought harder against race-mixing than

have the rich. In the film negroes are
portrayed as kind, loving and benevolent.
Those Whites who are pro-negro and
follow Gideon Jackson are good people
because they take orders from a black
leader. Realistic shots are taken of Senator
Gideon Jackson in the State Capitol in
Columbia, S. C., and the White House in
Wash ing ton con fer ring with Pres ident
Ulysses S. Grant.
Whites who fought to free the South
from the 12 year Reconstruction era were
depicted as vile, cruel, bloodthirsty villains
whom the audience is manipulated to hate
with a passion.
In brief the film line portrays Gideon as
a kind man who wants to help raise the
standard of living for both blacks and
Whites. He has a son who cannot attend
any White medical school in America and
must go to Scotland to earn his medical
degree. The son returns and in a heart
rending cer emony weds a blind negro
girl. The “evil” Whites who believe in the
separation of the races, go to work to run
the blacks and poor Whites off their farms.
The Whites steal the next election and
Sen. Jackson loses his Senate seat. Then
the Whites burn down some of the blacks’
homes and “wicked” Klansmen burn two
black children alive during the attack. Sen.
Jackson and his mixed black and White
followers take over a large abandoned
Southern Colonial mansion from which

they will fight it out with Klansmen, exConfederate veterans and other assorted
White “hate-mongers.” The Whites attack
and many are killed on both sides. One
Con fed er ate vet eran is wounded and
Gideon’s doctor son insists on rushing onto
the battle field to try and save his life. As
soon as he does a White man shoots him
dead.
Next Gideon waves a white flag calling
for a truce so that the women and children
can leave the embattled mansion. Gideon
and his male followers want to fight to the
death with the Whites. In the meantime the
Southerners have brought up a cannon and
when Muhammad Ali (Gideon) waves
the white flag of truce he is blasted to bits
by cannon fire. Klansmen then attack the
building throwing torches, burning everyone
alive. The final shots show “poor” Gideon
lying dead with a white flag in his hand.

A lie from beginning to end
We immediately began to check historical
facts of the Reconstruction to see if South
Carolina even had a black Senator, who
had a son who was an M.D., and who died
fighting it out with segregationist Whites.
We contacted a friend who is a university
professor in South Carolina. He checked
and found that South Carolina never had
any black Senator. His investigation found
that during the 12 year Reconstruction
period from 1868 to 1880 there were a total

of of 28 blacks who served in the U. S.
Congress. The largest number to serve at
any one time was 8. Only Mississippi had
two black U. S. Senators.
South Carolina had three black
Congressmen. They were Robert Brown
Elliott who served in the 42nd through
44th sessions of Congress. Robert C.
D’Large served in the 42nd and Richard H.
Caine served in the 43rd through 44th. The
only reason they were elected in the first
place is that Confederate veterans and their
relatives were not allowed to vote. When
they regained this right, it ended negro rule.
All three of these black Congressmen died
natural deaths with no true life similarities
to the Gideon Jackson story at all!
TFF Director Dr. Edward R. Fields, for nearly 40
years publisher of The Thunderbolt, in 1984 renamed
Truth at Last, usually had a headline on page 1 over
the masthead, another underneath, which we’re doing
this issue to see how readers respond. “I think that this
helped distributors gain the attention of people when
they were handing the paper out,” opines Ed. “Only in
Germany and the U. S. do newspapers offer such
door-to-door distribution. In all the rest of the world
you buy publications on newsstands. In London they
are on just about every other block. They feature huge
– sensational – headlines on the front pages to grab
the eye of passers-by. Here in the U. S. the only daily
which has successfully increased circulation and is
making a profit is The New York Post, and it follows
this European tradition. I suggest that all the small
pictures on the front page be lowered beneath the fold
and have eye-catching headlines such as ‘Trump defies
all odds’ or ‘Bundys beat frame-up.’ People like good
news and we must take advantage of that.”
The above “Freedom Road” article first appeared in
his November 1979 Thunderbolt.

Indian reser vations are unconstitutional
By Rudy “Butch” Stanko

E

thestampedenews.com

ither the Constitution means what it
says, or it is not worth the paper it is written
on.
Article l, Section 8, clause 17 of the
United States Constitution says the United
States exercises exclusive legislation over
the District of Columbia “(not exceeding
ten miles square), as may, by Cession of
particular States… and to exercise like
Authority over all Places purchased by the
Consent of the Legislature of the State in
which the Same shall be, for the Erection
of Forts, Magazines, Arsenals, dock-yards,
and other needful buildings…”
The United States has never obtained
the consent of any State Legislature for any
of the property that they presently possess
in each State in the West. This includes
forts, buildings and indian reservations.
This clause in the Con sti tu tion was
derived from an agreement between the
colony of Virginia and the other original
col o nies. It was called the North west
Or di nance of 1787. Virginia was the
largest colony and laid claim to most of the
Northwest area west of the Appalachians.
Virginia agreed to cede this area to the
confederate government, providing that once
an area had a population of at least 30,000
it would be admitted in the confederacy on
“equal footing,” as a State and as the other
original colonies.
“The Ordinance of 1787 and the cession
of Virginia provided that newly created
States should be the same in all respects
as those previously existing, and the
Constitution sanctioned and acted upon
that ordinance.”
– The Constitution of the United States,
John Randolph Tucker, Law Professor of
Constitutional and International Law, page
612, 1899.
“Each new State came into the Un ion
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as a co-pactor with the oth ers and as a
co-delegator of pow ers to the United
States under the Constitution. The tenth
amendment has as pertinent application to
the last State, Utah, as to Virginia.” Ibid.
“This was settled by judicial decisions
before and since the civil war.” Ibid.
Before the war:
Permoli v New Orleans, 3 How. 589;
Benner v Porter, 9 id. 235; Atkinson v
Cummins, id. 479; McNulty v Batty, 10
id. 72; Doe v Beebe, 13 id. 25; Cross v
Harrison, 16 id. 164; Withers v Buckley,
20 id. 84.
After the war:
Texas v White, 7 Wall 700; Weber v
Harbor Com’rs, 18 id. 57; United States v
Fox, 94 US 315; Pound v Turck, 95 id.
459; Huse v Glover, 119 id. 543; Cardwell
v American Bridge Co., 113 id. 205; St.
Louis v Meyers, id 566; Sands v Manistee
River Mfg. Co., 123 id. 288; Willamette
Iron Bridge Co. v Hatch, 125 id. 1.
The Indian reservation land in both
North and South Dakota, Montana and

Wyoming was purchased from France in
1803 for fifteen (15) million silver dollars.
It was di vided into ter ri to ries, un til the
land had the necessary population to be
admitted as a State on “equal footing” as
the original colonies. This is referred to as
the “Equal Footing Doctrine.”
Notice none of the States east of the
Mississippi have federal Indian reservations,
even though there are Eastern Indian
tribes. Whereas in the West, the federal
government stakes claim to over 50% of
the land mass. A good share of this land
mass is comprised of Indian reservations.
It is obvious that those States west of the
Mississippi did not join the Union on equal
footing.
The blame can on be put on the cowboy’s
shoulders. The cowboys have neglected to
demand that their politicians belligerently
object to not being on “equal footing” with
those States east of the Mississippi.
The “Equal Footing Doctrine” is cowboy
Bundy’s argument, and he ended up in one
of the Jew’s concentration camps. The

Rancher Cliven Bundy (C) greets supporters
during a Bundy family “Patriot Party” near
Bunkerville, Nevada, April 18, 2014.

mass land and property holdings by the
United States is se cu rity on that multitrillion dollar national debt owed to the
Jews.
The Jews have over 150 concentration
camps scattered through out the States.
These concentration camps symbolize fear
into the cowboy goyim, as the swastika
projects fear into the Jews. It appears the
Constitution is not worth the paper it is
written on, and the veterans have failed to
protect our most vital right.

Bundys refuse to attend federal hearing
rt.com

Through their absence in court, Ammon
and Ryan Bundy are protesting charges of
conspiring and taking up arms against
federal agents during the infamous 2014
standoff in Nevada. Others on trial in the
same case attended, but shouted oaths of
defiance.
If this December 9 court appearance for
the Bundy brothers and their fifteen codefendants is setting the tone for proceedings,
U. S. Magistrate Judge Peggy Leen may be
in for a tough trial. The Bundy brothers were
not forced to attend their Friday hearing,
but were able to follow proceed ings by
listening to a speaker placed by their cell.
However, the Bundy brothers may be
the least of federal prosecutors’ problems
in this case against the 17 men involved in
that April 2014 Bunkerville standoff. The
size of the case is a potential issue for the
prosecution. They requested to have the
men grouped together for three different
trials beginning February 6.
Judge Leen did not rule on that matter,
but she did say that it would be unfair to
the 17th defendant who would have to
wait months or years to resolve the case,
Associated Press reported. Leen said she
would release a written scheduling order

soon, but did not say when.

Rangeland solidarity
Ammon and Ryan Bundy are not the
only ones refusing to participate in the trial.
Their father, Cliven, refused to enter a plea
to charges of leading the armed standoff,
and a magistrate judge entered a not-guilty
plea for him.
De fen dants in the case are fac ing

charges of conspiracy, obstruction, weapon,
threat and as sault on a fed eral offi cer,
according to AP. As a result, they and their
co-conspirators could spend years in a
federal prison for their involvement in the
standoff over grazing rights of farmers on
federal property.
Two defendants concluded the hearing
by shouting, “Re sis tance to tyranny is
obedience to God!”

The feds came asking for it
Nevada range fight revives
“Sagebrush Rebellion”
By Brad Knickerbocker

years, represented a classic clash of values:
Old West traditions and practices versus
New West environmental sensibilities....

csmonitor.com

The federal Bureau of Land Management
returned a Nevada rancher’s cattle, avoiding
a potentially dangerous confrontation. But
the legal fight over grazing fees continues.
In the sparse Nevada rangeland that
weekend, U. S. western history came alive
with a fight over cattle that threatened to
turn violent.
In the end, fed eral land man ag ers
backed down, giv ing rancher Cliven
Bundy his 400 head of cattle. The cows,
which had been rounded up on public land
where Mr. Bundy’s herd had grazed for

Kholten Gleave, right, of Utah, pauses for the
National Anthem outside of Bunkerville, Nev.
while gathering with other supporters of the
Bundy family to challenge the Bureau of Land
Management
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Forgotten history: Chicago Whites’ 1966 uprising
Part Two
By Martin Kerr
theneworder.org

The “Chicago White People’s Uprising”
is the name given to a se ries of events
that took place in the summer of 1966.
Beginning in July, and stretching through
into September, White work ers, homeown ers and youth took to the streets of
that city to phys i cally de fend their
neigh bor hoods from be ing forc ibly
integrated by Negroes, who were under the
leadership of Martin Luther King, Jesse
Jackson and other Black agitators.
From the end of July through August 14,
White resistance took the form of violence
directed against Negro “opening housing”
protests. Although no one was killed,
many people were injured, automobiles
were set on fire, and dozens of angry
Whites were arrested. The local Whites felt
completely isolated and deserted by the
politicians, the police and the churches. A
change took place on the 14th however,
when activists from the American Nazi
Party distributed thousands of placards to
Whites protesting the Negro marches. The
placards bore a giant Swastika and the
words “White Power.” From that point
on, the actions of the enraged Whites had
a new, po litical dimension: instead of
protesting against the Blacks, they began
to protest in favor of White Power, that is,
their own racial interests.
A game-changer in the uprising came on
August 21, when ANP Commander George
Lincoln Rockwell addressed a mass meeting
of 2,000 cheering Whites in Marquette
Park. Rockwell explained that while White
violence had been understandable and had
achieved a measure of success, in the long
run it was necessary for White people to
come together and organize politically to
secure the safety and integrity of their
neighborhoods. The ANP, he told them,
was the group that could pro vide that
organization. He received an enthusiastic
response from the crowd.
Four days later, King and his cohorts met
with city officials and called off further
marches into the White working class
neighborhoods in southwestern Chicago.
Unorganized rioting would eventually
burn itself out, or else be finally controlled
by the police, King must have realized.
However, a united White community
coupled with militant political leadership
was something else altogether.

Thinking White civilization
In order to solidify the gains that the
ANP had already made, and to demonstrate
White political muscle, Rockwell issued a
call for a “White People’s March” to take
place on September 10. The purpose of
the march was to protest moves by the
politicians and realtors to move Negroes
into all-White neighborhoods. The route of
the march would take it primarily through
White areas, but would also include a brief
incursion into the Black ghetto. If Negroes
can protest on White turf, it is only fair that
Whites be allowed to do the same in Black
neighborhoods, Rockwell argued.
The authorities were unhappy about
the planned march. Cook County Sheriff
Richard Ogilvie told reporters that he
would arrest Rockwell if he set foot in the
county. “On what charges?” he was asked.
“I don’t know – I’ll think of something,”
Ogilvie replied.

Wanted
Thinkers
Survivors

The First Freedom is spreading “hate!” whine
those who misapprehend us survivors. It’s really
out of pity that we try so hard to de-program the
brainwashed. Order a boxful of extra copies for
$35 or $39 on page 24 and help distribute the truth.

On August 29, Rockwell showed up at the
sheriff’s office with a gaggle or reporters in
tow. He said that he had heard that he was
going to be arrested, and he wanted to
know what the charges against him were.
Rockwell was immediately arrested for
dis or derly con duct – spe cif ically, for
bring ing re port ers with him into the
station, thus creating a commotion. In a
rare pro-Rockwell editorial, the Washington
Evening Star commented:
“Sheriff Ogilvie, we think, has let
himself be played for a sucker. Under
the cir cum stances, the ar rest of
Rockwell was not only stupid, it was
plainly illegal. Certainly no court will
sustain it. But it will give Rockwell
something to talk about the next time
he mounts the stump.”
Rockwell posted a $25 bond and was
immediately released.
A flurry of lawsuits then ensued as the date
for the White People’s March approached.
Rockwell was denied permission for the
marchers to use the streets, but instead they
would be confined to the sidewalk. The
Jewish War Veterans filed a petition in
federal court demanding an injunction
against both the march and a rally in the
Chicago Coliseum scheduled to follow the
march. The petition was denied. Editorials
denouncing the march appeared in major
newspapers, Jewish publications and the
Communist Party tabloid, The Daily Worker.

The White People’s March
The morning of the march arrived.
Rockwell and his handful of
ANP members gathered at
Gage Park, and waited to see
who would join them.
No one knew how many
people would attend the event
– nor what would happen
once the Whites crossed over
into the Negro section of
town. Anti-ANP types were
predicting that the Negroes
would massacre the Whites.
Rockwell had told the press
that he was expecting 3,000
march ers, but surely this
estimation was either wishful
thinking or else a ploy to gain
media attention. For their
part, the authorities hoped that the march
would fizzle, and that it would amount to
no more than Rockwell and a dozen or two
of his uniformed followers making a token
effort to get on the evening news.
But there were no uniforms. Instead, the
ANP had produced hundreds of white
T-shirts, with a Swastika and the words
White Power printed in red. Rockwell’s
followers donned the shirts, and Party
cadres were told to hand them out to any
local Whites who joined them. The marchers
were also given an upgraded version of the
White Power/Swastika poster to carry.

Decision time
At first only a few local people walked
over to Rockwell and his men. Then more
showed up. Soon dozens and dozens of
Whites were streaming into the park.
Pho to graphs show that most of the
marchers were men in their late teens or
20s, but others were middle aged. Some
women and children also participated, and
in a few cases whole families joined the
procession.
The police became alarmed as more and
more local Whites arrived to join the
march. At noon, the police placed a cordon
around those who had already gathered,
and no one else was allowed to join them.
Rockwell was told that if he wanted to
march, he had to do so imme di ately.
Although he would’ve preferred to have
waited longer to let more people arrive,
when he saw that the police would not
allow this, he and his followers stepped
off. In all, there were about 300 marchers.
Different news media sources give estimates
of the number of police assigned to the

event ranging from 400 to 750 officers.

Evenhanded coverage
The New York Times printed a 30paragaph front page article on the march
the next day. It said that the Whites carried
American and Confederate flags, and that
some marchers had brought signs with
them. “Stop Black Ri ots,” said one.
“Mayor Daly, Where is ‘Your’ Negro
Neighbor?” asked another. Over 1,000
Whites lined the streets and cheered on the

marchers as they began. One woman stood
on her front porch with a homemade sign
reading “Welcome Rockwell Savior of
Whites.” As the march passed her home,
she dashed from her property, pushed her
way past the police and joined in.
The march was 38 blocks long in all. The
first part snaked through White residential
neighborhoods as it headed towards Western
Avenue. This was the demarcation line
between the White areas of town and the
Black ghetto. As Rockwell and the marchers
began to cross over, they were intercepted
by a contingent of police officers, who

George Lincoln Rockwell

placed Rockwell under arrest. He was
charged for failing to have a permit for the
speech that he had made in Marquette Park
three weeks earlier. At Rockwell’s side
was ANP member Ralph Forbes, who was
West Coast leader of the Party. In addition
to being a captain in the Stormtroops,
Forbes was a Christian Identity minister,
and he was dressed in black with a Roman
collar. Forbes stepped in front of Rockwell
in an effort to block the police, and he, too,
was arrested.
Perhaps the police thought that with
Rockwell re moved, the march would
dissolve. But that did not happen. Instead,
Chicago ANP leader Chris Vidnjevich and
other party officers stepped forward and
took over. To the dismay of authorities and
surprise of the press, the march continued.

Futile opposition
Af ter crossing Western Av e nue, the
column continued past a rundown Negro
business district before entering a Black
residential neighborhood. The New York
Times reported that 700 Blacks lined the
route. Some of the Negroes responded with
catcalls and insults as the marchers strode
by, while others sang traditional Black
spirituals. A commotion broke out among
the Negroes, as two teenagers attempted to
throw a vial of acid at the Whites. They
were arrested, and two Black bystanders
and a police officer were treated at a local
hospital for acid burns. A couple of minutes
later another Black broke from the sidelines
and hurled himself at the march. The Times
said laconically that he was “clubbed and
arrested” by the police. A fourth Negro
was arrested in a separate incident.

And then: nothing. As
the march continued, the
hun dreds of sul len and
unhappy Blacks contented themselves with
staring glumly at the Whites and shouting
an occasional insult. The dire predictions
of a “race war” and “bloodbath” had proven
wrong. The march con cluded with out
further incident. Only six persons had been
injured, including those in the acid attack.

The “White Power” Rally at
the Chicago Coliseum
The marchers arrived back at Gage
Park, their kick-off point, in high spirits.
They had successfully defied both the city
authorities and the Blacks, and they had
conducted themselves in an organized,
disciplined and lawful manner. Clearly this
was a White victory in every respect.
Vidnjevich headed off to pick up Rockwell
and Forbes at the police station, while
other ANP cadres hurried down to the
Coliseum to get it ready for the mammoth
White Power rally sched uled for the
evening. The party had spent $1,000 to rent
the venue. This was an astronomical sum
for the ANP, which was always strapped
for cash. But Rockwell felt that he could
easily recoup that amount and more in
contributions from the mass audience that
he was expecting.
But there was a hitch. Furious at having
been embarrassed by the success of the
White People’s March, city hall had ordered
the police not to release Rockwell until it
was too late for him to attend the meeting.
They then leaked word to the
media that the meeting had
been cancelled since Rockwell
would not be in attendance.
The false information about
“cancellation” was broadcast
in television and radio news
reports. But the meeting had
not been cancelled, and was
scheduled to go on, with or
without Rockwell. Vidnjevich
and his comrades did the best
they could to get the word out
in the White neighborhoods
that the meeting was still on,
but it was an uphill struggle.
Rockwell and Forbes were
finally released around 8:00
PM, and hustled off to the meeting site. The
Coliseum, which could have held several
thousand people, was nearly empty: less
than 100 people showed up. Nevertheless,
Rockwell and his colleagues went ahead as
planned. It was an emotionally-flat, anticlimactic conclusion to what had otherwise
been a successful day.

Aftermath
The events of September 10 marked the
de facto end of the uprising. Although some
Negro agitation continued, especially in
Cicero, the wind was out of their sails.
King had left, and soon Rockwell was
gone as well. Other political du ties and
responsibilities awaited him elsewhere.
With the end of the Negro demonstrations,

— Forgotten history —
and an assurance that their neighborhoods
would remain White for the foreseeable
future, local support for White militancy
waned.
Vidnjevich announced another White
People’s March, to take place in the Jewish
neighborhood of Hyde Park. He explained
to The Times:
“The Jews are the real troublemakers.
…They’re the ones – we’re going to
march right through their neighborhoods and spit in their eyes… The
niggers were docile when we marched
but the Jews might try to kill us.”

Prior to Selma
A federal judge granted a temporary
mo tion against the march, and when it
expired he made it permanent, so the
march never took place. But, in any event,
there was little enthusiasm for it among
the Whites who had supported the ANP up
until then. They understood the immediate
danger to their neighborhoods that the
Blacks presented, but it would take more
political education to make them see that
the Negroes were merely a tool being used
by the Jews to break down the ra cial
homogeneity of White communities.
The immediate value of the uprising in
turning back the effort to forcibly integrate
all-White neighborhoods is obvious. But,
on a different level, the revolt was also

important because it validated Lincoln
Rockwell’s overall strategy for building
American National Socialism. He had
endlessly explained to his followers that
the broad masses of White people would
reject National Socialism and continue to
support the Old Order until their backs
were to the wall and they had nowhere else
to turn. Sooner or later that day would
come, he claimed, because the Old Order
was com mitted to pol i cies that would
inevitably lead to racial disintegration and
that would threaten the physical existence of
White people. At that point, the radicalism
and extremism of National Socialism that
previously had been off-putting to ordinary
Whites would become appealing.

Proof of concept
Rockwell noted with some satisfaction
that efforts of other White groups such as the
National States Rights Party and the Klan
to organize the Chicago Whites had been
completely unsuccessful. When he first
showed up at Marquette Park on August
21, he found the pavement blanketed with
discarded copies of the NSRP tabloid The
Thunderbolt. When the White masses were
ready for action, these other groups just
were not radical enough. But the image
that Rockwell had forged for himself – of
being an extreme and uncompromising
proponent for White people at all costs –

was exactly what the local population was
looking for.
Rockwell returned to his Arlington
headquarters and mulled over the events in
Chicago for several months. The time was
right, he decided, to transform the ANP
from a noisy fringe group that specialized
in street the ater into a se ri ous po litical
alternative for angry White Americans.
Accordingly, on January 1, 1967, he changed
the name to the National Socialist White
People’s Party, instituting a series of actions
to completely revamp party operations.
Unsurprisingly, these developments were
viewed with great alarm by both the Jews
and the federal government. Rockwell and
his “Nazis” were no longer just a nuisance –
they were growing into a serious potential
threat.

A year after the culmination
of the White revolt in Chicago,
Lincoln Rockwell was dead.
On August 25, 1967, he was
murdered from ambush two
blocks from his headquarters.
A “lone gunman” was quickly
arrested and convicted, but
clearly he was only the tip of
a broader assassination plot.
As we men tioned at the begin ning,
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today the White People’s Uprising has been
all but forgotten. But it was an important
event, nonetheless. It should be carefully
stud ied by to day’s Na tional So cial ist
cadres, because its lessons hold great value
for the future. Similar conditions such as
those that obtained in 1966 Chicago will
occur in the future, as American Whites
slip to minority status, and all electoral
roads to Na tional sal va tion and ra cial
redemption become closed. Our duty, as
revolutionaries, is to be ready to exploit
those situations as they evolve.
For us as National Socialists, White
Americans becoming a minority in their
own country is not the end of our struggle –
rather, it is its beginning.

On August 25, 1967, while leaving a shopping
center in Arlington, Virginia, Rockwell was killed
by gunshots. John Patler, a former member of
Rockwell’s group, was arrested, convicted of the
murder and sentenced to 20 years in prison. Patler
was paroled in 1975 after serving eight years.

Fable of the ducks and hens
By Lincoln Rockwell
The following famous tale by Lincoln
Rockwell is among the many utterances
which caused him to be denounced as an
“anti-hennite.” Under federal legislation
now being proposed, he could have been
charged with a “hate crime” for expressing
such “big oted” thoughts. Inas much as
we feel the message contained here is as
relevant and important as ever, we’ll take
our chances in reprinting it. Any relation to
known groups and events, past or present,
is purely intentional.

Many, many years ago
When animals could speak,
A wondrous thing the ducks befell;
Their tale is quite unique.
Down by a pond dwelt all these ducks,
Ten thousand at the least.
Their duckish joys were undisturbed
By any man or beast.
One day down near the entrance gate
There was an awful din.
A hundred hens all out of breath
Were begging to come in.
“Oh, let us in!” these poor birds cried,
“Before we do expire!
’Tis only by the merest inch
That we escaped the fire!”
Their feathers burned, their combs adroop,
They were the saddest sight.
They’d run a hundred miles or more,
All day and then all night.
“Come in! Come in!” the ducks all quacked,
“For you our hearts do bleed!
We’ll share our happy lot with you;
Just tell us what you need!”
And so these poor bedraggled hens
Amongst the ducks moved in.
“For after all,” the ducks declared,
“We’re sisters ’neath the skin.”
Before too many months had lapsed,
The hens were good as new.
They sent for all their rooster friends,
And those were welcomed too.
To please their hosts, these chickens tried
To waddle and to quack.
To simulate the duckish ways,
They quickly learned the knack.
This pleased the flock of ducks because
It gratified their pride.
…But hear my tale, and learn how they
Got taken for a ride.
The ducks, it seemed, spent all their time
In fixing up the place,

In growing food and building homes
And cleaning every space.
They asked the hens what they would do
To earn their daily bread.
“We’ll teach and write and entertain,
And buy and sell,” they said.
And so these hens began to teach
The baby ducks and chicks.
They traded food and eggs and things,
With many clever tricks.
They wrote great books and put on shows –
Of genius they’d no lack.
It wasn’t long till chickens owned
The Duckville Daily Quack.
One day a mother duck who took
Her ducklings to the lake,
Was flabbergasted when one said,
“A swim I will not take!”
“Why ducklings always swim!” she gasped.
“It’s what you’re built to do!
Like bunnies hop, and crickets chirp
And cows most always moo!”
“You’re NUTS!” her son replied.
“That stuff is all old hat!
It’s wrong for birds to swim . . . besides,
It’s damn cold on my prat!”
“Oh fie!” the mother duck exclaimed.
“You’re talking like a fool!”
Up quacked the other ducks and said,
“He’s right! We learned in school!”
“Such things must stop!” the mother cried.
“Those hens can’t teach such lies!
For sheer ingratitude and nerve,
I’m sure this takes the prize!”
…But she was wrong, for even then
The hens did thump the tub,
Demanding they be let into
The Duckville Swimming Club.
“But you don’t swim!” the ducks exclaimed.
“To join, you should not care.”
“That’s not the point!” the hens replied.
“To exclude us isn’t fair!”
The younger ducks who’d been to school
Agreed right there and then,
“To keep them out is bigotry!
’Twou1d just be ANTI-HEN!”
Outnumbered by the younger ducks,
The old ducks soon did lose.
They agreed to let the hens all in,
If they would pay the dues.
That night the Duckville Daily Quack
Contained this banner spread:
“REACTIONARY DUCKS ARE LICKED!
DUCKVILLE MOVES AHEAD!”

Down at the Duckville Gaiety,
The young set laughed with glee
At cracks about “old fuddy ducks”
In burlesque repartee.

“I can’t print that,” the printer said.
“’Twill put me in a mess!
My shop is mortgaged to the hens –
The chickens own my press!”

Next day the hens were at the club;
A petition they’d sent round.
They objected to the Swimming Fund
With fury and with sound.

This worried duck then tried to warn
His friends by speech and pen,
But young ducks fresh from school just jeered,
“He’s a vicious anti-hen!”

“You use our dues to fix the pond,
To keep it neat and trim.
And this is wrong,” they said, “because
You know we do not swim!”

Now up the stream a little way
Was Gooseville on the lake.
The hens had come to Gooseville too,
But the geese were more awake.

“God help us!” cried a wise old duck.
“These chickens have gone mad!
We’ll take this thing to court, by George,
And justice will be had!”

When the hens began to spoil the young
And Gooseville’s laws to flout,
The geese rose up in righteous wrath
And simply threw them out.

But when they went up to the judge,
Imagine their dismay!
A chicken judge decreed that they
a heavy fine must pay!

Of course you know where they all ran –
On Duckville they converged.
“We’ve got to take these refugees,”
Was what the ducks all urged.

“Minorities must have their rights!”
The judge declared right then.
“To use hens’ dues to fix the pond
Is very anti-hen!”

The Duckville Daily Quack declared:
“These geese will stop at naught!
They plan to conquer all the world!
Atrocities they’ve wrought!”

Once more the Duckville Daily Quack
Emblazoned ’cross the page:
“OLD FUDDY DUCKS REFUSE TO SEE
THE GREAT NEW COMING AGE!”

“That’s right!” the young ducks all agreed.
“We’ll help our fellow birds!
These geese have plans to conquer us!
We’ve read the Quack’s own words!”

In Duckville’s church on Sunday morn,
The preacher spoke these words:
“Discrimination’s got to stop!
Remember, we’re all birds!”

They let the hens from Gooseville in,
The whole bedraggled pack.
…And every hen took up a job
On Duckville’s Daily Quack.

The wisest duck in all the town
Sat down in black despair.
“I’ll write a book,” he thought, “and then
This madness I will bare!”

When Duckville’s mayor’s term was up,
The Quack put up its duck.
A vain and stupid duck he was,
A veritable cluck!

“Let swimmers swim, let hoppers hop,
Let each one go his way.
Let none coerce a fellow bird!”
Was what he had to say.

But when he praised the wild young ducks
And cursed the evil geese,
The Quack declared he was “all-wise.”
His praise would never cease.

“’Twas wrong to force the hens to swim,
So here’s the problem’s crux.
It’s just as bad for hens to try
To chickenize our ducks!”

The hens chipped in to help this cluck
Give grain away for free.
The old ducks sadly shook their heads –
The writing they could see.
And sure enough this stupid duck,
He was elected mayor.
From this point on, the Duckville ducks
They never had a prayer.
The mayor said, “Gooseville must GO!”
We’ll wipe them off the map!”
While Duckville slept, the scheming hens
For Gooseville set a trap.
They called the geese by filthy names;
They filled their pond with sticks. ®
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They helped the weasels catch the geese,
And other hennish tricks.

But the hens had planned for even this –
A candidate they had,
Whom even wise old ducks believed
Just never could be bad.

They settled down exhausted,
But soon went straight to work
To build and clear and cultivate –
No danger did they shirk.

This hen-tool duck had whipped the geese;
A soldier duck was he.
Although the hens had set him up,
The ducks all thought him free.

Now after many years of toil,
This little band had grown.
The fields around were full of grain
From seeds that they had sown.

“Swanville was for hens!” they said,
“Way back before we moved.”

This hen-tool got elected
Through ignorance and greed,
Through hennish lies in press and speech,
Through bribes of “chicken feed.”

The first ducks now were long since dead;
Their struggles long had ceased.
Through hard work and suffering,
Their joys had been increased.

And so they kicked the swans all out
With Duckville’s help and power.
And Duckville couldn’t understand
Why swans on them turned sour.

The hens now kicked the ducks around
Without a blush of shame,
Until the mayor ran the town
In nothing else but name.

One day down near the entrance gate
There was an awful din.
A hundred hens, all out of breath,
Were begging to come in.

By this time Duckville was a mess;
The young ducks had gone mad.
They stole and laughed at truth and law –
They went completely bad.

They pumped the swimming pool all dry;
They taught the ducks to crow.
While duckish numbers dwindled,
The hens began to grow.

“Oh, let us in!” these poor birds cried,
“Before we do expire!
’Tis only by the merest inch...”

The hens were selling loco weed
In every nasty den.
But ducks who dared to mention this
Were labeled “ANTI-HEN.”

The hens stirred up the happy crows
From out the piney wood,
To fight and mix and marry ducks
In the name of “brotherhood.”

The hens all preached of “tolerance”;
They invoked the “Golden Rule.”
But they subsidized the indigent,
The greedy and the fool.

Things got so bad that fifty ducks
Who knew the days gone by
Took up their wives and children
And decided that they’d fly.

At last the very dumbest ducks
Began to smell a rat.
“This mayor is no good!” they cried,
“And we will soon fix that!”

They flew through storm and tempest;
They froze, and many died.
But on they drove, until at last
A lovely lake they spied.

The geese got mad and threw some rocks.
“It’s WAR!” the Quack announced.
“We ducks must fight those evil geese
’Til they’ve been soundly trounced!”
The ducks (who knew not of the tricks
Indulged in by the mayor)
Were filled with “patriotic zeal,”
And pitched right in for fair!
Now when the ducks had whipped the geese
The mayor called for “Retreat!”
“Our Henville friends should really take
Gooseville’s big main street!
The hens were back in Gooseville now;
They starved and beat the geese.
They prayed for “peace” – but organized
The “Henville Armed Police!”
They drained the Gooseville swimming pond;
They “degoose-ified” the schools.
They wrung the neck of Gooseville’s mayor
On lately made-up rules!
They founded a council of the hens –
“United Birds” the name.
The other birds who joined the thing
Did not perceive the game.
No sooner had they set this up,
than they announced their plan
To seize up Swanville as a home
For all their hennish clan.
They took a vote amongst the hens,
And everyone approved!

…This epic really has no end because
No matter how you fight ’em,
Those hens will show up EVERY TIME –
And so. . . ad infinitum.
© NEW ORDER 1990
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Palestine “to be liberated with resistance”
presstv.ir

interference in the affairs of other States,

Seyyed Ali Khamenei predicts occupied
Palestine will be liberated, but only through
resistance and struggles by the Palestinian
people and groups – provided that they
maintain their unity.
In meeting with head of the Palestinian
Islamic Jihad movement Ramadan Abdullah
Shalah in Tehran, the Ayatollah Khamenei
praised the Palestinians’ motivations, which
are rooted in their faith and the spirit of
resistance, and added, “The only way to
liberate the holy city of al-Quds (Jerusalem)
is struggle and resistance; other solutions
are useless and futile.”
He referred to the young population of
Pales tine as an impor tant fac tor for the
Palestinian resistance in the occupied
territories, and expressed high optimism
that the Israeli regime will perish within
the next quarter of a century.

Leader of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah
Seyyed Ali Khamenei (R) receives the head of the
Palestinian Islamic Jihad movement, Ramadan
Abdullah Shalah (2nd, R), in Tehran on December
14, 2016.

Islamic Revolution Leader Ayatollah

“The Zionist regime – as
we have already stated – will
cease to exist in the next 25
years if there is a collective
and united struggle by the
Palestinians and Muslims
against the Zionists,” said
Ayatollah Khamenei.
He also reaffirmed Iran’s support for the
Palestinian Nation, saying, “Despite being
engaged in certain regional issues, the
Islamic Republic has always announced
explicitly that Palestine is the number one
issue in the Muslim world and has fulfilled
its obligations in this regard.”

U. S. creates regional crises
Observing the U. S. as “the most arrogant
[power] and the Great Satan,” the Leader
said Washington is the main reason behind
current problems in the region.
Ayatollah Khamenei pointed to tensions
created by certain regional countries through

Order extra copies of
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saying they seek to undermine Palestine or
force it to slip into oblivion.
The Leader rejected claims that conflicts
in the region were linked to religious issues,
saying that it was the U. S. and its regional
allies who created such crises and involved
religion in them.
“The Sunni people of Aleppo, Mosul
and other cities are being slaughtered by
Takfiri criminals; therefore, these crises
have nothing to do with Sunni or Shia,” the
Leader said.
Ayatollah Khamenei also underlined the
need for a collective struggle against the

Takfiri groups, including Daesh, as one of
the main challenges facing their region,
warning that the Palestinian issue could be
further sidelined due to current crises the
Takfiris have created.
The Palestinian official, for his part,
praised Iran’s support for the Palestinians
and criticized certain Arab countries for
siding with Israel.
Abdullah expressed concern about the
blockade of the Gaza Strip, which he said
has denied nearly two million Palestinians
their basic rights, and stressed resistance as
the only solution to the Palestinian issue.

Chinese aircraft carrier heads for Pacific
rt.com

The Chinese aircraft carrier
Liaoning is set to take part in its
first blue water military exercises
in the West Pacific, local media
reports stated, citing the military.
Liaoning will be part of a wider
national naval formation being
sent to the region.
“Liaoning will conduct military
drills in the West Pacific,” said
People’s Liberation Army Navy Chinese J-15 fighter jets waiting on the deck of the Liaoning
aircraft carrier during military drills in the Bohai Sea.
spokes per son Liang Yang on
December 24, China’s State-run Global Trump received a congratulatory phone
Times reported.
call from the President of Taiwan Tsai
It is believed to be the first time the Ing-wen. The move caused quite a stir in
vessel participates in open sea training.
China, with the country’s Foreign Ministry
That day, the aircraft carrier continued lodging an official complaint since Beijing
ongoing Naval drills in the Yellow Sea, views the island as its territory.
where it was supported by a formation of
Ear lier Trump also ques tioned the
destroyers and frigates. The drills also decades-long “One China” policy perceived
involved China’s self-made J-15 fighter, by Washington. “I don’t know why we
which was assigned to Liaoning.
China’s defense ministry had announced
that the aircraft carrier would also conduct
presstv.ir
sched uled cross-sea training and tests.
According to Global Times, Liaoning will
e should immediately annex all
conduct further drills in other parts of the settlement blocs… renew construction
China’s maritime area which includes the throughout the land,” Gilad Erdan, Israeli
Bohai Sea, the Yellow Sea, the East China minister for public security from Prime
Sea and the South China Sea.
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s hardline
The ship is an Admiral Kuznetsov class Likud Party, said on December 24.
air craft car rier which was orig i nally
Israel was created in 1948 after wholelaunched for the Soviet Union in 1988. sale wars on Arab States, followed by the
China obtained the incomplete vessel from establishment of the so-called Green Line,
Ukraine ten years later and commissioned which marked its forcefully-seized contours.
the aircraft carrier in 2012.
In 1967, it staged further attacks beyond
The potential deployment of the aircraft the line, seizing Palestinian territories now
to the West pacific would occur amid rising known as the West Bank and East Jerusalem
tensions between the U. S. and China. Early al-Quds. Since then, it has dotted the lands
in December, U. S. President-elect Donald with more than 120 settlements despite all

“W

have to be bound by a ‘One China’ policy,
unless we make a deal with China having
to do with other things, including trade,”
Trump said. In response, China’s ambassador
warned the U. S. saying his country would
not tolerate any review of its “political
foundation.”
The area of the South China Sea, where
Liaoning is currently operating, has been
one rea son be hind nu mer ous ten sions
between the U. S. and China, with both
sides accusing each other of saber rattling
and a military buildup. Beijing claims
nearly all of the South China Sea as its
territory, causing strong opposition from
regional neighbors, including Philippines,
Taiwan and Vietnam. One of the heaviest
on go ing dis putes is over the Spratly
Islands, where China has tried to prevent
U. S. Navy patrols, which Washington says
are le git i mate due to the Free dom of
Navigation act.
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international outcries.
United Nations Resolution 2334, passed
on December 23, declares the settlements
devoid of any legal validity.
Prior to the vote, Tel Aviv had launched
into frenetic but unsuccessful lobbying to
block the vote and prompt a veto by its
strongest ally, the United States.
The Israeli regime has put back on track
proposed legislation to award “legal” status
to some 4,000 settler units built on private
Palestinian property in the West Bank.
The bill had been advancing through the
Knesset (Israeli Parliament), but was put on
hold until Trump enters the White House
on January 20.

— Bulletin board —
SALTY SID sends seven separate scandal
sheets for eleven dollars. Super-sized set
includes CofCC Newsletter, Heritage &
Destiny, Impact, Citizens Informer, The
First Freedom, The Nationalist Times and
bonus essays by patriots. Send check to
Sidney Secular, P. O. Box 246, Jefferson,
MD 21755.
JESUS came in re vival es tab lish ing a
German Confederacy of Aryan Nations.
Are you a member or State Leader of Rev.
Richard G. Butler’s revival (Royal Ekklesia,
1 Peter 2:9)? Contact CJCC/Aryan Nations
Florida State Leader, Tony (Doc) DuPree
120528, 691 Institution Road, Defuniak
Springs, Florida 32433.
JOIN GIDEON’S ELITE, PREPARE
FOR KINGDOM SERVICE! Hear
Pastor Peter J. Peters daily on WWCR
shortwave radio. For a FREE newsletter
with com plete broad cast sched ule:
Scriptures For America, POB 766, LaPorte
CO 80535. 24 hrs daily internet streaming
@ www.scripturesforamerica.org
HERITAGE AND DESTINY is a 24 page
bimonthly Nationalist magazine published
in England. To receive a sample copy
($10) or a year’s subscription / 6 issues
($48) see www.heritageanddestiny.com
for full details.
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FOR ONE free pocket Constitution send a
self addressed stamped (70 cents) envelope
to:
NCCS
37777 W Juniper Rd
Malta, ID 83342
or, for 100 copies, $35 to same address.

OUR 64-PAGE catalog lists hundreds of
inexpensive books explaining how Jews
bring all Nations low and what we must do
about that challenge. For your copy send
$1.95 to OMNI Publications, P. O. Box
900566, Palmdale, California 93590-0566.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING for pages 6-22:

REALITY CHECK – 217 pgs paperback.
Join history sleuth German-born author
Christine Miller as she exposes Zionist
contradictions in their own words against
themselves. Nothing is closer to fresh air
and light than Reality Check. $20 PPD in
C. S. A. and U. S. TFF, P. O. Box 385,
Silverhill, AL 36576.

AMERICAN FREE PRESS, the biweekly
newspaper, offers an introductory rate of 8
issues for $15. 16000 Trade Zone Ave,
Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774.

SCIENTIFIC-minded White Nationalist
prisoner looking to correspond with others
about a platform of self, science, laws of
nature and God, based on the foundations
of knowledge in key areas. Wish to help
other Whites de velop knowledge and
vision for a future and what’s possible.
Test the theory! David Burns #76032,
P. O. Box 311, El Dorado, KS 67042.

onedollardvdproject.com
Imagine if you always had a nice stack
of wake-up-call DVDs to pass along. They
are only two dollars each. But, spend one
hundred dollars and the discs are only a
dollar apiece. Or, click the “Free DVD” tab
and get a sample sent. The $149 or $329
Patriot Packs are an even better deal.
Phone Orders: 817-776-5475
“What World Famous Men Said About
The Jews.” Compiled by Dr. Ed Fields.
100 quotes – from Christ to Cicero, Henry
Ford, Napoleon, Truman, Nixon, Rev.
Billy Graham, many others (our best seller).
$6 PPD. Truth at Last Books, P. O. Box
1211, Marietta, GA 30061.

ODINIST skinheads take heart! You are
not alone! The Valhalla Bound Skinheads
seek to unite all worthy Odinist & National
Socialist skins into one movement that can
greatly aid the White Nationalist cause!
Embrace your wyrd! Research our group
on web, in “news,” on Twitter or Facebook
and email 14VBS88@gmail.com for info.
ORDER the 100+ page booklet
CONNECT THE DOTS
Second Edition
Help stop the Zionist NWO
$20 includes postage
DWA Trust – P. O. Box 1947
Payson, Arizona 85547
ADVERTISE on this bulletin board. Just
$10 per insertion, maximum 50 words, 10¢
each additional word. Please indicate any
capitalization or italics desired.

www.firstfreedom.net/Adv.rates.htm

YOUR NAME in TFF makes a difference
to people you can count on, assuring those
friends you’re with them.

FREE DVD catalog on global conspiracy,
legal sovereignty, reduce taxes and avoid
taxes, land patent, allodial title, etc. Over
200 listings plus discounted DVDs and
books. Call 800-770-8802, leave name and
address. ToolsForFreedom.com .
1 THESSALONIANS, Chapter 2, verses
14-16 and Romans 2 have kept the Bible
scholars busy on the numbers of Jews who
will convert shortly before the end of the
world. Around 1/3, of course a very small
number, have converted to different kinds
of Protestantism and Roman Catholicism
down through the centuries.

Your signed letter with phone number and address is welcome, but will be edited as necessary to fit available
space. Send to The First Freedom, P. O. Box 385, Silverhill, Alabama 36576 or email editor@firstfreedom.net

CONCESSION CONFESSION
Thankfully, Hillary Clinton did not get
elected.
On November 9, I caught her disgusting
concession in Doublespeak. Said she loves
America. Yes, because getting away with
all her crimes and scandals; she belongs in
jail. She mentioned the evil LGBT agenda,
proclaiming its “rights,” and praised illegal,
so-called president Barack Hussein Obama
who was born in Kenya – a Muslim.
Feminist Hillary Clinton was for illegal
immigration, open borders, no borders and
“grateful” for everything the U. S. has given
her, saying she would keep fighting for her
agenda. She is anti-America and the most
disliked presidential candidate in United
States history.
The speech was nothing but propaganda.
How can you tell when Hillary is lying?
Her lips move.
RAY DIVELY
Baden, PA
CHANGE
Having finished a nice meal at a family
style restaurant and gone up to the cashier
to pay my bill, while speaking with the
woman pleasantly and handing her a $20
bill as I waited for the balance a big, ugly
black gorilla demanded loudly, “Gimme
change for this here ten-dollar bill!” And
she forced her way from behind, shoving
her money at the cashier.
So sick of this BLM entitlement, I spoke
up in a nanosecond: “I was here first. She is
taking care of me right now. You will have
to wait your turn.” As I said that, and moved
to block the troglodyte with my body, the
cashier thankfully refused to cave in to the
rude demands and “Jemima” stepped back.
It was a glorious instant of triumph, also a
very telling moment.
White people are fed up with being made
to give in, give up, and give ’til it hurts to
the undeserving, lazy multitude of misfits.
To hell with BLM; what does it stand for
anyway: Big Loud Mouths? Belligerent
Lazy Mongrels? Black Low Mentality?
President-elect Trump gave me – and
hopefully millions of other decent citizens
– the hope and courage to speak up, stand
up and to take back what being “p. c.” has
robbed White people of. My reaction just
happened automatically and I like to think
that I have the upset election of 2016 to
thank for this refreshing, long-overdue sense
of empowerment that I had. It’s time to be
all we can and should be – once again!
DIANA LAVENDER
Chicago, IL
2017 AHEAD
A most wonderful December 2016 issue
was The First Freedom as always. It hits
the spot with great articles and reviews by
truly gifted and extraordinary writers. May
God bless all of you in this new year!
JAMES MADDEN
Howell, NJ
TFF wishes the same for you readers.

WHA’ HOPPEN, AMERICA?
Neither William Jefferson “Clinton” (not
his birth name) nor Barack Hussein Obama
(no birth certificate) could have been hired
to clean toilet bowls or scrub floors in the
White House when they were “elected” as
our President and Commander-in-thief of
the world’s most powerful nation!
Back when I was hired and trained as a
security specialist in the mid-eighties I had
to qualify for a top secret clearance to get
past the Department of State, Department
of Defense and something called DISCO
(Defense Industrial Security Clearance
Office). First, I had to score well on a
complicated, 600-question psychological
test, then an intensive personal interview
with a DOS psychiatrist. That “test” asked
the same questions over and over 3 or 4
times but in different verbiage; you could
not get away with a lie about anything!
If I had not gone through all of the above
convincingly, I would have been required
to submit then to an elaborate polygraph
examination.
The test-givers and psychiatrist wrote
on my score sheet that they judged me to be
an honest and trustworthy individual and
that the Department of State would be
“fortunate” to have me serve as a security
specialist at American embassies in foreign
countries. So I was spared the ordeal of
going through that polygraph thing.
But, because of their past relationships
with people involved in criminal activity
(“Clinton”) and with people involved in
anti-American activity (Obama), neither
of these two career politicians could have
escaped that polygraph test… and neither
one could have passed it!
Nor could these two shady persons with
questionable background relationships and
personal histories ever have received the
top secret clearance that I needed to work
in American embassies around the world.
Perhaps someone was “hoodwinking” all
of us? Maybe “our own” Congress...
GENE BLACKWELL
Mason City, IA
AVARICE
The country we love has turned its back
on us and our people in lieu of greed and
immorality. Liberal hypocrites who live in
privileged bubbles and gated communities
think they are morally superior to everyone
else, so disconnected from reality as to put
the welfare of Blacks, Hispanics, Muslims,
homosexuals, transgenders, etc., over their
own, and especially the welfare of White,
working-class Americans.
Those rich care more about minority
groups than our White heritage, its culture
and people. They stand on their soap boxes
preaching love and tolerance yet hating us.
Then there are those who believe they
were chosen to rule the world, fearing only
such Aryan nationalists as are fighting for
what has real value. JOSH WINGFIELD
Cañon City, CO
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David Lee’s BIBLE ERRORS REVEALED
and Related Topics. Thirty years research
seeking the Truth. Six paper back 8½ x 11
volumes $20 each PPD. Vol. I – 179 pages
including Genesis chapter one, Noah’s
flood & Khazar Empire. Check or m.o. to
SBO 66, Box 05292, Miami, FL 33102.
ISRAEL NOT A DEMOCRACY
By Norman F. Dacey, author of the best
seller, “How To Avoid Probate.” Studies
Is rael’s laws which make it a Marx ist
dictatorship. 70 pages, $8 PPD.
Truth at Last Books
P. O. Box 1211, Marietta, GA 30061
THREE TRUTH TRACTS
1) “Interracial Marriage - Right or Wrong?”
Mixed race offspring have lower IQ, goes
against nature and Biblical law.
2) “Martin Luther King Holiday Should
Be Repealed.” FBI files document his
Communist ties.
3) “Kosher Food Tax Raises Food Prices.”
Every food item featuring a “K” or “U”
imprint has paid a tax to a Rabbi.
All three tracts only $1 from:
Truth at Last Books
P. O. Box 1211
Marietta, GA 30061

TFF deletes vulgarity and will correct any defects in grammar or spelling.
Predicate verbs and objects must agree in number with their subjects.

THEY PROMISED
Boy, won’t miracles ever cease? Miley
Cyrus and others had threatened to leave
the United States, should Donald Trump
become President. So open the floodgates
before they change their minds! Don’t let
the door hit you on your ass when getting
out, Miley, and take along all your “tongue
hanger” friends, those progressive pukes,
queers and riffraff of assorted kinds. When
you are gone, hopefully our country will
become great again. Go ahead, Miley…
“Make my day.”
JACK McNEELY
Armstrong, IL
DIFFERENT
Over the years past I have read a lot of
papers and mainstream media – and had
thought that I was well informed but had a
sinking feeling that something was not
right or the content of what I perused was
lacking. Then, a few years back a friend of
mine gave me The First Freedom.
Somewhat skeptical at first, I subscribed
and soon became an avid reader, anxious
for each next issue to come.
I want to thank the many contributors to
this great paper and also the letter writers
with their input for bringing me out of the
darkness into the light about the truth. Like
the ageing process of a good wine, here’s a
paper that just keeps getting better.
Back to the friend who got me going
with TFF, and this could be for strangers
also. What are friends for? Sharing!
GLENN JOHNSON
Indianapolis, IN
PRAY FOR US
I loved the “wonderful race” piece [TFF,
December 2016], something to think about.
The donkey (Democrats) cannot save
America. Nor the elephant (Republicans).
Only the Lamb can save Amerika.
DON DESBIEN
Palco, KS
LATE PAPER
My thanks to The First Freedom for
the outstanding paper you publish. Several
months ago the faculty here denied me my
September 2016 issue, a review committee
saying it violated Departmental Directive
4572. The decision was reversed following
that appeal you submitted and the withheld
paper came to me soon thereafter.
KEITH BUGMAN
Gowanda, NY
NO PAPER
For some reason I did not receive this
month’s TFF. I know it is usually here by
now. I spoke to my my wife and she said
she received her copy two weeks ago.
BRIAN SEALES
Altona, NY
When post office clerks – especially in
the gulag – “lose” a paper, it costs TFF
much more to re-send First Class. Please
remit $3 and we’ll mail it to you again.

JUST OUT
On behalf of Rev. Matt Hale, most wellknown U. S. political prisoner, I would like
to present you here attached a copy of his
latest work, The Racial Loyalist Manifesto.
You’ve certainly heard that he is presently
in the SHU (isolation unit) at FCI Terre
Haute, Indiana, since August 26 – without
any legitimate ground other than hearsay
and the fact that Matt Hale is who he is.
Up to this date I was in contact with him
through CorrLinks, which was quite fast;
but I rely now on snail mail. Fortunately,
he’s allowed to phone his beloved mother
once in a while and she emailed me that he
wanted me to send you a copy of his new
book and ask if it would be possible to run
it as a serial in The First Freedom? This is
indeed the last updated version of his book,
as I helped him with double-checking and
fine-combing the second edition of RLM
after he had found some minor errors in it.
Racial Loyalist greetings from France.
REV. OLIVIER DEVALEZ
olivier.devalez@yahoo.de
Ben Klassen’s The White Man’s Bible
supposedly espouses a new religion, yet
like this latest book by Matt Hale which
contains the word religion 73 times but
never any mention of prayer, such works
leave room for doubt. Thus it’s difficult
to accept their criticisms of Christianity
and Judaism, although well on target, as
recognizing nature’s eternal God. Even
atheists do not deny what’s within one’s
observation but inexplicable other than
as supernatural, that is, the natural not
understood. Ignoring theological dogma
isn’t the same as denying the “intelligent
design” of our beautiful universe. White
racial loyalists might better spend one
hour each morning before breakfast on
bended knees reciting Ben Franklin’s
non-sectarian prayer and their petitions
for the day’s guidance in good health.
TEACHING TOLERANCE
Here’s my renewal. Please use the $25
extra to pay for a one-year subscription to
any Louisiana High School library of your
choosing. Thanks again for TFF, a fine
newspaper!
JOSEPH TRAINOR
Attleboro, MA
Readers in and near Lafayette, let us
know the high school library’s reaction.
LOOK AGAIN
People ask, “How could Trump possibly
have won the election?” A better question
might be, “Who created Donald Trump?”
The answer is really quite simple:
Lying politicians who make wonderful
promises then forget them as soon as they
get into office; criminal Wall Street bankers
who rob us blind but never go to jail; a
failed education system that is crippling
the minds of our children by telling them
what to think rather than teaching them
how to think.
MARK WILSON
Sierra Vista, AZ
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— Self-government begins at home —

Immobilizing orderly government by instigating anger
By Olaf Childress
editor@firstfreedom.net

T

hat latest mass deception foisted upon
our Aryan Nation, Selection 2016, is now
history. The enemy of truth, sacred life and
uprightness, realizing
Hillary would bring on
the rebellion before he
had us swallowing any
“cashless” bolus, dealt
his Trump card only in
desperation.
Rent-a-mobs rioted
post-(s)election totally
unaware, “facilitators”
choreographing their fulminations against
The Donald just like during those months
leading up to November 8th. Isn’t it about
time that even ourselves admitted the fact?
We, too, have been had.
“Democracy,” whose servant art thou?
Günter Deckert, a former German high
school teacher having done prison time for
thought crimes, noticing this newspaper’s
lack of “voting” enthusiasm, questioned
how The First Freedom could say “Pity
that we had to be right about Trump,” since
our chronicles had scarcely mentioned the
man.

Enough!

He deserved little ink here because TFF
ridicules the very concept of ES&S-staged
“democracy” facilitating anything beyond
deception. Tweedledeedum sensationalism
promoted by media munchkins elects ever
and always simply more of the same. Only
a revolution can restore Aryan Americans
in charge of our Nation – aristocrats, to be
sure – who will get us off that multicultural
merry-go-round, convene a Nuremberg II
tribunal and hang today’s war criminals.
Though necessarily resisting guile, one
must admire the enemy’s cunning. Obama,
whom we know nothing about except that,
having until now escaped falseflagination,
he passes the scepter to Trump this month.
Why was it not only desirable but possible
for ES&S to give him an eight-year party
in the White House? Unlike MLK, this one
is talented and obedient, maybe no actor of
Trump or Reagan’s caliber but, during his
time in office, perhaps more utilitarian than
they because privileged, headstarted and
racially untouchable.

Cultivating anger
His assignment was to read those press
conference teleprompts correctly, irritating
us with the impossible idea that Somalians
– like Kenyans? – would fit right into the
New American fabrication, a ploy aimed at
making Whites angry while delaying their
ultimate rebellion when selling them this
idea of “voting” one more time at another
quadrennial running for the “Change Cup”
instead of right now plowing and planting
that “electoral” track’s turf in something
productive.
2017 must be the year we stop buying it.
See how The Donald is reportedly picking
and appointing qualified officers for “his”
administration? Most of those named thus
far might’ve – would have? – as easily
been Hillary’s “choices”; so, who or what
selected “our” new leader’s dictatorship
team, the visible glove or its Hidden Hand?
Are you ready to invest something more
than one hour every 1,461 days “voting”?
This newspaper needs promoters, editors,
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reporters, writers, publishers, distributors,
advertisers, proofreaders and investors. We
can get on with what must be done, but it’s
a decision, no mere nod and then back to
the ball game.

Charge of the Right Brigade
How important is The First Freedom’s
goal of one million hardcopy subscribers
putting the truth out? U. S. Representative
Oscar Callaway explained today’s urgency
way back on February 9, 1917, as recorded
in the U. S. Congressional Record, Volume
54, page 2947, but media obfuscation at
that time forestalled what’s now possible.
Chairman: “The Chair will recognize
the gentleman from Texas, a member of the
[defense appropriations] committee.”
…Congressman Callaway: “In March,
1915, the J. P. Morgan interests, the steel,
ship building and powder interests and
their subsidiary organizations, got together
12 men high up in the newspaper world
and employed them to se lect the most
influential newspapers in the United States
and sufficient number of them to control
generally the policy of the daily press in
the United States.
“These 12 men worked the problems
out by selecting 179 newspapers, and then
began, by an elimination process, to retain
only those necessary for the purpose of
controlling the general policy of the daily
press throughout the country. They found it
was only necessary to purchase the control
of 25 of the greatest papers. The 25 papers
were agreed upon; emissaries were sent to
purchase the policy, national and international, of these papers; an agreement
was reached; the policy of the papers was
bought, to be paid for by the month; an
editor was furnished for each paper to
properly supervise and edit information
regarding the questions of preparedness,
militarism, financial policies and other
things of national and international nature
con sid ered vi tal to the in ter ests of the
pur chasers.
“This con tract is in ex istence at the
present time, and it accounts for the news
columns of the daily press of the country
being filled with all sorts of preparedness
arguments and misrepresentations as to the
present con dition of the United States
Army and Navy, and the possibility and
prob a bil ity of the United States be ing
attacked by foreign foes.
“This policy also included the suppression
of everything in opposition to the wishes of
the interests served. The effectiveness of this
scheme has been conclusively demonstrated
by the character of the stuff carried in the
daily press throughout the country since
March, 1915. They have resorted to anything
necessary to commercialize public sentiment
and sandbag the National Congress into
mak ing ex trav a gant and waste ful
appro priations for the Army and Navy
under false pretense that it was necessary.
Their stock argument is that it is ‘patriotism.’
They are playing on every prejudice and
passion of the American people.”

Seventy five years later
“We are grateful to The Washington
Post, The New York Times, Time Magazine
and other great publications whose directors
have attended our meetings and respected
their promises of discretion for almost
forty years. It would have been impossible
for us to develop our plan for the world if
we had been subject to the lights of publicity
during those years. But, the world is now
more sophisticated and prepared to march
towards a world government. The supranational sovereignty of an intellectual elite
and world bankers is surely preferable to
the national auto-determination practiced
in past centuries.” – David Rockefeller,
June 5, 1991, at a Bilderberger meeting in
Baden Baden, Germany
Only with misdirection from an already
entrenched mediacracy could the enemy’s
“17th Amendment” on April 8, 1913, have
dispossessed our sovereign States of their

constitutionally-guaranteed reservations to
appoint U. S. Senators, nor had the Federal
Reserve Act of December 23, 1913, given
central banking another blank check. Such
diabolical collaboration involving media
munchkins and international finance came
long before U. S. Congressman Callaway’s
1917 statement documenting the fact, with
Rockefeller casually confirming it in 1991.
What’s the point in having two houses
of lawmakers if they’re both (s)elected by
the media-manipulated opinions of people
who’ve little time, tendency or opportunity
for acquiring the education and refinement
that such statesmen as Jefferson and Cicero
typically bring to governments on matters
grave or trivial?
By the media’s fall our forebears lost all,
but we’re here to recover that public forum
from its 1865 “Reconstruction” captivity.
Let us begin with another look at the birth
of early democracy, how it influenced the
Roman republic and where today’s attempt
at marrying those two inchoate systems got
derailed. Isolated from all the meandering
tribes of “barbarians” (anyone who wasn’t
homegrown) by mountains and seas, most
citizens in Greek city States such as Athens
governed themselves directly. This worked
well for hundreds of years until, in a rising
Rome, an upper class capable of waging
wars without interference from uneducated
infantrymen eclipsed that Athenian rivalry,
thereby becoming a world power. Not to be
sent into harm’s way by aristocratic seniors
(senators) repeatedly as pawns, however,
finally the plebs (commoners) gained some
input on important matters through their
representatives. So there you have it: the
upper and lower houses of lawmaking as
affected today.
What a wonderful confederation might
arise from the ashes of our once sovereign
States if only they could again deal with
each other separately, no “universal law”
diktat that every animated being is “equal”
rather than free! One of those governments
could then declare all indigents within its
bounds solely dependent on private charity
and ineligible for public aid, thereby likely
discovering who really wants to share his
own wealth with the poor. Elsewhere if by
whatever means Communism should come
to power – with equality for all except the
rulers who need more of it – that State will
attract freeloaders while it lasts. If another
member in the union goes “apartheid” and
has only strictly qualified public officers,
such a milieu can still expect migrants
from both of the above to come looking for
work, not handouts or plunder.

Balance and deference
Prior to America’s so-called Civil War, a
union of sovereign States had agreed upon
respecting one another’s diversity, each of
them governed according to laws written
by its combined White upper class senators
and the people’s representatives. Seeing as
how this legislative practice served well in
the breakaway British American colonies,
the U. S. Constitution that these new States
ordained listed certain enumerated powers
assigned to their federal government that
indeed would keep it in check for a time. A
similar lawmaking process might work to
any Nation’s advantage, as it only requires
diligence by a people of the same blood,
language and culture recognizing human
nature, which both Rome and these united
States, each in their own time, had going
for them.
Should that aristocracy conspire to turn
into a dictatorship, what then happens will
depend on the people’s national qualities.
If, in addition to being of the same blood,
language and culture, besides recognizing
human nature they’re also informed, such
ones can prevail upon their representatives
and together with them declare those errant
elites – on an annual date certain – jobless.
However, as this kind of leverage reserves
all undelegated powers to the enfranchised
citizens, normally it would be a day for
lauding the more noble members of that

self-electing aristocracy.
Thus, in our information age, energetic
achievements of every description are not
only possible but happening. Nothing, and
that includes alien-occupied or controlled
national governments, can endure based on
lies and deception when honorable men so
convincingly outflank disinformation with
undeniable truth as leaves a besieged folk
no choice but to mobilize against it.
If fighting fire with fire should be one’s
sole option, he doesn’t hesitate. Nor do we
hold clandestine operations unthinkable in
a struggle for survival. But we’re talking
temporal expedience here, whereas joining
a longstanding secret society that promises
members advantages over the uninitiated,
fleeceable public at large – is traitorous.
No matter how many “degrees” gained on
his way to cabalistic stardom, the Hidden
Hand’s knowing accomplice remains but a
conniving shirker.
Few upright Whites, however, are as yet
paying sufficient attention to how all these
mob-mentality-emboldened kikes scheme
with one another against our race because
we alone threaten their partying along the
yellow brick road. So they try to frighten
such publications as The First Freedom
into no longer calling a spade a spade nor
the international jerk a Jew. Last month the
U. S. Senate approved an “Anti-Semitism
Awareness Act,” to criminalize on college
campuses investigation of Israeli hoaxes
and Israeli war crimes. Observed Michael
Hoffman: “This nutty Orwellian-Stalinist
legislation was sponsored by ‘conservative
Democrat’ Sen. Bob Casey of Pennsylvania
and co-sponsored by Sen. Lindsey Graham
(R-NC), an unpaid agent (as far as we
know) of the Israeli government, and point
man, together with another Israeli asset, Sen.
John McCain (R-AZ), in the Cryptocracy’s
defamation campaign against the ISISfighting Nation of Russia, headed by the
Orthodox Christian, Vladimir Putin. The bill,
which has all the marks of Israeli meddling
in Amer ican pol itics and ed u cation –
meddling which is permissible when the
Israelis do it and a casus belli when Russia
is supposed to be guilty of it… lapse[d] in
the House of Representatives.”
It’s an information-disinformation war
whether we recognize that fact in 2017 or
suffer another seventy-five years of USSA
“elections” before taking the NY-DC Axis
down. As fighting thuggery with thuggery
will require our White Nation’s aristocrats
to temporarily stand aside while skinheads
and rednecks answer Communism’s forays
in kind, let us pray such hardened ruffians
having overthrown the Zionist occupation
can accept and work with real statesmen at
the helm.
How much time do we have to replace
those 25 newspapers – die Lügenpresse –
before Merkelism is entrenched here as in
Germany? Very little. Antonio Gramsci’s
march through the institutions needed over
a century, which shows how long a secretly
organized plot exhorting its initiates “Thou
shalt wage war by deception” can mislead
many people.
Not operating in permanent secrecy, we
don’t go that route. Trading one’s honor for
gold and ritualistic connivances brings this
constant whining: “Why does everybody
who’s not one of us Chosenites hate me?”
Well, just because we stand now about
ready to overthrow the Zionist occupation
of our State and “national” governments,
that does not indicate hate for anybody. A
better word would be distrust. There’s this
cleverness alluded to above. The enemy’s
cunning is, in a way, to admire, its tenure
depending on each congresscritter keeping
both ears cocked to that gramophone when
hearing His Master’s Voice.
Hate, an antonym for thought, is a loser
which may prove temporarily practical on
the job at hand insofar as we turn it around
in others – against those media munchkins
who use unthinking minorities, inflaming
them with such anger as initiates the Zog’s
desired riots, wars… and “Change.”

